
Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Aimee Shi Aimee Shi

Round 1 Neg vs Myron Sinville

Judge Tristan Rios Aimee Shi Pts 29.5

COMMENTS

1AC I think that if the a�irmative is going to have alot of strutural violence impacts and impacts
about wealth disparity and dicrimination, you may be better served to have a criterion of struc-
tural violence rather then a criterion of valuing/saving lives
1NC this waldrop 19 card states that the US does worse then other countries who have universal
health care, not that its worse AT universal healthcare. i think that ocntention 2 could get better
impacted out as doctors quitting their jobs doesnt go anywhere with the a�rimative case as is.
very good line by line of the opponents case. I also think that youmay need an impact that states
why it is significant if middle income families get slightly less income.
1AR this was a fantastic speech, i think you choose all the rightmoments to focus on the pathos of
your speech, you also handled answering your opponents arguements and extending your own
case very well, no criticism with this speech.
1NR this speechwas very very good,my only issue is i think you could have spentmore time bring
up the exact statistics your evidence gives to by how much taxes would increase and whether it
pushes the middle class into pvoerty or outweighs the moeny saved by single payer health care.
besides that i dont have any other criticisms as i think what is setting you behind so far in this
debate is that you never impacted out the loss of money to the middle class back in the 1nc.
2AR this was a absolutely fantastic speech, great job, no criticisms
RFD i vote a�, i think the a� is winning the arguement that the amount of lives that would be
saved by single payer healthcare being implemented outweigh the amount of lives that could
potentially be lost by the increasing waitlines, the higher taxes arguement ultimately doesnt fac-
tor into this equation due to it not have a impact beyond just themiddle class lose a bit ofmoney

RFD

1AC I think that if the a�irmative is going to have alot of strutural violence impacts and impacts
about wealth disparity and dicrimination, you may be better served to have a criterion of struc-
tural violence rather then a criterion of valuing/saving lives
1NC this waldrop 19 card states that the US does worse then other countries who have universal
health care, not that its worse AT universal healthcare. i think that ocntention 2 could get better
impacted out as doctors quitting their jobs doesnt go anywhere with the a�rimative case as is.
very good line by line of the opponents case. I also think that youmay need an impact that states
why it is significant if middle income families get slightly less income.
1AR this was a fantastic speech, i think you choose all the rightmoments to focus on the pathos of
your speech, you also handled answering your opponents arguements and extending your own
case very well, no criticism with this speech.
1NR this speechwas very very good,my only issue is i think you could have spentmore time bring
up the exact statistics your evidence gives to by how much taxes would increase and whether it
pushes the middle class into pvoerty or outweighs the moeny saved by single payer health care.
besides that i dont have any other criticisms as i think what is setting you behind so far in this
debate is that you never impacted out the loss of money to the middle class back in the 1nc.
2AR this was a absolutely fantastic speech, great job, no criticisms
RFD i vote a�, i think the a� is winning the arguement that the amount of lives that would be
saved by single payer healthcare being implemented outweigh the amount of lives that could
potentially be lost by the increasing waitlines, the higher taxes arguement ultimately doesnt fac-
tor into this equation due to it not have a impact beyond just themiddle class lose a bit ofmoney
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Round 2 A� vs William Zhou

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Aimee Shi Pts 29.5

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on SP saving lives by giving people access to preventative care.
Aimee:
cx- good job at casting doubt on the logic of the negative, specifically about ten-care and how
they meet the framework.
Great job making extensions and talking about why it is important. Remember to address the
framework debate: how you meet your framework and why it is better than the opponents. You
mostlymadedefensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember tomakeof-
fensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). For roadmapping, "telling the story" is the overview.
Give an impact on why SP saving money is a good, "curing financial problems" is not specific
enough, remember the impact is the "e�ect" of saving money.
William:
cx- Cx is used to move the debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying questions. Don’t give
your opponent the opportunity to just continue to explain why their case is good.
Take Prep before the 1nr, even if you don’t think you need it can still be useful to strategize/decide
what arguments to prioritize. The NC is too long, you did not have much time to address the
a�irmative case. Remember you should be le� with about 3 mins at least to address it. Good
jobmaking turn (taxes increasing as opposed to decreasing) but you need to explain the warrant
more (how sp increases taxes) and say why the argument is important. Good job addressing how
a� impacts dont meet util, the framework is typically addressed at the top and this argument
neededmore of a warrant. Remember to weigh your impact (probability, timeframe, magnitude,
scope) you had time le� in the 1nr. It would be good to do a rebuttal redo and read blocks against
the a� case. Primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponet) remem-
ber to make o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you).
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Round 3 A� vs Jacob Yang

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Aimee Shi Pts 28

COMMENTS

1AC - :45 le�
Don’t read 1 ev per contention – each part of the contention (UQ, solvency, impact) should go into
andmake up one contention.
Rethink your value – your plan is serving the minority so it is not util.
If you are not going to read some pandemic scenario or something that does connect to util, then
I would suggest reading a piece of evidence in these 45 secs you have le� that says something
about structural violence comes first or why we have a moral obligation to provide ppl with HC,
prevent deaths, stop covid, whatever.
1AR - 1:08 le�
Dont just answer the line by line! Extend your case and build o� the most important parts of it!
Your biggest argument is that lifes and money couldve been saved from COVID, but you never
address this argument in this speech – instead, this should be at the top of your case explaining
why your impacts need to come first.
2AR - :45
Do not start by answering your opponent!!!! Start by giving me the reasons why YOU have won
the round – only have 3 minutes in this speech so its important to start by telling me why your
impacts are the most important.

RFD
The value debate is a wash - neither team fully connects back to util. Absent a reason why the a�
makes the SQ worse, I buy that SPHC can save lives, with some chance that it can also resolve a
superbugs scenario.

Round 4 Neg vs Sean Zeng

Judge Anaiya Moran WIN Aimee Shi Pts 29

RFD

Aimee- Organized and thorough refutations, framework, and arguments. Excellent use of evi-
dence and sources. Good CX questions and responses. Thank you for signposting along the way
andmaking eye contact with the judge.
Sean- You have a good case, but you need to execute it stronger and more thoroughly. Eye con-
tact would bemuch appreciated, and in future rounds, try to prevent holding and fiddling with a
lollipop stick, as it is a distraction throughout the round.
RFD:
Neg wins on arguments, refutations, and credibility.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Alex Song Alex Song

Round 1 Neg vs Jacob Yang

Judge Zach Jones WIN Alex Song Pts 29.4

RFD

I endupvotingnegative in thisdebate, I thinkAlex is verymuchaheadbothon the framework level
and the contention level. I think Alex is both implicitly turning the arguments of the a�irmative
while also winning these contentions on his case.
I think both teams should do more work explaining how you achieve/reach your frameworks in
this debate, it gets a bit muddy later in the debate on the solvency question.
Alex you are too hung up on this taxing question, you don’t need to spend 1:45 on this question
about taxes.
Spending time on "voters" isn’t super important, do this impactwork just inside the explanations
of your arguments on the line by line debating on you or your opponents case
Also Alex you do not need to ask me to not let your opponent bring up arguments, that is just a
presumed "rule" about debate – any judge with experience will protect the NR

Round 2 A� vs Yinyun Ji

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN Alex Song Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

I think there needs to be a fewmore internal links in the a�, an extra card about why single payer
solves thepoverty that kills the sameamountof people as anuclearwar every 15 years. You spend
a little toomuch timeextending youcase, if youaregoing todo this extendandanswer arguments
at the same time.

RFD

Time your own speeches.
RFD: I voted a� in this debate. The a� has the bigger impact of decreasing poverty, the negative is
making arguments about why single payer would increase poverty but it is never fully explained
why. On the flip side the a� is making a good explanation about how single payer would solve
poverty and why that is the biggest impact in the round.
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Round 3 Neg vs Wyatt Yin

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Alex Song Pts 28.7

COMMENTS

Cross of the 1AC:
Not sure what this taxation question gets you
1NC:
Good volume
Make sure to keep a consistent flow of speaking
Great coverage of the 1AC
Cross of the 1NC:
I liked your answers to the questions! It’s clear you know your evidence well
2NR:

RFD

I vote negative, I think that the 1AR concedes toomany pieces of defense and I think that there is
conceded weighing from the 2NR -

1. The a� - I think that the 1AR drops the wait lines arguments which means that there’s con-
ceded terminal defense to the a�irmative which essentially zeroes the a�irmative’s impact

2. The negative - I think that there’s conceded weighing argument that says that nuke war
kills o� themajority of the population whichmeans that under util the negative outweighs
a small risk of the a�
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Round 4 A� vs Mike Weng

Judge Zach Jones WIN Alex Song Pts 29.3

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative, I think ultimately the a�irmative is right that this debate casts the
framework by the end of the debate as a question of who saves the most lives. While I agree that
the pandemics impact doesn’t quite reach extinction, it is definitely larger than the poverty im-
pact, especiallywhen this is on top of the other impacts extended into the 2AR. Yes there are huge
technical concessions in the 1AR on the negative case but the 2AR is doing the correct weighing
and line by line on his case that even if I grant 100% of the NR case extensions, I think the com-
paratively large risk of the a�irmative outweighs
Time, time, time yourself, the biggest problem I have seen so far this tournament and in past
debates with yall is a question of timemanagement, this would be significantly less of a problem
if you knew howmuch time you had le�
Evidence comparison ismore than just author qualifications, alsomake sure youare supplement-
ing these arguments with other warranted arguments on their contention
Alex, I’m not sure that pandemics adapt to all vaccines that quickly, and Covid definitely has not
mutated to stop every vaccine at this point
Make sure you are using your own cases to answer the arguments your opponentsmake, it saves
time andmakes the 1AC/1NCmatter
Don’t tell me what to extend, extend it yourself, tell me the warrant and why the concession of it
matters in the round
Not sure the best impact to poverty you should go for is that it will eventually "lead to extinction
in 365 years." Poverty is slow, perpetual, and generational, extinction is not the problem, it’s the
ongoing violence against the impoverished
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Quar A� vs Cassie Lin

Judge Cody Morrow WIN

RFD

Quarterfinals Alex Song versus Cassie Lin
This was a good debate and an extremely close decision. Both debaters did an excellent jobmak-
ing and extending their arguments but could have improved on making smarter more strategic
arguments against your opponent’s arguments. If the negative had not oversimplified her inno-
vation argument, then I might have been compelled to vote negative. Saying increases in taxes
impedes innovation is far too simplified and lacking explanation. Wouldn’t most Americans who
had insurance no longer have to pay substantial amounts of costs and fees out of their pay from
work? Isn’t it possible that the increase in any taxes would be far less than these workers have
been paying out of their paychecks? In what way would an increase in taxes reduce the amount
of funds available for research and development which is key to innovation? Would higher taxes
really cause the wealthy to become the middle class, the middle class become the lower class,
and the lower class become the ultra-poor? To try to boost the support of these arguments you
need evidence and provide an amount of increase in taxes that would cause this extreme class
migration. Both frameworks are basically the same and the a�irmative does a good job proving
how a single payer system would be good economically and help people who are su�ering now.
I don’t find the a�irmatives third contention very persuasive but the negatives responses to this
contentionwere extremely limited and lackingwarrants as to howmass extinctionwouldn’t hap-
pen. I decided to not evaluate the 3 rd contention because I don’t think the a�irmative did an
adequate job developing this argument. I do think the a�irmative is far ahead on the reasons a
single payer system savesmoney overtime and li�s people out of poverty. The a�irmative claims
that these economic benefits would help innovation not reduce it and I don’t think there is an
adequate answer to this argument. The second contention is why I end up voting a�irmative.
Poverty kills the same amount of people as a nuclear war would every 15 years and that a sin-
gle payer system substantially reduces structural violence. I can not stress this was an extremely
close debate and both debaters did a great job.

Semi Neg vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Blake Andrews WIN

Semi Neg vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Cody Morrow WIN

Fin A� vs Erin Jia

Judge Mak Kovar
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Fin A� vs Erin Jia

Judge Jose Sanchez

Fin A� vs Erin Jia

Judge Toby Whisenhunt

RFD

Alex: Case was ok. It is a risk to go for life on the a� vs more of an ethical approach. Link chains
make sense but the internal links to econ collapse are a little over stated. Most of the econ args
seem like prempts to a common neg strat. Winning single payer is cheaper is a bit of an uphill
battle, especially in the short run. You need a brink
1AR - Too much time spent reading cards. You need to be more e�icient and get to the neg case.
Work on e�iciency to get more args. This would be a good one to re do for practice. You have
spent over 3 minutes on the a�. That either needs to be embedded clash and address the neg at
the same time. 30 seconds is rarely enough time. 2AR - agin more word economy. Specifically
more e�icient sign posting. Need to focus on IL to your extinction impact and howSP solve as the
priority to win this debate. You need case D vs neg too.
Erin - Good NC. The author’s qual stu� is a little nit picky, but good case coverage in general. You
are in position to take advantage of the NR. Don’t spend as much time on the source thing. NR -
Good job on framing and extensions. Did an ok job ipacting that.
Erin on the Neg won 3-0
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Anna Dong Anna Dong

Round 1 A� vs Erin Jia

Judge Townes Schultz Anna Dong Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

1AC sounds good, clear, consistent and well paced.
Never concede things in CX
Never concede things!!!! Erin’s not the be-all-end-all of health care policy you’re a smart student
you got this!
Be more assertive like you are in speeches when in CX - CX is a speech and should be spoken the
same
Funding problem answer should be - medicare runs o� 1% the cost - doesnt have to do stock buy
backs etc
the warrant on tax the rich should be fiat

RFD

I vote negative - the a� isn’t really extended into the 1AR so a negative extension of physi-
cian/shortages/wait times/taxes is su�icient to vote negative on a risk it causes structural vio-
lence or death. It’s hard to win a debate when the key a� o�ense - not just the framing which
was well done - is not extended into the 1AR and called out by the 2NR. O�ense o�ense o�ense!
Also helps the negative is going for a dropped turns case argument. You could improve by having
a case overview that summarizes the main points about physician access and healthcare costs -
both are pretty true arguments - which keeps you in the game. This debate feels like it was largely
concluded by the vibe of 1AC cx and it doesnt need to be -
the framing you should approach the negative contention with is "try or die" - people dont have
physician access nowbecause of lack of options andhighprices - only a riskwe can create aworld
where they do so its better to try. I especially think the a� side is on the side of truth given the
predatory nature of themedical industry so you could be in a great spot. I think that the negative
is largely approaching this debate in the correct manner - winning truth level claims about SPHC
is hard but using pieces of evidence with bold claims and technical reasoning puts you ahead. I
thought that it was especially set up by 1AC cx but that could be worked into speeches better.
Timeframe is a good a� argument - people are dying of covid nowbecause they don’t have access
tohealthcareor goingbrokebc covid/long covidnow - its not abouthealthcare versuspoverty but
the people currently impoverished AND dying bc of covid since the medical system is ALREADY
inaccessable.
Never concede a debate.
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Round 2 Neg vs Terrence Mower

Judge Jose Sanchez Anna Dong Pts 28

COMMENTS

1NC -
Consider changing your value – structural violence is more of an a�irmative value.
You need some impact to your contention! It is mostly just defensive arguments that say SPHC
will will not solve/make HC cheaper – you need o�ensive arguments that talk about 1) how SPHC
makes the SQ worse and 2) DAs to the a� (like the workers shortage or innovation DA)
1NR -
You DO need to be winning that the SQ or a competitive alternative is better than the a�irma-
tive. If you do not have a reason why that is best, then you can only rely on defensive arguments
why SPHCwon’t work, which is not persuasive by itself when the a�irmative is telling me to help
historically disenfranchised ppl now.
This speech is lacking a voter/reasonwhy you arewinning the round. You get close to it when you
are talking about wait times, but 1) I am not sure where this argument is coming from and 2) You
do not impact this out enough to make it an o�ensive reason why the neg/SQ comes first.

RFD

The negative does not provide me with a reason why the SQ is better than doing the a�irmative,
only that there is a chance that it might not yield intended results. Due to the lack of o�ensive
arguments from the neg, I am led to buy, or at least presume, that the a� does something to
improve health outcomes.
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Round 3 Neg vs Benjamin Fu

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Anna Dong Pts 27.9

COMMENTS

Don’t talk in the middle of other people’s speeches
Cross of the 1AC:
I would ask more in-depth questions, they seem very surface level
1NC:
I would make sure to focus on improving enunciation in the future
Good roadmap, I think
I think that you should flesh out the reasons to prefer your framework which would help when
comparing frameworks
Cross of the 1NC:
Good job on answering questions!
2NR:
Good job on signposting in the 2NR
Don’t call yourself messy in themiddle of your speech, you’re signposting helps clear everything
up!
Good job on explaining the impacts, I would just make sure you flesh out the internal links to
those impacts more
I would also try to weighmore in the 2NR, you did someweighing but I would just try and do a bit
more

RFD

I vote negative, I think that the 1AR drops the terminal impact of the a� which means that I don’t
think that there is a reason to vote a� which means I can vote neg on presumption. I also think
that under existential risk calculus the negative outweighs even if the risk of the negative is small,
which is confoundedby the fact that I think that the2NRhasextendedconceded reasons toprefer.
I also think that the negative is winning a good amount of weighing arguments whichmeans that
economic collapse comes first

Round 4 A� vs Hyma Kamdar

Judge Anaiya Moran Anna Dong Pts 28

RFD

Anna- You were being way too hard on yourself from the beginning. You are extremely talented,
intelligent, and have so much potential in debate. I understand you may be flustered, over-
whelmed, and stressed because it’s your first tournament, but take time to process your emo-
tions before or a�er the round. You had a very strong start, but your arguments and refutations
weakened throughout the round. You dropped almost the entire negative case, which is why you
lost the round.
Hyma- Excellent execution of your case, and great job cross-applying evidence to refute against
your opponent’s case. Thank you for signposting along the way and staying clear to the format.
Eye contact and confidence can be slightly improved, but that comes with experience. I voted for
you based on dropped arguments and stronger refutations on the a�irmative case.
RFD:
Neg wins on dropped arguments and stronger refutations of opponent’s case. Neg also won
value/criterion debate.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Aria Zhang Aria Zhang

Round 1 Neg vs Jenani Sivamani

Judge Adrian Sendejas Aria Zhang Pts 29

COMMENTS
great job, this was a very good debate. I think both sides could do a bit more weighing, y’all can
allocate maybe aminute or close to it in order to do the impact calc and bemore comparative.

RFD
great job, this was a very good debate. I think both sides could do a bit more weighing, y’all can
allocate maybe aminute or close to it in order to do the impact calc and bemore comparative.
I vote a� on theminorities o�ense, was untouched by the negative throughout the entire debate.

Round 2 A� vs Grace Xie

Judge Jose Sanchez Aria Zhang Pts 27

COMMENTS

1AC - (3:30 le�)
Contentions should be structured better – they need 1) isolate a problem in the SQ and 2) include
an impact i.e. what is so bad about not having access to care, or what is so good about saving
money?
Merge your contentions 2 and 3 since they are both about money and tell me why una�ordable
health care is bad for the economybecause it causeswar or poverty or somebad things. Thatwill
help your claims (about saving money) makemore sense.
1AR - (2:40 le�)
Do not JUST answer their arguments, you also need to be extending your own case and high-
lighting why your impacts need to come first. Although your value is life, you could perhaps still
use this definition of "ought" tomake some claims about why we have amoral obligation to give
everyone HC, especially the most uninsured.
Remember to use details from the 1AC, there are plenty points you could have talked about how
the SQ leads to worse health outcomes.
2AR - 1:40 le�
I am unsure how "more ppl using SPHC" = "more revenue," you need to bring up some evidence
from your 1ac and/or read some new evidence.

RFD

I vote negative because, if I am valuing life, then I am led to buy that the best way to preserve
happiness and prevent deaths for themost amount of ppl is to stick with the current system. The
negwins that wait timeswould decrease quality of care and lead tomore deathswith longer wait
times.
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Round 3 Neg vs Terrence Mower

Judge Townes Schultz Aria Zhang Pts 28

COMMENTS
3minute 1NC is way too short. Addmore evidence. Makemore arguments, its almost impossible
to be negative and give a 1NC shorter than the 1AR.
Leaving more than half your prep isnt strategic.

RFD

I vote a� because the impact to both cases is the same - its about people dying from a lack of
care. Its almost impossible for the negative to win this position because its just a case turn to
the a�irmative that lacks uniqueness. I dont think the 2AR strong establishes this framing for the
judge but its got enough of an extension for me to feel comfortable.
I think a large part of this debate is because the 2NR jettisons over 2 minutes of prep and ends
really early. That relieves a lot of the pressure on the 2AR to answer arguments. It could be im-
proved by improving the flow of arguments to add impact calculus which wasmissing from both
sides andmakes this debate significantly harder to resolve.
I think thea�needs to focusmoreonwhyyou’remakingargumentsbecauseblocksare important
but they are not the be all end all of a debate if you know why you are writing your blocks and
what the purpose each block serves for you. Its hard to resolve this debate because there’s no a�
overview and I’m barely convinced the a� solves anything - I think the ground work is there its
just hard in this debate without clear extensions.
I think that the negative extensions in the 2NR were exactly what I wanted to see its just too little
too latebecause it lacks impact calculusanddoesn’t haveuniqueness for a turn to thea�irmative.
So I’m le� with lack of care versus lack of care and its really hard to do anything other than vote
a� on a risk of try or die here.
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Round 4 A� vs Ethan Chen

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Aria Zhang Pts 27.9

RFD

Zhang: Please flow your debates
1AC: 27.9 Good volume Work on enunciation just a little bit more Use all of your time! Flesh your
contentions out a lot more, especially since you have 4 minutes le� in the 1AC Cross of the 1AC:
Good jobon explaining the a�irmative and answering questions Cross of the 1NC: 1AR: You should
take some prep before the 1AR, that way you can organize your thoughts You need to start on the
a�irmative even if therewerenoarguments on it in the 1NCOther than that youhavegoodattacks
on the negative case Make sure you’re weighing in the 1AR 2AR: You need to make sure that you
ask if everyone is ready a�er your road map, you can’t just jump into it Start by extending the
a�irmative
Chen: 27.8 Please flow your debates
Cross of the 1AC: I would try to avoid surface level questions of the a�, ask about whymedicare IS
singlepayer Make sure to use all of your cross time, that way you can set up all of your arguments
1NC:
Try to add inflection into theway you speak, thatway you canaddemphasis Youalso can concede
the a�irmative framework since it is essentially the same that yours is You need to read faster,
you should be at the a�irmative around 3:30-4:00 into the 1NC You need to answer the a�irma-
tive Cross of the 1NC: Good answers to cross, but make sure to fully explain the warrants of your
arguments and not just the top level claims of the evidence 2NR: This diversity of information ar-
gument is not a good time investment, I wouldmake the first thing youdo is extend the negative’s
impactsMake sure to extend your impacts andweigh themagainst the a�irmative! Use all of your
time for the 2NR, it is an important speech
RFD: I vote a�irmative, I think that the a�irmative case outweighs Framework both concede that
we should use util The a�irmative the 1NC concedes the a�irmative, that means that I think that
the a� has essentially 100% risk The negative the negative dropsmost of the defense on the neg-
ative case, which means that there is a substantive risk of defense and minimal risk of o�ense
That all means that I have to weigh a conceded a� versus a negative case with several pieces of
conceded defense, which means that I think that the a�irmative wins on a basic risk of o�ense
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Athena Zhou Athena Zhou
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Round 1 Neg vs Minya Tang

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Athena Zhou Pts 28.1

COMMENTS

1AC I think theUtil is goodcardcouldmaybebeshortenedabit as currently its around2minutesof
the 1AC. I think the first contention is slightly mismatched, subpoint C discusses how those who
are uninsured are more likely to over use antibiotics which leads to create antibiotic resistant
viruses, and usually this means the next impact would be about how anitbiotic resistant viruses
could lead to another pandemic, but instead their is a card read about economic collapse and im
not sure that the a� really has access to this impact from the way that the case was building up.
CX As a side note, Athena is correct that medical doctors cant be uneducated due to a lack of
college as to be a doctor they must have already have gone through grad school
1NC The 1nc has all nessecary components and is good, i think you could maybe add another
contention though, as at the end of the speech you are le� with 2 minutes le�. the line by line
was very good though
1AR i said this to you verbally so i will try to not be repeptive, but the best way to extend the 1ar
from 15 seconds to the full 3 minutes is to add case extensions (explained in person) and to do
a line by line or answer your opponents arguements (explained in person) if you are struggling
with writing answers as you hear them in round what you can do is a�er round take the time to
go back through your opponents 1nc andwrite blocks that answer them so that the next time you
see similar arguements as your opponents you canuse theblocks youwrote before round instead
of writing new ones on the spot
1NR i have the same criticism of this speech as i do the 1ar as both were 15 second speeches so
please look above for my adivce on how to improve on this speech
2AR good extension of case but due to the line by line being dropped in the 1ar and no answer to
the line by line in the 1ar which means that i am not able to consider quite alot of these argue-
ments.
RFD I vote neg, due to no extension of case in the 1AR along with the dropped arguements made
against the a�irmative case in the 1NC, i default to votingnegative as theywere theonly teamwith
an extension of their case, the 2ar does have a extension of case the issue is that the 1ar didnt do
these things which makes me not able to consider themwhen they are stated in the 2ar

RFD

1AC I think theUtil is goodcardcouldmaybebeshortenedabit as currently its around2minutesof
the 1AC. I think the first contention is slightly mismatched, subpoint C discusses how those who
are uninsured are more likely to over use antibiotics which leads to create antibiotic resistant
viruses, and usually this means the next impact would be about how anitbiotic resistant viruses
could lead to another pandemic, but instead their is a card read about economic collapse and im
not sure that the a� really has access to this impact from the way that the case was building up.
CX As a side note, Athena is correct that medical doctors cant be uneducated due to a lack of
college as to be a doctor they must have already have gone through grad school
1NC The 1nc has all nessecary components and is good, i think you could maybe add another
contention though, as at the end of the speech you are le� with 2 minutes le�. the line by line
was very good though
1AR i said this to you verbally so i will try to not be repeptive, but the best way to extend the 1ar
from 15 seconds to the full 3 minutes is to add case extensions (explained in person) and to do
a line by line or answer your opponents arguements (explained in person) if you are struggling
with writing answers as you hear them in round what you can do is a�er round take the time to
go back through your opponents 1nc andwrite blocks that answer them so that the next time you
see similar arguements as your opponents you canuse theblocks youwrote before round instead
of writing new ones on the spot
1NR i have the same criticism of this speech as i do the 1ar as both were 15 second speeches so
please look above for my adivce on how to improve on this speech
2AR good extension of case but due to the line by line being dropped in the 1ar and no answer to
the line by line in the 1ar which means that i am not able to consider quite alot of these argue-
ments.
RFD I vote neg, due to no extension of case in the 1AR along with the dropped arguements made
against the a�irmative case in the 1NC, i default to votingnegative as theywere theonly teamwith
an extension of their case, the 2ar does have a extension of case the issue is that the 1ar didnt do
these things which makes me not able to consider themwhen they are stated in the 2ar
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Round 2 A� vs Meddy Ma

Judge Mak Kovar Athena Zhou Pts 27.9

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on SP being likely to cause economic decline.
Athena:
Good speaking voice. Forgot to upload the edited copy case to the shared core files folder.
cx- In the future, it will be easier to answer questions in cx when you are more familar with your
case.
1arwas very short, 2ar did not happen. Remember toweigh your impacts (probability, timeframe,
magnitude, scope). You could have read your blocks or frontlines in this time. You can use this
debate to do rebuttal re-dos and remember it as a learning experience..
SMeddy:
cx- got caught up in how econ argument is topical, when not particularly necessary to challenge
the topicality as it is topical to talk about the economic impact of saving money when imple-
menting the sp system. The purpose of cx is to cast doubt on the logic of the opponent’s case, for
example questioning the mechanism howmoney would be saved was a good question that you
asked.
The neg constructive was too long, you only had a minute le� for the a� but it was good to go
for the econ argument since your case clashes well but you forgot to weigh this impact in terms
of your framework. You also ran out of time to engage in the framework to debate. Good job
making trying to take apart the link to the a� economic impact. Remember to finish extensions,
a�er summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it is important. You claimed you were
winning framework because you save move lives, you need to specify how as this argument is
incomplete.
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Round 3 A� vs Peishi Yu

Judge Tristan Rios Athena Zhou Pts 27

COMMENTS

1AC the second contention needs an impact about why it is bad to be uninsured but besides that
this 1ac is fine
CX good job peishi with asking questions about where their authors got there data from and how
1NC there is way too much time spent on framework, you spend 5 minutes on just framework,
good job with evidence comparison. Single payer health care is a socialist system not a commu-
nist one, also russia and china actually arent examples of communism but thats a tangent that
isnt relevant. winning that your opponents impact is very unlikely doesnt mean you automati-
cally win the round because you didnt read a contention which means you dont even have the
possibility of an impact besides the 1 card that says single payer health care costs 400 billion but
thats all it says
1AR nothing was said during this speech, but this round was far from unwinnable for one you
shouldpointout thatnomatterwhat they saidaboutyour case theydidnothave thierown impact
which means even a .0001% chance of your impact being true means you should win
RFD no speeches a�er the 1nc, could not convince debater to not concede.

RFD

1AC the second contention needs an impact about why it is bad to be uninsured but besides that
this 1ac is fine
CX good job peishi with asking questions about where their authors got there data from and how
1NC there is way too much time spent on framework, you spend 5 minutes on just framework,
good job with evidence comparison. Single payer health care is a socialist system not a commu-
nist one, also russia and china actually arent examples of communism but thats a tangent that
isnt relevant. winning that your opponents impact is very unlikely doesnt mean you automati-
cally win the round because you didnt read a contention which means you dont even have the
possibility of an impact besides the 1 card that says single payer health care costs 400 billion but
thats all it says
1AR nothing was said during this speech, but this round was far from unwinnable for one you
shouldpointout thatnomatterwhat they saidaboutyour case theydidnothave thierown impact
which means even a .0001% chance of your impact being true means you should win
RFD no speeches a�er the 1nc, could not convince debater to not concede.
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Round 4 Neg vs Danna Sun

Judge Zach Jones Athena Zhou Pts 28.5

RFD

Great round! I endup voting a�irmative in this debate – I think that the a�irmative is aheadon the
question of framework heavily, they’ve won that the impact of the a�irmative meets the frame-
work question of utilitarianismmuch better than the status quo/negative. I think the 2AR is also
winning a risk of a turn to this argument about cost.
Something thatmay help cross-ex for both of you, if you have your opponent’s case before round,
write somequestions down you have about it early, gives youmore time to think about it andwill
make you both a bit more prepared come cross ex
Good framework debating in the 1AR – good job recognizing similarities and then doing the quick
work to prove how youmeet better
This evidence in the 1AR readabout how theUKhasmuch shorterwait times thanpredicted could
be much shorter – it’s a little long and too much time is spent explaining the context behind the
survey instead of what the survey is and what the results were.
Impacts, impacts, impacts, make sure that particularly for arguments about money cost we are
making sure to impact out why that money cost is important and outweighs the impacts of the
a�irmative
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Benjamin Fu Benjamin Fu

Round 1 Neg vs Jessica Fan

Judge Adrian Sendejas Benjamin Fu Pts 29

COMMENTS

1ac cross – this was an interesting line of q’s with the "why do people needmoney if they get free
healthcare" – would have liked to see other lines of questions similar to this such as how that is
able to be weighed under their framework
1nc – nice, conversational pace. try to look up from the screen and make eye contact more. this
would be very beneficial.
1nc cross – very good job answering questions. at times you were just making claims, so work on
including warrants in your explanations.
1nr – nice extensions, work on prewriting these in the future and rehearsing them. also, use the
framework to filter o�ense, IE explain why your arguments outweigh under util.

RFD
a� wins that single payer health care is good for minority communities and would be able to re-
solve largescale disparities. this goes conceded by the negative and is a large point of the a�ir-
mative case, so much so that they made the entire contention two about it.
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Round 2 A� vs Minya Tang

Judge Holden Bukowsky Benjamin Fu Pts 27.6

COMMENTS

Please flow your debates
1AC:
Make sure to project your voice a bit more and enunciate so I can clearly hear you
Do somemore practice reading through the a� so you can get through it easier
Use all of your time, especially since that’s another minute and a half of o�ense that you could
read
Usemorality or justice insteadof equality as a value, equality by achieving equality seems cyclical
Cross of the 1AC:
Someof the phrasings of your answers are a bit questionable, I think that you just need to answer
this question about racial disparities by saying "we have read evidence that healthcare industry
has large disparities for people of color because of structural factors such as income and a�ord-
ability"
Cross of the 1NC:
Your questions need to be more indepth, broad questions such as "what does climate change
have to do with healthcare" is very broad, narrow down the scope of your questions
1AR:
Start on the a�irmative first
Don’t go for ad homs, these arguments about "they don’t know their case" don’t get you anything
Extend your a�irmative and do framework attacks in the 1AR because you dropped the a� in the
1AR
Make more o�ensive arguments on the negative, I think that you should make arguments about
the impact of their case
Use all of your time
2AR:
You need to start on the a�irmative
Use all of your time in the 2AR
Domore weighing

RFD

I vote negative, I think that the a�irmative drops the a� in the 1AR and the negative extends an
impact. That means that I think that the a�irmative has no o�ense and I can vote negative on
presumption, even then I think that the negative is winning the framework debate which means
that under utilitarianism, the negative is winning the superbugs outweigh
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Round 3 A� vs Anna Dong

Judge Holden Bukowsky Benjamin Fu Pts 27.8

COMMENTS

1AC:
Work on enunciation, your words tended to slur a little bit at times
I would add some justifications for your framework so that it becomes more substantive
Cross of the 1AC:
Good job on answering cross questions
Cross of the 1NC:
Make sure to ask more in-depth questions, you asked one surface level question
Use all of your cross time
1AR:
This "they stated that they a�irm" is not the best way to use your time in the 1AR
Start on the a� and extend your impacts please
2AR:

RFD

I vote negative, I think that the 1AR drops the terminal impact of the a� which means that I don’t
think that there is a reason to vote a� which means I can vote neg on presumption. I also think
that under existential risk calculus the negative outweighs even if the risk of the negative is small,
which is confoundedby the fact that I think that the2NRhasextendedconceded reasons toprefer.
I also think that the negative is winning a good amount of weighing arguments whichmeans that
economic collapse comes first
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Round 4 Neg vs Kaidi Liu

Judge Cody Morrow Benjamin Fu Pts 27.5

RFD

Round 4 Flight 3 Kaidi Liu versus Benjamin Fu
In places this was a good debate Both of you need to use all of your speech time. The negative
needs to flow the 1AC. This is very important for several reasons. First, it ensures that you don’t
drop arguments and if you miss something you know to ask about it in cross-examination. Sec-
ond, flowing the 1AC leads to amuch better understanding of the a�irmative’s arguments. Third,
it allows you during the 1AC and prep time to write specific arguments against the 1AC on your
flow which then you can elucidate during the 1NC. I think the negative is correct in asking if life is
a criterion especially the way the a�irmative deploys it in your case. The negative rebuttal needs
to extend your arguments pertaining to her criteria so that I feel like I must default to your crite-
ria. Remember, if you make a smart well warranted argument in the negative constructive you
must extend it in the negative constructive for it to be included in my decision. You say peo-
ple don’t want health care and purposefully avoid getting health careDo you think they would
avoid health care if it didn’t cost them anything or cost them very little? The negatives innova-
tion argument is strategic but doesn’t make a ton of sense to me. Nurses and practicing doctors
are not predominantly involved in innovation in the medical field, instead research doctors and
chemical/biological engineers/scientists play a major role in medical innovation. A single payer
wouldn’t seem to impede innovation especially when the vast amount of funds for innovative
medicine and medical technologies come from the US government (through NIH and grants to
universities and research hospitals) and private donations. The a�irmative is ahead on her ar-
guments about increasing access increases care and health of those not receiving health care.
Furthermore, the negative did not adequately respond to the a�irmative’s arguments that single
payer is better for productivity and reducing exorbitant costs on individuals that normally results
in bankruptcy.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Calvin Jiang Calvin Jiang

Round 1 A� vs Kellie Chen

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN Calvin Jiang Pts 28

COMMENTS
Spendmore timemakingarguments about youropponents case, specifically talk abouthowyour
case outweighs theirs. Good job extending cards try to point out that they conceded your case.
In your last speechmake sure you extend your case the same way you did in your 1AR.

RFD
Make sure y’all time yourselves.
I voted a� in this debate, they are the teamwith themost advantages to passing single payer. The
neg also drops arguments about how they are not meeting their own value with their case.
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Round 2 Neg vs Mike Weng

Judge Tristan Rios Calvin Jiang Pts 28.7

COMMENTS

1AC this a� does what it needs to do, its the one we worked on in our lab so no criticisms here.
1NC I think their are 2 main issues with this 1nc, first is that the cards are a bit too long, the first
card took up the first 4minutes of your speech, whichmeans you had alot less time to attack your
opponents case. the second big issue is i think the 1nc lacks a impact. you state that pharmaceu-
tical innovation drops but never state whywe should care if us pharamceutical innovation drops,
and the same thing occurs with your second contention where you say wait times increase but
neverwhywe should care about it, it could beuseful to adda card that states that people die from
waiting in those lists or for the pharma contention adding an impact card that states something
like pharmaceutical innovation is key to contain a break out from the next disease or something
like that. you seem to be making these args in later speeches or in cross ex but it would really be
helpful to have that impact be in your first negative constructive as a card.
1AR i thinkyoushouldblockoutextensionsof your contentionsbecauseasofnowyourextensions
can be very vague and just be liek "extend that i had a extinction impact", extension of the second
contenionwas very good andmuch better then the one of the first. Your line by linewas also very
very good you have improved alot since that first practice round i judged of you.
1NR I dont understand the arguement that it doesnt matter if people are alive or dead under util-
itarianism, i think time could be best spent elsewhere, i think theremight be amisunderstanding
of utilitarianism instead of "util means we only do things if it e�ects the majority" it is more like
"util means we should save our benefit the most people possible", also i think you could have
spent a lot more time on your contentions since the speech ended 3 minutes early as the exten-
sions are currently a bit thin and light.
2AR i think you slightlymisunderstand a super spreader, its less about getting a super strong virus
but rather your evidence states that people that are uninsured which makes them lesss likely to
pursue treatment which makes themmore likely to spread diseases. besides that good job with
extending your contentions in this speech and fantastic job dealing with the line by line
RFD I vote a�, ultimately i think they are winning this impact that people being uninsuredmeans
that they aremore likely to spread diseases, and if that disease was dealdy it would lead to extin-
tion, that means that the negatives arguement about pharmaceutical innovation wouldnt aply
because the a�irmative is stating that no matter how good the drugs are the issue is that people
arent taking them. beyond this point even though the negative wins some of their wait list ar-
guements, under their own utilitarian framework the disease impact would outweigh thewaitlist
impact.

RFD

1AC this a� does what it needs to do, its the one we worked on in our lab so no criticisms here.
1NC I think their are 2 main issues with this 1nc, first is that the cards are a bit too long, the first
card took up the first 4minutes of your speech, whichmeans you had alot less time to attack your
opponents case. the second big issue is i think the 1nc lacks a impact. you state that pharmaceu-
tical innovation drops but never state whywe should care if us pharamceutical innovation drops,
and the same thing occurs with your second contention where you say wait times increase but
neverwhywe should care about it, it could beuseful to adda card that states that people die from
waiting in those lists or for the pharma contention adding an impact card that states something
like pharmaceutical innovation is key to contain a break out from the next disease or something
like that. you seem to be making these args in later speeches or in cross ex but it would really be
helpful to have that impact be in your first negative constructive as a card.
1AR i thinkyoushouldblockoutextensionsof your contentionsbecauseasofnowyourextensions
can be very vague and just be liek "extend that i had a extinction impact", extension of the second
contenionwas very good andmuch better then the one of the first. Your line by linewas also very
very good you have improved alot since that first practice round i judged of you.
1NR I dont understand the arguement that it doesnt matter if people are alive or dead under util-
itarianism, i think time could be best spent elsewhere, i think theremight be amisunderstanding
of utilitarianism instead of "util means we only do things if it e�ects the majority" it is more like
"util means we should save our benefit the most people possible", also i think you could have
spent a lot more time on your contentions since the speech ended 3 minutes early as the exten-
sions are currently a bit thin and light.
2AR i think you slightlymisunderstand a super spreader, its less about getting a super strong virus
but rather your evidence states that people that are uninsured which makes them lesss likely to
pursue treatment which makes themmore likely to spread diseases. besides that good job with
extending your contentions in this speech and fantastic job dealing with the line by line
RFD I vote a�, ultimately i think they are winning this impact that people being uninsuredmeans
that they aremore likely to spread diseases, and if that disease was dealdy it would lead to extin-
tion, that means that the negatives arguement about pharmaceutical innovation wouldnt aply
because the a�irmative is stating that no matter how good the drugs are the issue is that people
arent taking them. beyond this point even though the negative wins some of their wait list ar-
guements, under their own utilitarian framework the disease impact would outweigh thewaitlist
impact.
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Round 3 Neg vs Kristy Liu

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN Calvin Jiang Pts 29.2

COMMENTS

Always make sure to give a brief roadmap of what you intend to do in your speech.
You are making huge leaps in logic - but essentially OK for a beginning.
You need to narrow downwhat you o�ense you are going tomake themost important and focus
on that for the main

RFD

AFf
Util
C - Life
reduce the risk limited - high Impact
SP help the uninsured
Covid proves
SP = longer life (no warrant)
SP would have saved 105 bill
SP prevented deaths
Future Pand = Extinction through super spreaders
1AC - 5:40
CX of AFF - 2 minutes long
There were not any logic breaking questions.
NEG prep - 2:12 remaining
NC-R - 5 minutes
Innovation
Canada - SP - spend vastly less on R&D
US - does not have price controls like that in Canada
Quality of care decreases
CX of NEG
No logic breaking questions
Allowed the Neg restate the essential links and give additional time to explaining their position.
2 minutes of prep used
1AR - 3 minutes
Need to give a roadmap prior to speech
NEg does not o�er a CP
NEG’s own evidence shows that the wait time decrease
Gave a couple of examples of fighting wait times
Innovation - would be better - no warrant - no impact for both contentions - No sub points
NR -
Gave a a roadmap
UTIL - benefits from the NEG - greatest good
Quality decrease
Extinction arguments are new - These should have been stated in your first speech
Pharm collapse - low - no explanation
CP - not a point
Innovation become better
Extend Util - more access and quality though preserving innovation
Pharm innovation collapse = death from SP - stop SP
Super Bug
Extend - Wait times
Speech time 3:30 seconds
2AR
She gave a roadmap
Youneed to spendmore timeon the o�ense of the AFF. Yes defense is important but you still need
to have a complete explanation of your o�ense
Probability - there were was never any probability weighing in the 1AR.
RFD
Unfortunately the 2ARwasmore defensive in nature. The Negative did a better job explaining the
logic of their o�ense in the NR.
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Round 4 A� vs Cathryn Wu

Judge Holden Bukowsky Calvin Jiang Pts 28

RFD

Jiang: 28 1AC: Speak just a little bit louder please Enunciate your wordsmore, your words slurred
together a bit at times Addmore substance to your framework Cross of the 1AC: Good job answer-
ing questions, just try not to get o� topic from the original question though Cross of the 1NC: I
wouldn’t ask how their value connects to their contentions Stopmaking arguments during cross,
save them for the 1AR 1AR: Start on the a�irmative, not the negative You need to flesh out the ar-
guments youmakeon the negative case Youdon’t need to extend frameworkwhen yall both have
the same framework essentially Good jobonextending the a�irmative, explanationwas goodbut
explain how the a� solves your contentions Use all of your time for the 1AR 2AR: Always start on
the a� Don’t make new arguments in the 2AR
Wu: 28.4 Cross of the 1AC: Good questions, I would push themon how their a�irmative solves any
of this because the solvency evidence they read is quite not explanatory 1NC: Good volume Good
clarity
Great coverage of the case page and analysis of a�irmative evidence, I would then take that a
step further and bemore comparative Make sure to do a bitmoreweighing so you can flesh it out
a lot more in the 2NR Cross of the 1NC: Good job on answering questions Make sure not to ask
questions during their cross, it’s their cx 2NR: Good extension of the negative case You needmore
time being spent on the negative Make sure that you are weighing throughout the speech These
arguments on the framework debate are new
RFD: I vote negative, I think that there is a conceded negative contention which outweighs the
residual risk of the a� The a�irmative I don’t think that the 1AR or 2AR explain how the a�irmative
resolves their impacts but rather just assume that they have access to them, which the negative
rightly points out. As such, I don’t think that the a�irmative has a huge risk of solving health dis-
parities. That means that there is a rather small risk of the a�, which is furthered by the lack of
warranted answers to any of the defense extended into the 2NR The negative the 1AR completely
concedes the second contentionwhichmeans that I think that there is a significantly larger risk of
the negative contentions when compared to the a� All of whichmeans that I think that the nega-
tive’s second contention outweighs the a�irmative on probability, and that there is a significantly
larger risk of an impact
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Caroline Fu Caroline Fu

Round 1 Neg vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Zach Jones Caroline Fu Pts 28.5

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative this debate – I think that while I ultimately end up preferring the stan-
dard ofmaximizing life whichmeans this debate becomes a question of who saves themost lives
– I think the 2AR is ahead on this question by arguing that a world of single payer healthcare out-
weighs theworld of the negativewhen it comes to lives saved through the standard of probability
Carolyn, this is a good a�irmative, when making additions to it I would work on adding an argu-
mentat theendof your contentions that explicitly connects it to your standard/criterionofquality
of life
I would implore both of you to take your own time. I noticed that throughout prep, cross-ex, and
speeches I was the only one timing. That should not be the case, not knowing how much prep
time you’ve used or have le� can make or break debates, so please start using your phone or
something on your computer to keep time for your debates.
Carolyn, your arguments on the standard in the 1ar seem to be arguments for your opponents
standard, youmake arguments that life is a pre-requisite but it is the negative team that ismaking
arguments about maximizing life, you instead focus on quality of life
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Round 2 A� vs Jenani Sivamani

Judge Tristan Rios Caroline Fu Pts 28.8

COMMENTS

1AC this a�doeswhat it needs to do, imglad to see it has improved alot since the last camp lesson
1NC I think that this 1nc has 2main issues, first is that the framework doesnt really suit your case,
since most of the impacts you do have are just vaguely raises some poor people out of poverty
and vaguely gives us higher quality care, i think the case would better be suited with a structural
violence framing rather then a util framing since you arent going for any big number or extinction
impacts. the second big issue is the impacts themselves, for example the aforemention quality of
healthcare impact basically means nothing because we arent told how many people are impact
or even how they are impacted, same thing with waitlists, which you state that decreases patient
satisfaction but never go the length of being like
1AR i dont knowwhy youmake this death is not reversible arugemnent to prefer your framework
because your framework is structural violence more so then it is life. I think you may be better
suited to have more typed out extensions of your evidence but besides that the line by line was
good and good job reading new evidence in response to claims that your opponent made.
1NR really really good impact calculus, its jsut that i think you repear it twice during your speech
almost verbatim. besides that this line by line is fantastic, and even though you dont techincially
do extensions you basically extned your contentions when you are explaining why you outweigh
during the impact calculus portions
2AR i dont understand how the reversibility stu� applies to structural violence but also even if
it did i dont think it gets you anything in this round as both of yall are going for an X amount of
deaths impact. i also think that you could greatly benefit from blocked out extensions for both of
your contentions.
RFD i vote neg, i think they are winning that they resolve the greatest amount of death that could
occur with their 45 thousand number versus the a�s 18 thousand number.

RFD

1AC this a�doeswhat it needs to do, imglad to see it has improved alot since the last camp lesson
1NC I think that this 1nc has 2main issues, first is that the framework doesnt really suit your case,
since most of the impacts you do have are just vaguely raises some poor people out of poverty
and vaguely gives us higher quality care, i think the case would better be suited with a structural
violence framing rather then a util framing since you arent going for any big number or extinction
impacts. the second big issue is the impacts themselves, for example the aforemention quality of
healthcare impact basically means nothing because we arent told how many people are impact
or even how they are impacted, same thing with waitlists, which you state that decreases patient
satisfaction but never go the length of being like
1AR i dont knowwhy youmake this death is not reversible arugemnent to prefer your framework
because your framework is structural violence more so then it is life. I think you may be better
suited to have more typed out extensions of your evidence but besides that the line by line was
good and good job reading new evidence in response to claims that your opponent made.
1NR really really good impact calculus, its jsut that i think you repear it twice during your speech
almost verbatim. besides that this line by line is fantastic, and even though you dont techincially
do extensions you basically extned your contentions when you are explaining why you outweigh
during the impact calculus portions
2AR i dont understand how the reversibility stu� applies to structural violence but also even if
it did i dont think it gets you anything in this round as both of yall are going for an X amount of
deaths impact. i also think that you could greatly benefit from blocked out extensions for both of
your contentions.
RFD i vote neg, i think they are winning that they resolve the greatest amount of death that could
occur with their 45 thousand number versus the a�s 18 thousand number.
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Round 3 A� vs Cassie Lin

Judge Jose Sanchez Caroline Fu Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

*Oral critique given in the round
1AC - :55 le�
Your evidence could bemore specific to SPHC - not sure how thismedicare card fits into the case.
You could perhaps replace this card or, with the extra time you have le�, read more evidence on
your structural violence value or how SPHC would solve the gap with HC racial disparities.
1AR -
You need to be saying A LOT more on your framework/impacts. Starting on it is really good but
you need to be doing more weighing and argumentation about why your impacts should come
first and why I should prioritize SV over the neg’s of preventing death.
Make your C2 the biggest arg in the round! Especially cause they dropped it, you should be pop-
ping o� on why preventing structural racism should be our priority.

RFD
I vote negative on the risk of economic decline causing terrorism. Even if I am a little sketch of the
DA’s coherency, the a�irmative does not talk about their main impact of SV until the last speech
and does not weigh it against the risk of terrorism.

Round 4 Neg vs Hailey Lu

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN Caroline Fu Pts 29.1

RFD

General Comments:
CX questions should be about breaking your opponent’s logic aswell as trying to obtain links into
their case.
Comments for the AFF:
Pointing out no subpoint is not really that big of a deal. Just respond directly to the argument
they are attacking.
1AR was less than aminute 2AR was less than aminute.
They o�er some o�ense but they had dropped the attacks of the negative nor did they respond
to them in the 2AR.
Comments for the Neg:
Do not say "drop the Negs arguments from the flow". It will always be about why your arguments
aremore important. You can say their arguments have no impacts or they are not relevant but to
direct that they be arbitrarily removed is not productive for you nor does it make any real sense.
As I will ask why?
RFD:
The negative did technical items of extending their FW and impacts. They could have done a
better jobweighingwithin the context of the FW. Unfortunately, the AFF dropped all their o�ense
in the 1AR. Further, they did not do any real weighing or pushing back the logic of the negative.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Carolyn Wang Carolyn Wang

Round 1 A� vs Caroline Fu

Judge Zach Jones WIN Carolyn Wang Pts 28.8

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative this debate – I think that while I ultimately end up preferring the stan-
dard ofmaximizing life whichmeans this debate becomes a question of who saves themost lives
– I think the 2AR is ahead on this question by arguing that a world of single payer healthcare out-
weighs theworld of the negativewhen it comes to lives saved through the standard of probability
Carolyn, this is a good a�irmative, when making additions to it I would work on adding an argu-
mentat theendof your contentions that explicitly connects it to your standard/criterionofquality
of life
I would implore both of you to take your own time. I noticed that throughout prep, cross-ex, and
speeches I was the only one timing. That should not be the case, not knowing how much prep
time you’ve used or have le� can make or break debates, so please start using your phone or
something on your computer to keep time for your debates.
Carolyn, your arguments on the standard in the 1ar seem to be arguments for your opponents
standard, youmake arguments that life is a pre-requisite but it is the negative team that ismaking
arguments about maximizing life, you instead focus on quality of life

Round 2 Neg vs Kellie Chen

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Carolyn Wang Pts 29.7

RFD

General RFD:
Good job to both debaters!
Voted on SP being likely to put people in poverty at risk of dying from a lack of access to care.
Kellie:
A good tip to be able to read the ac without stopping very much would be to practice reading
it out loud a few times. CX is used to move the debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying
questions. Don’t give your opponent the opportunity to just continue to explain why their case is
good. Also, don’t take the opportunity to read your evidence during cx when you’re supposed to
be asking questions you can always save it for the rebuttal. Primarily made defensive arguments
(reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember tomake o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote
for you). Good job bringing up a question youmade in the cx to discuss it in your rebuttals. Great
job weighing your impact but try to compare it to a specific impact in the opponent’s case and
discuss why it’s important you outweigh on this argument.
Carolyn:
Good speaking voice, you came o� as assertive and undermined the logic of the AC during cx.
You also displayed a good use of the topic knowledge. Nice work. It would be a good idea to
take at least a minute prep before the 1nc. Start with reading the negative case before doing the
attacks on the ac. Primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent)
remember to make more o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). Great job talking about
the framework (specifically why yours was better) and making extensions but remember when
youmake extensions that you need to talk about why the argument is important.
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Round 3 Neg vs Cathryn Wu

Judge Holden Bukowsky Carolyn Wang Pts 27.8

COMMENTS

Cross of the 1AC:
I think that you need to ask less surface level questions other than "how do these relate tomoral-
ity"
Push the internal links to their econ contention because inflation definitely thumps
1NC:
Start on the negative case
You needmore arguments on the a�irmative page
Speak a little louder so I can hear you
Cross of the 1NC:
Make sure you can find the evidence you quote quicker
2NR:
You need to extend an impact from the negative case so I know what to vote on, this taxation
argument doesn’t seem to domuch or have much weight
You needmore than just top level defense about war on the a�irmative, I don’t think that there is
much defense extended into the 2NRwhichmeans that you’re giving the 2AR amuch easier time
Use all of your time

RFD

I vote a�, I think that there is a large risk of the econ impact since the defense extended into the
2NR -

1. Framework - util is won

2. The a� - an essentially concededwar scenario. I think this nukes defense that the 2NR goes
for has a completely new explanation in the 2NR which means that I don’t think they get
this new spin. I also don’t think there’s much if any ink on the health disparities scenario
which means that I think that there are essentially two conceded impacts

3. The negative - a lack of an extension of an impact to the negative means that I think that
the a�irmative outweighs onmagnitude. Even then I think that there is concededweighing
that was done in the 1AR and 2AR which seems to indict the
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Round 4 A� vs Limei Zeng

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Carolyn Wang Pts 29.9

RFD

General RFD-
Voted that SP solves andprovides access tomarginalized groups since innovationwould still hap-
pen in a SP system and SP would overall save more lives.

Carolyn Wang (A�)
Great job extending your value and explaining why it is important, remember to explain why it
is better than your opponents. You did a good job explaining the warrants of your arguments
and putting each contention in the context of your framework. When addressing the negative
you painted a clear picture of why the SP system solves the inequality in the status quo. The way
you addressed the innovation argument was good as well, especially on the impact level. It was
clear which impacts you were comparing. It showed you knew your case and you painted a clear
picture of what the A� would be with a SP system. Good job responding to the solvency deficit
arguments and framing them as not having that much of an impact on the e�ectiveness of SP.
Limei Zeng (Neg)
Good job using your cx to question the solvency of SP in terms of cost. You primarily made de-
fensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember to make o�ensive argu-
ments (reasons to vote for you). Remember to explain the warrant in the innovation argument,
you jumped straight to the impact but you have to talk about the conditions thatwillmake it hap-
pen. Remember to finish extensions, a�er summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it
is important in the context of your framework.
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Quar A� vs Meddy Ma

Judge Toby Whisenhunt WIN

RFD

Carolyn: ACwas a little short. More exampleswould force your opponent to diversify their attacks
and deal withmore arguments. Good job fighting through the fire alarm. Answering questions in
CX was good. Confidence will come with time.
1AR - le� 30 seconds on the clock. Good jobon framework. Could domore by saying the neg value
is bad vs not good. Point out that his valuewould justify killing o� poor andminorities. Don’t just
defend yours, but attack his. Good args against the taxes. Point out a lack of impacts from the
neg that relate to his value.
Meddy: Questions in CX were a little repetitive. Really harping on the taxes and how do you pay
point. Move on and set up other arguments or push on other parts of the a�. Case arguments
should not all rest on if dead notmoral. Also give reasons whymorality is not a good value. Cross
applications are fine, but you risk over playing your econ arg.
NR - very repetitive on econ collapse despite not reading a single card that econ collapse leads
to war or large scale death. You should get some diversity in arguments so that if the a� wins no
econ collapse you are not dead in the water. Explain how the econ collapse leads to deaths at
least.
RFD - This debate could have gone either way. The value debate could have been hashed out
better. There is no attack on morality other than death 1st, but i have a hard time giving econ
collapse leads to death much weight since it was not very well explained and there is defense
from the negative. Too much emphasis was given on the crash being the impact. Had the neg
spent more time on a lack of access and services bc cant pay for themmight have played better.
A�didnot indict life as a valueeither, but shemeetherburdenmore than thenegative inmymind.
Best neg arg is bad econ leads to a lack of access, but I am not sure if this requires a collapse. In
the end I think I do less work for the a�.
A�irmative for Carolyn

Semi A� vs Alex Song

Judge Blake Andrews

Semi A� vs Alex Song

Judge Cody Morrow
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Cassie Lin Cassie Lin

Round 1 Neg vs Megan Bahrami

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Cassie Lin Pts 29

COMMENTS

prob not a good idea to characterize uninsured people as uneducated or low skilled in cx, its not
a very good look
You make the arg they havn’t made solvency args, but then you don’t read any cards about how
single payer wouldn’t solve aside from turns case cards on the DA—more needs to be done here,
esspeically because you’ve e�ectively conceded health care unsustinable which means your DA
is terminally non u/q’d if they extend that.
Not sure this Covid take out is quite as good as you think it is, ultimately the e�ectinvess of a
repsonse to a health crisis falls on the health care system itself

RFD

Votedneg, the a� lets this debate get away from themby losing focus ofwhat this debate is about.
Its about the e�icacy of a single payer system so I need to be hearingmore conversation from the
a� than the neg about what single payermeans and looks like. This canmake your life alot easier
with dealing with for example the wait times argument or the meidcal innovation da because
getting into what single payer is and means can give you not only awnsers to those arguments
but also o�ense.

Round 2 A� vs Samuel Xie

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN Cassie Lin Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

You have a good cross-ex questions, and you know when to move on if the questioning is not
going any where. Just need to be a little bit more aware of time management, try not to spend
toomuch time answering the other case, maybe start with defending yours first. Good job on the
framework debate.

RFD

I voted a� in this debate, by the end of the debate there is one argument that will decide it,
whether or not single payer will increase taxes. And by the end of this debate I think that the
a� has the only real argument for why single payer would or would not increase taxes, the neg
just asserts that it would while the a� is making two arguments that are not answered, 1. that
people would save money not paying medical bills and 2. that the U.S GDP is enough to pay for
the doctors that we would need.
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Round 3 Neg vs Caroline Fu

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Cassie Lin Pts 29

COMMENTS

*Oral critique given in the round
1NC - :20 le�
You should organize your contention –maybe you can have two scenarios, one for medical inno-
vation and one for economic decline. The one card about wait times is awkward and should be
on the AC, not your contention.
Cross applymore arguments from your NC. Talk about how your impacts interact with their value
of SV, you start some of that work but it should be at least 1-2 sentences longer.
What about their contentions? I am also uncertain how SPHC = unemployment and moreover,
why poverty = discrimination. Evidence is missing?
1NR -
This speech is a little disorganized. Clean it up by starting with your impact of economic decline,
give me impact calculus about why it comes first, how life should come before solving for SV
(which you undercover), etc.
You are also lacking detail, I’m almost tempted to vote the other way because I’m not sure the DA
is completely coherent in this last speech.

RFD
I vote negative on the risk of economic decline causing terrorism. Even if I am a little sketch of the
DA’s coherency, the a�irmative does not talk about their main impact of SV until the last speech
and does not weigh it against the risk of terrorism.
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Round 4 A� vs Jessica Fan

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Cassie Lin Pts 28.2

RFD

Lin: 28.2 1AC: Good job on volume during the 1AC I would try andmake sure to not sound choppy
when you speak, try to shi� to making sure you keep a consistent flow when you are speaking
Use all of your time! You had enough to add more substance to the framework Cross of the 1AC:
Answers were good, your explanation of the internal links of the a� were good Cross of the 1NC:
Good job on asking questions about the internal link of the disad The next step is to push more
onwhat their evidence says in relation to their argument 1AR: Always start on the a�irmative This
framework debate is a time waste, if you just prove that your a� outweighs then this part of the
debate doesn’t matter Make sure to explain the "no warrant" arguments you make, how is there
no evidence for the claims of the 1NC 2AR: You don’t need to address the framework debate, it’s
a waste of time at this point Make this roadmap much more concise "a�, then neg" should be it
Good analysis on cost trade o�s
Fan: 28.1 Cross of the 1AC: This question of how the a� relates to the framework is very surface
level, I think your time is better spent elsewhere Don’t make arguments during cross, save that
for the 1NC 1NC:
Good volume of speakingMake sure to enunciate a bitmorewhen speaking You can just concede
to the a�irmative’s framework and then you get more time to read o�ense Case arguments were
fine, good coverage of the a� as well Cross of the 1NC: Good job on answering questions! 2NR:
Extend the terminal impact to your negative case, this should be done first because it establishes
o�ense under the agreed framework You can’t make new arguments in this speech, you have to
make them in the 1NC You also need to weigh more comparatively, you need to compare impact
scenarios contextually to howmuch risk the a�irmative may win Make sure to keep a consistent
signposting practice, if you’re on the a�page don’t extend negative contentions there, just switch
back to the negative and do it on that page Use all of your time!
RFD: I vote a�, I think that the a�irmative outweighs. Framework I default to preserving life first,
that was conceded by both teams The negative I think that there’s a lack of link analysis here by
the 2NR, and that ends up costing the negative. I think that the a�irmative is winning that there
is a cost tradeo� that occurs which means that individuals have more income to expend on tax
increases amongother things. Thismeans that I think that the link to the a�irmative is little, if any
Thea�irmative I don’t think that thenegative develops a cohesivepieceof o�ense that indicts the
link chain of the a�, there are some claims extended but I don’t hear a warrant extended which
means that I have an essentially conceded a�. I then have to look at an extremely small risk of
a disad versus a substantially large risk of the a�irmative, and I think then that the a�irmative
outweighs
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Quar Neg vs Alex Song

Judge Cody Morrow

RFD

Quarterfinals Alex Song versus Cassie Lin
This was a good debate and an extremely close decision. Both debaters did an excellent jobmak-
ing and extending their arguments but could have improved on making smarter more strategic
arguments against your opponent’s arguments. If the negative had not oversimplified her inno-
vation argument, then I might have been compelled to vote negative. Saying increases in taxes
impedes innovation is far too simplified and lacking explanation. Wouldn’t most Americans who
had insurance no longer have to pay substantial amounts of costs and fees out of their pay from
work? Isn’t it possible that the increase in any taxes would be far less than these workers have
been paying out of their paychecks? In what way would an increase in taxes reduce the amount
of funds available for research and development which is key to innovation? Would higher taxes
really cause the wealthy to become the middle class, the middle class become the lower class,
and the lower class become the ultra-poor? To try to boost the support of these arguments you
need evidence and provide an amount of increase in taxes that would cause this extreme class
migration. Both frameworks are basically the same and the a�irmative does a good job proving
how a single payer system would be good economically and help people who are su�ering now.
I don’t find the a�irmatives third contention very persuasive but the negatives responses to this
contentionwere extremely limited and lackingwarrants as to howmass extinctionwouldn’t hap-
pen. I decided to not evaluate the 3 rd contention because I don’t think the a�irmative did an
adequate job developing this argument. I do think the a�irmative is far ahead on the reasons a
single payer system savesmoney overtime and li�s people out of poverty. The a�irmative claims
that these economic benefits would help innovation not reduce it and I don’t think there is an
adequate answer to this argument. The second contention is why I end up voting a�irmative.
Poverty kills the same amount of people as a nuclear war would every 15 years and that a sin-
gle payer system substantially reduces structural violence. I can not stress this was an extremely
close debate and both debaters did a great job.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Cathryn Wu Cathryn Wu

Round 1 Neg vs Meddy Ma

Judge Taylor Dougherty Cathryn Wu Pts 29

COMMENTS

Try not to let the opponent read a card in cx, cut themof earlier or ask for just a line from the card.
Good job using your own case tomake arguments about how your contentions turn the a� case. I
think that the case should havemore terminal impacts, what is the impact of healthcare workers
leaving their jobs if their wages are not cut. Make sure you utilize dropped arguments more, tell
me how certain drops take out your opponents contentions.

RFD

If you are both in a traditional debate andhave the same value and criterionmake sure you spend
a good amount of time trying to prove how you access your own framework better.
RFD: This was a very good debate. I end up voting a� because they prove that they solve for wait
times with job increase and that the current system is unsustainable.

Round 2 A� vs Hailey Lu

Judge Zach Jones WIN Cathryn Wu Pts 29.8

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative, I think Cathryn is significantly ahead on the question of line by line,
framework, and impact weighing – I think that nuclear war is probable andmuch larger in scope
than the negative case
You are right Cathryn that they don’t really have an impact but I’m not sure what you mean by
"weighing your impact on all scales" the judge does not weigh your impact, you do. If they don’t
have an impact, go for your best impact and tell mewhy I almost incontrovertiblymust vote for it
because there is no opposing impact
Cathryn, you should extend and defend your case first. Ultimately, youwill not win the debate by
winning arguments on your opponents case, you win the debate because of winning your own
case – you should put your case first for two reasons

1. Just in case you run out of time or your laptop dies halfway through only having it at the
top can help this

2. It’s also just good organizationally to start with putting your best foot forward and begin
the speech with your best o�ense so you don’t have to worry about time management for
this part

No reason not to use all your prep
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Round 3 A� vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Cathryn Wu Pts 28.4

COMMENTS

1AC:
Good volume and speed
I like the first contention
Try to use all of your time in the 1AC since it is nothing but a� o�ense in the speech
Cross of the 1AC:
Good answers to questions throughout this cross
I would keep in mind which side you are so you don’t accidentally start a negative link chain and
concede links to the negative case
Cross of the 1NC:
Good questions in cross, especially when youmake them pull warrants out of cards
I think that if there is a lot of silence you should move on quicker
1AR:
Go quicker along the flow, you spend way toomuch time explaining things you need to
Good speaking
Focus on splitting time between cases evenly so you can cover the negative case ore throughly
2AR:

RFD

I vote a�, I think that there is a large risk of the econ impact since the defense extended into the
2NR -

1. Framework - util is won

2. The a� - an essentially concededwar scenario. I think this nukes defense that the 2NR goes
for has a completely new explanation in the 2NR which means that I don’t think they get
this new spin. I also don’t think there’s much if any ink on the health disparities scenario
which means that I think that there are essentially two conceded impacts

3. The negative - a lack of an extension of an impact to the negative means that I think that
the a�irmative outweighs onmagnitude. Even then I think that there is concededweighing
that was done in the 1AR and 2AR which seems to indict the
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Round 4 Neg vs Calvin Jiang

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Cathryn Wu Pts 28.4

RFD

Jiang: 28 1AC: Speak just a little bit louder please Enunciate your wordsmore, your words slurred
together a bit at times Addmore substance to your framework Cross of the 1AC: Good job answer-
ing questions, just try not to get o� topic from the original question though Cross of the 1NC: I
wouldn’t ask how their value connects to their contentions Stopmaking arguments during cross,
save them for the 1AR 1AR: Start on the a�irmative, not the negative You need to flesh out the ar-
guments youmakeon the negative case Youdon’t need to extend frameworkwhen yall both have
the same framework essentially Good jobonextending the a�irmative, explanationwas goodbut
explain how the a� solves your contentions Use all of your time for the 1AR 2AR: Always start on
the a� Don’t make new arguments in the 2AR
Wu: 28.4 Cross of the 1AC: Good questions, I would push themon how their a�irmative solves any
of this because the solvency evidence they read is quite not explanatory 1NC: Good volume Good
clarity
Great coverage of the case page and analysis of a�irmative evidence, I would then take that a
step further and bemore comparative Make sure to do a bitmoreweighing so you can flesh it out
a lot more in the 2NR Cross of the 1NC: Good job on answering questions Make sure not to ask
questions during their cross, it’s their cx 2NR: Good extension of the negative case You needmore
time being spent on the negative Make sure that you are weighing throughout the speech These
arguments on the framework debate are new
RFD: I vote negative, I think that there is a conceded negative contention which outweighs the
residual risk of the a� The a�irmative I don’t think that the 1AR or 2AR explain how the a�irmative
resolves their impacts but rather just assume that they have access to them, which the negative
rightly points out. As such, I don’t think that the a�irmative has a huge risk of solving health dis-
parities. That means that there is a rather small risk of the a�, which is furthered by the lack of
warranted answers to any of the defense extended into the 2NR The negative the 1AR completely
concedes the second contentionwhichmeans that I think that there is a significantly larger risk of
the negative contentions when compared to the a� All of whichmeans that I think that the nega-
tive’s second contention outweighs the a�irmative on probability, and that there is a significantly
larger risk of an impact
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Chloe Ku Chloe Ku

Round 1 A� vs Chris Mo

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Chloe Ku Pts 28

COMMENTS

1AC - (1:30 le�)
Make sure that we are reading our authors/citations!!
Adjusting your value/criterion to something like reducing structural violence/quality of life seems
best fit for your case. Life is fine, but your arguments/evidence is more in line with helping dis-
proportionately impacted groups (AA and NA).
You could even use this le�over time to readmore evidence about why structural violence comes
first and/or why SP is the best internal link to solve that.
CX of 1NC -
remember YOUare the one in control of CX. I think you are definitely right but you cannot let Chris
take over your CX time. It’s okay to see "moving on," "that’s fine," etc.
1AR -
Remember to Signpost before your speech - your signposting and line-by-linework is actually the
highlight of this 1AR! I think, somuch so, that you get caught up in the knitty gritty argumentation,
rather than focusing on your value or the main thesis of your case. Investing a bit more time on
what your case does, why it should come first, etc.
Read more evidence! Your analytical arguments are good for the most part, but some warrants
will greatly bu� some of the arguments you are trying tomake andmake your casemore persua-
sive.
2AR -
I think your case would have been polished up better if you would have started with your voters
and impact calculus. Dont just go line by line, but tell me why providing coverage for the most
a�ected is most important – talk about your value, the social benefit.

RFD

This is a very close debate but, because the DA is lacking su�icient contextualization, it ends up
becoming more of a wash in the debate. The tax argument from the negative is more persuasive
in my opinion, but absent an impact/proper fleshing out, the a�irmative is able to leverage the
risk of solving for preventable deaths now than waiting for an overblown extinction event.
The a� could have done a better job of extending and impact calculus, but I end up voting for
solving for preventable deaths now,
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Round 2 Neg vs Sheryl Sun

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Chloe Ku Pts 28.2

COMMENTS

Cross of the 1AC:
Don’t make arguments in cross, save that for the 1NC
Good questions other than that
1NC:
Good attacks on the a�irmative
Good speaking! I liked your volume and enunciation
I’m not sure what attacking the criterion would do since the di�erence between each of your
frameworks is minimal
Cross of the 1NC:
I think that you did a good job answering questions,
2NR:
Good job on the framework flow, just make sure to flesh out the link story of your contention a
little more

RFD
I vote neg, I think that the negative wins the framework debate and that the 1AR doesn’t extend
an impact to the a� whichmeans that the extension of the impact to the contention in the 2NR is
su�icient to negate on a risk of o�ense

Round 3 Neg vs Christopher Cheng

Judge Zach Jones Chloe Ku Pts 28.3

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative in this debate, I think they are ahead both on the line by line and the
framework/impact level. I think that only single payer healthcare is able to save lives, I’m not
really sure the impact coming out of the negative rebuttal.
You spendway toomuch time on credibility Christopher – credibility is only a questionwhenever
two authors say completely opposite things on the same argument, it’s not just an argument that
your authors are on balancemore credible so you should win, it’s that you should prefer this evi-
dence over your opponents evidence on specific question because the credibility of the evidence
itself, not just the author is more suited to resolving this part of the debate
Make sure you are allocating prep time carefully
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Round 4 A� vs Minya Tang

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Chloe Ku Pts 28

RFD

RFD: I vote a�irmative because the a� is the best way to prioritize life by preventing people from
dying through a better HC system.
Chloe Feedback –
-Don’t forget to read your citations/authors!
- This case couldbeorganizedbetter – youneed some impact to this savingmoney,what happens
if we do savemoney? Not save? Does it lead to economic decline? You need some carded impact
- you have about 2 minutes so you have enough time.
-Maybe your value should bemorality/structural violence or quality of life so you can have better
access to your args about vulnerable populations being most impacted by lack of HC.
-Ideally, you should start with your a� case, extending the arguments your opp drops andmaking
those big voters in the debate, especially these arguments about racial equity/saving lives. Do
that impact work. Then you canmove onto the line by line – you have enough time for it.
-Your answers/line by line work is good, but you should be extending and utilizing your case IN
ADDITION.TellmemorehowSPsolves theDA,howyour impacts shouldcomebeforeoroutweigh,
why the currentHC system is bad/needs change (profit over people, lack of access, quality, waste,
etc.)
-Your 2AR is indesperateneedof extensions! I get howyour opponentdropping your claimsmight
seem like they concede them ,but you should still be doing the work to repeat what those claims
were and why they should come first in the debate.
Minya Feedback –
-Remember to read your authors/citations! You do read themon your FW, but not asmuch on the
DA? Increase font size and bolden the text if you need to.
-You NEED to have a link on the DA about pharma – evidence that says SPHC wrecks innovation.
Or else, you do not have a DA
-You should read your case before attacking the negative. Maybe this will help you attack the a�
better by cross applying some points you have made about deaths, extinction on the a�’s value
about life or the impact debate.
-Case needs more o�ensive arguments!! Include case turns (wait times, taxes, quality of care
worse bc SP, etc.), maybe another DA too.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Chris Mo Chris Mo

Round 1 Neg vs Chloe Ku

Judge Jose Sanchez Chris Mo Pts 28.2

COMMENTS

1NC - (:25 le�)
Make sure you are reading evidence on case! You need warrants to why SP increases taxes – read
your authors/citations or else it’s hard to flow/follow along.
You have a little bit of time le�, maybe using it to read an impact to taxes would serve you best
rather than making some of these weird analytical arguments like "racial equity has nothing to
do with your case."
1NR - (2:30 le�)
Start by giving voters and impact calculus!
You need to explain the link to the DAmore and answer ALL of Chloe’s arguments on it– if you do
not have a link, then you do not have aDA. Starting by extending the DA is fine, giving your impact
calc is great„ but be mindful of still answering the arguments against it.

RFD

This is a very close debate but, because the DA is lacking su�icient contextualization, it ends up
becoming more of a wash in the debate. The tax argument from the negative is more persuasive
in my opinion, but absent an impact/proper fleshing out, the a�irmative is able to leverage the
risk of solving for preventable deaths now than waiting for an overblown extinction event.
The a� could have done a better job of extending and impact calculus, but I end up voting for
solving for preventable deaths now,

Round 2 A� vs Sean Zeng

Judge SolomonWatson Chris Mo Pts 28.7

RFD

Di�icult descion, a� has this conceded justice impact abt goverment overthrow but the neg has
this worker shortage arg that is also conceded but also underdeveloped. There is defense to the
negs impact that I feel resasonable about however I also think the neg is winning the a� would
hurt innovation and superbugs still kill ppl no one is doing great impact calq on which impact I
should prefer but the neg does haave a blipy tf arg about superbugs and there is at least some
risk of a link turns the case arg with the worker shortage arg for me to eer neg.
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Round 3 A� vs William Zhou

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN Chris Mo Pts 29.5

COMMENTS
you could add another contention to the a� if you feel like it – you had aminute and a half le� in
the 1ac so work on filing that time up
take advantage of opponents mistakes – they didn’t touch your case proper – POINT THAT OUT!!

RFD
a� wins that sphc solves quality and inequity, which is themost important thing under the. a�ir-
mative framework – neg had a path to the ballot a�er the 1ar on the superbugs stu�, but didn’t
capitalize – great debate all around, thanks for letting me judge!
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Round 4 Neg vs Kevin Song

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Chris Mo Pts 27.5

RFD

RFD: I vote negative on the risk of extinction. The a�irmativemassively undercovers the DA in the
last AR andmakes the unfortunatemistake of extending "extinction good," which further compli-
cates the a�.
Kevin Feedback –
- You have about 2 minutes le� in this speech, this is more than enough time to add more evi-
dence, possibly another scenario for your contention or how people are su�ering now as a result
of lack of coverage. This will help connect the case back to the criterion a lot better.
- This extinction good is a very weird argument to go for, especially as the a�irmative.... you are
trying to help insure ppl without HC, so why would you say extinction good?? Pay attention to
how your arguments interact with each other.
- Your argument about docs competing for pay is true about the SQ, NOT your a� case/SPHC
- Youwindupconfusing your casewith these "extinction good" claims in the 2AR. You shoulddrop
these claims and instead go for that population you are trying to solve for NOW.
-Absent any sort of impact defense/a� solves arguments, it is really hard to buy that the a� can
generate a better world than the SQ.
Chris Feedback–
- You are toowordy in CX! Remember what we talked about - take it step-by-step and force the a�
into a box they have to defend. If you are just asking "won’t doctors lose money?" , of course the
a� will say no!
- Don’t say youwill protect the "90%uninsured" over the 10% !! This is borderline eugenics - your
FW should be used to weigh your (existential) impacts of extinction, pandemic, etc. against the
a�’s morality claims.
- Don’t forget to read your authors/citations - bold AND underline AND increase the font size if
that’s what you need to help you read them.
-Contextualize your case arguments! Howdohigh taxes andwait times relate to the case? Be sure
touse thesearguments to internal link to the case i.e. worseningpoverty, killingmorepeople, etc.
Youmight want to include another piece of evidence on the impact of wait times.
-You should be weighing the SQ against the a� more. You should not try to defend that there
is no problem with what we have now, but rather that what we have now is preferable to
change/implementing SPHC.
-Impact calculus needs to be the largest part of your speech, yet you only give 1-2 sentences on it.
You should also be doing a lot more work on the link debate. Extendmore, read more evidence -
you had about 2 minutes le�.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Christopher Cheng Christopher Cheng

Round 1 A� vs Sheryl Sun

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Christopher Cheng Pts 29

COMMENTS

Be less aggressive in CX, you aren’t asking particularly slayer questions that need to be delivered
so forcefully.
I dont know what the a� is for the first 3:30 of the 1AR - which is a bad place to be in because to
vote a� I need to know what the a� / a� o�ense is. I think you do a good job of extending the a�
at the bottom though which is odd that it’d be the lsat thing and not the first thing since its so
well done - its hard to contextualize your answers to the 1NCwhen the case isn’t extended first so
I dont have a clear picture of what your story is. Set your story, then answer holes in your story.
Line-by line is not an excuse for not extending your a�.

RFD

I vote a� - I thought the impact calculus was actually exceptionally well done in the 1AR - it was
pretty much what i said the a� should do last debate. I think both teams get caught in the trap of
line by line instead of story telling. Im not here for your arguments Im here for your story which
means tell it through instruction tell mewhat I care about and tell me how it fits together. It’s not
just about answering arguments but WINNING arguments which means not just extend but tell
me why you WIN that argument and why it MATTERS if you win the argument.
This framework debating is not purposeful - its the same framework - say that and do impact calc
Think the 2NR has a strong foundation - you’ve got the key arguments about econ shocks and the
insu�iciencies of the 1AR. There’s a few steps we can take.
1— Fluency drills - get a topic and just talk without pausing for as long as you can go.
2— Write out more - you know generally how debates will play out and should have a pre-round
vision of how the round will play out so write atleast the args u want the judge to vote on before
the debate. Also helps to write answers to common arguments
3— Starting with impact calculus - its a great speech filler and allows you tomake the arguments
that you want at the top - fresh in the mind of the judge because judges are lazy and want to see
it right away.
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Round 2 Neg vs Ryan Wu

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Christopher Cheng Pts 29

COMMENTS

1N - Signposting could be a little clearer - perhaps labeling your arguments numerically will help.
You still had a little bit of time le�, maybe you can impact out some of these arguments you’re
alreadymaking on case e.g. "poverty/war turns their value" which I thought was one of themore
persuasivemoments of this speech. Contextualizing this argument to the case can save time later
in your second speech.
2N - (<2:00 le�)
Start with your voters and impact calculus! It will clean up your speech – 1) maybe this is some-
thing you have blocked out or a brief outline of your impact calc 2) you can simply cross apply
any of the arguments you have already made or addressed with this sort of overview. Since this
is the reason why you have won the debate, you need to be putting as much ink on this flow as
you can – you have more than 2minutes so you shouldn’t have an excuse.
Give memore weighing between the a� v. SQ – what does each world look like?

RFD
I vote negative because we need to prioritize life first. The a�irmative agrees but drops the argu-
ment that switching to SPHC will collapse the economy and cause nuclear war.

Round 3 A� vs Chloe Ku

Judge Zach Jones WIN Christopher Cheng Pts 29.5

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative in this debate, I think they are ahead both on the line by line and the
framework/impact level. I think that only single payer healthcare is able to save lives, I’m not
really sure the impact coming out of the negative rebuttal.
You spendway toomuch time on credibility Christopher – credibility is only a questionwhenever
two authors say completely opposite things on the same argument, it’s not just an argument that
your authors are on balancemore credible so you should win, it’s that you should prefer this evi-
dence over your opponents evidence on specific question because the credibility of the evidence
itself, not just the author is more suited to resolving this part of the debate
Make sure you are allocating prep time carefully
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Round 4 Neg vs Peishi Yu

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN Christopher Cheng Pts 29.4

RFD

If this were not a practice tournament at a Debate camp I would have stopped the round a�er the
1AC and voted NEG. These arguments do not belong anywhere. History is rife with people who
did not value human beings. We as a species to this point have defined these actions as "Crimes
against Humanity"
A� Comments
Human Extinction Good this is abhorrent argument
Wining framework is not a voter. Just because you win framework does not mean you win the
debate. Framework is simply about how the debate round should be evaluated to decide who
is the winner and loser. IE Neg can meet the criterion of the AFF framework as well as the AFF
meeting the framework of the Negative. The Contention level is what decides is what is being
weighed under the framework.
Thus, even if you were to win that letting human extinction happen is orally acceptable does not
mean it is 1) a moral thing and 2) a good thing.
NEG Comments
Understand theAFF Is impact turningany impacts that lead tohumandeath. Thus, youwill always
beahead to the riskof your impactshappening. Thus, all youhave todo is arguehumanextinction
is a bad thing. Next, force them to turn any impacts that are short of human extinction. IE like
poverty. Force them to argue poverty is a good thing. Because poverty leads to human death
even though it is not extinction level event. Extended su�ering would also not be a good thing
under the AFF as they have to wait to get to the end.
RFD: 1) I will never vote for human extinction as a good thing. You should learn how to argue that
we should not always allow the risk of extinction level events to outweigh immediate impacts.
2) However, If I were to evaluate some of the arguments on a line by line. AFF doesn’t get serial
killing argument because under the AFF serial killing is helping the AFF out by getting rid of hu-
mans. Don’t let themargue that it’s ok to kill the serial killer because as the AFF is OKwith human
extinction they don’t distinguish between individual actions of a human as to who deserves to
die, the AFF is OK with everyone being dead. Thus, that’s why you defer to NEG FW as it allows
the distinction as it puts a limit to actions a person can take to achieving MWB. 3) The value of
life in the context of the NEG youmust MWB, thus, the limits to the serial killer still stand. The NR
analysis is clear to this point about, MWB is a formof utilitywhere the limits on the serial killer are
justified as the more people would be benefited by not letting the serial killer MX their personal
well being. 4) The A� relied on a technical aspect of dropped arguments, which at best would still
not be enough as they are not answering the analysis that is laid out in #3.
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Quar A� vs Grace Xie

Judge Erick Berdugo

RFD

Grace on the Negative Wins.
Drug Approval The process for approving drugs for approval for use is di�erent in both countries
andwouldn’t be tied to the insurance portion of the HC process. However, if you are referring the
insurance approving the prescription this would be di�erent. You need to make distinction. GDP
is horrible reasoning. HowdoesGDPdoanything, all the AFF states is that theGDP is di�erent and
explains this is why you cannot compare the folks. However, the basic argument of the NEG that
UK and Canada currently have a SP and thus can be used as an example. There is no explanation
how the GDP di�erence adds to the US solvency.
1AR spent a lot of time about how drugs don’t work and asserted that GDP solve but doesn’t give
any reasoning as to why the di�erence in the GDP is key for solvency.
2AR Contention 2 is dropped. Is all about inherency
RFD: The only solvency defense the AFF gives the GDP but the AFF drops it in the 2AR. The drops
of contention 2 regarding the situation is not damning to the NEG because 1) All contention 2 is
state that there are bad things happening 2) the solvency drop by the AFF of howSP can solve the
problemand 3) theNEGhas some risk that SPwouldmake it worse. TheNeg explains howSPwill
hurt the wait list.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Danna Sun Danna Sun

Round 1 Neg vs Sean Zeng

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Danna Sun Pts 29.5

RFD

General RFD-
voted on the negative arg that SP would actually make the conditions worse for the uninsured
because they would still not be able to access care and pay
Danna-
Great improvement in speaking volume and placing emphasis on certain parts of the warrant to
be more persuasive!! You were also more assertive during cx and rebuttals. Nicely done.
1nr- good analysis of the A� framework and how it doesn’t meet but you should also discuss why
it is important to use your framework as a lens instead. Good job making extensions but you
needed to say the importance of the argument. Remember to weigh the impacts as well.
2nr- Youmentioned the arguments thatwere droppedbut remember to extend them. Itwas good
that you prioritized responding to the waitlist argument. Remember to discuss why arguments
are important. The overview was also good.
Sean-
AC- Case construction is not bad, the framework is consistent with the contentions and it is clear
how it meets. However, make sure the impacts are more fleshed out i.e. why does it matter that
savingmoney is good or what happens/what is the e�ect of because of people not having access
to healthcare.
1ar- good argument about wait times in a MP system, remember to discuss why arguments are
important (using framework as a lens). Remember to make extensions.
2ar- prioritized the benefit of savingmoney but make sure to discuss why that could help people
or how it meets your framework.

Round 2 A� vs Wyatt Yin

Judge SolomonWatson Danna Sun Pts 29

RFD

I vote neg, this debate gets lost for the a� in the final rebutal for me, the a� has all the pices and
up until this point is out warrenting the neg on the o�ense they are going for unfourtunatley not
enough of those warrents or awnsers get extend into the final speech for me to feel comfortable
voting on it. So I vote neg on the mostly droped woker and waittime turns that internal link turn
the a�’s o�ense.
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Round 3 Neg vs Sheryl Sun

Judge Mak Kovar Danna Sun Pts 28.5

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on the argument that SP would still provide a decent quality baseline of care for everyone
and upli� those marginalized who face many barriers in life (income and health-wise).
Danna:
Good job addressing the framework andmaking extensions in the 1nr, remember to finish exten-
sions, a�er summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it is important (using the lens of
the framework). Youcouldhavealsodiscussed thewaitlists in thequality of healthcareargument.
You primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember to
make o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). If you’re going to spend a lot of time talk-
ing about costs, you have to mention why costs are important and the impact of SP being more
expensive in comparison to MP.
CX; youmade a good e�ort with your cx questions, the line of questioning about the waitlist was
good. Youshouldhave stuckwith it becauseSheryl struggled toanswer thequestionand it served
to undermine the argument that SP provides quality care.
Sheryl:
Good job in the framework debatewith sayingwhy your framework is better in comparison to the
negative. Remember youneed tohavean impact towhy savingmoney is good. Youaddressed the
waitlist argument adequately but you could have spent more time talking about why the quality
of SP is still good even though there is a waitlist and why that is important using the lens of your
framework. Good jobmaking extensions, remember to not read the card but just summarize the
argument. Nice jobweighing, you just need tobemore specific on the impacts you are comparing
and explain the warrant as to why one outweighs the other more.
CX: Adminwaste is relevant to the casebut you couldhave talkedabout thedrug costs, remember
to direct the answers towhat you do know. Good job testing the cost arguments and trying to get
an answer about why taxes would be raised with SP.
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Round 4 A� vs Athena Zhou

Judge Zach Jones WIN Danna Sun Pts 28.8

RFD

Great round! I endup voting a�irmative in this debate – I think that the a�irmative is aheadon the
question of framework heavily, they’ve won that the impact of the a�irmative meets the frame-
work question of utilitarianismmuch better than the status quo/negative. I think the 2AR is also
winning a risk of a turn to this argument about cost.
Something thatmay help cross-ex for both of you, if you have your opponent’s case before round,
write somequestions down you have about it early, gives youmore time to think about it andwill
make you both a bit more prepared come cross ex
Good framework debating in the 1AR – good job recognizing similarities and then doing the quick
work to prove how youmeet better
This evidence in the 1AR readabout how theUKhasmuch shorterwait times thanpredicted could
be much shorter – it’s a little long and too much time is spent explaining the context behind the
survey instead of what the survey is and what the results were.
Impacts, impacts, impacts, make sure that particularly for arguments about money cost we are
making sure to impact out why that money cost is important and outweighs the impacts of the
a�irmative
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Erin Jia Erin Jia

Round 1 Neg vs Anna Dong

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Erin Jia Pts 29.3

COMMENTS

"are you aware" is a bad start to a question - dont ask them to concede things ask them pointed
questions like "what’s the average wait time for a canadian patient in Canada"
A lot of these questions could be better spent as speech time - especially the no solvency stu�
- they shouldn’t concede things and in harder debates itd allow them to get ahead by showing
their answers to the judge more.
1NC starts fast and gets a bit slower - do the opposite
More of the 2NR needs frontlines so a story can be told cuz im hearing the same three lines like 8
times

RFD

I vote negative - the a� isn’t really extended into the 1AR so a negative extension of physi-
cian/shortages/wait times/taxes is su�icient to vote negative on a risk it causes structural vio-
lence or death. It’s hard to win a debate when the key a� o�ense - not just the framing which
was well done - is not extended into the 1AR and called out by the 2NR. O�ense o�ense o�ense!
Also helps the negative is going for a dropped turns case argument. You could improve by having
a case overview that summarizes the main points about physician access and healthcare costs -
both are pretty true arguments - which keeps you in the game. This debate feels like it was largely
concluded by the vibe of 1AC cx and it doesnt need to be -
the framing you should approach the negative contention with is "try or die" - people dont have
physician access nowbecause of lack of options andhighprices - only a riskwe can create aworld
where they do so its better to try. I especially think the a� side is on the side of truth given the
predatory nature of themedical industry so you could be in a great spot. I think that the negative
is largely approaching this debate in the correct manner - winning truth level claims about SPHC
is hard but using pieces of evidence with bold claims and technical reasoning puts you ahead. I
thought that it was especially set up by 1AC cx but that could be worked into speeches better.
Timeframe is a good a� argument - people are dying of covid nowbecause they don’t have access
tohealthcareor goingbrokebc covid/long covidnow - its not abouthealthcare versuspoverty but
the people currently impoverished AND dying bc of covid since the medical system is ALREADY
inaccessable.
Never concede a debate.

Round 2 A� vs Kaidi Liu

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Erin Jia Pts 29.5

RFD

I vote a�, there is a unsustinability arg that is conceded through the round that frames the
DA/turns plus — the a� is winning of link turns to the o�ense the neg is going for — 1. the a�
helps innovation through the savings 2. goverment led rd 3. private insurers not key 4. shortages
now and the plan would solve.
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Round 3 Neg vs Samuel Xie

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Erin Jia Pts 29.2

RFD

Voted neg, this debate was actually very close I think the neg’s contention is a bit to case centric,
this debate camedown to taxes yesnoand the shortages turn. I think thea�had thepieices towin
this becausewarrentingonboth sides is right but the a�arg that taxes are anet saver is important
because the negs ev only acounts for the economic e�ect of taxes not household savings. And
the a� also had a very good awns to the shortages turn with the arg that 1. those deaths are ienv
the squo 2. that the a� at least gives a chance to save those lives. Unfortunatley the a� doens’t
collapse to these warrents and instead underwarrented/new args in the last rebutale. This fwk
stu� is vacuous as hell. Neg you need something external.

Round 4 A� vs Terrence Mower

Judge Blake Andrews WIN Erin Jia Pts 29.8

RFD

Good round y’all I vote a� (Erin) for a couple of reasons
1. A� is winning that single payer healthcare reduces millions of deaths which comes first given
the framing
2. A� is winning that single payer healthcare reduces spending/ saves money, and would solve
wait time issue presented by the negative
3. A� is doing a slightly better job with historical examples i.e. Switzerland and S. Korea. The
negative responds to this argument but doesn’t have a warrant or read evidence to counter the
success stories presented by the a�irmative.
4. Negative needs to bemore comparativewhile responding to the a�irmative arguments instead
of just re extending their own arguments.
5. A� wins that we can tax the rich instead of taxing poor people more for SPHC. There also isn’t
an impact card read to the taxes argument
Erin- Make sure to add more to the a� you have close to 2 full minutes of time in the a�. Read
another contention/ try to get access to a bigger impact if possible (especially given that the cri-
terion is minimizing death)
Terrence- Don’t let Erin just talk in cx. You should stop her at some point. Just concede to the
framework y’all have the same framework (this would give you more time in the 1 st negative
speech). Try to do more line by line in the 1 st negative speech. You don’t address portions of
the a�irmative case or make it clear that the cards you do read answer the a�irmative. Work on
signposting it is hard to figure out what you are responding to at times
Both of y’all make sure to give reasons to prefer arguments i.e. why should I evaluate your argu-
ment or evidence over your opponent’s i.e. is your author more qualified, do you have a better
study, etc
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Quar A� vs Jessica Fan

Judge Blake Andrews WIN

RFD

I vote a� for Erin
1. I vote a� on the dropped contention 2, which has the clearest impact in the round ( millions of
lives lost due to lack of healthcare access/ single payer solves)
2. A� wins that single payer healthcare increases wages / results in savings ( arguments on the
negative cases)
3. A� proves that their impact outweighs onmagnitude.
Erin- flesh out warrants in your extensions,addmore to the a�
Jessica- try to avoid dropping contention 2 on the a� case. Also have a clearer impact to the
competition argument in the negative case
Both- I’m super proud of y’all. Both of you worked really hard in lab and deserves to be in elimi-
nation rounds.

Semi A� vs Grace Xie

Judge Blake Andrews WIN
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Semi A� vs Grace Xie

Judge Cody Morrow WIN

RFD

MGC LD Semifinals Flight 1 Erin Jia versus Grace Xie
CONGRATULATIONSonmaking it to the semifinals of theMGC tournament. This debatewas good
inplaces and couldhavebeenbetter in other places. Youboth speak fluently andarepersuasive. I
think both of you could project your volume so that you are easier to hear and so you soundmore
commanding. The room was large so maybe that had more to do with your volume; however, I
was sitting very close to each of you and I thought you could both be louder. Both of you need to
use all of your speech time and do a better job refuting each other’s cases. This debate had the
potential to bea very closedebatebut basedonargument choices that began in thenegative con-
structive and continued for the rest of the debate. The only argument in the negative constructive
that was deployed against the a�irmative case was wait times. Reducing your attack to a whole
case to just one argument greatly benefits the a�irmative both strategically and from a time per-
spective. It allows the 1AR tonotbeaspressed for timewhile giving their speechand it permits the
a�irmative tomake awall (a lot) of arguments againstwait times and extendher case as though it
was conceded. Furthermore, it gives the 1AR more time to answer the negative’s case which lim-
its the strategic benefit of having 7 minutes for the NC and 6 minutes for the NR. Erin, I think you
did a great job taking advantage of this strategic mistake made by the negative; however, when
extending your a�irmative case, you did so in a blippy fashion referencing authors and not also
the arguments the authors were advancing. I understand in fast policy oriented 1AR’s it might
be ok to reference arguments simply by author name (I don’t suggest this even in fast debates),
but in a slower debate where the negative is only advancing one argument against the entirety
of your a�irmative then please do a more thorough job extending your case. Grace, you need to
make a diversity of arguments in your case and against the a�irmative case. You are very good
at making warranted arguments, but it is essential that you don’t make the a�irmative rebuttals
easier than they should be I vote a�irmative to increase access to health care, reduce su�ering,
and decrease discrimination. The a�irmative has too many answers to wait times for it to be a
factor in my decision. Congratulations to both debaters!!!

Fin Neg vs Alex Song

Judge Mak Kovar WIN

Fin Neg vs Alex Song

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN
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Fin Neg vs Alex Song

Judge Toby Whisenhunt WIN

RFD

Alex: Case was ok. It is a risk to go for life on the a� vs more of an ethical approach. Link chains
make sense but the internal links to econ collapse are a little over stated. Most of the econ args
seem like prempts to a common neg strat. Winning single payer is cheaper is a bit of an uphill
battle, especially in the short run. You need a brink
1AR - Too much time spent reading cards. You need to be more e�icient and get to the neg case.
Work on e�iciency to get more args. This would be a good one to re do for practice. You have
spent over 3 minutes on the a�. That either needs to be embedded clash and address the neg at
the same time. 30 seconds is rarely enough time. 2AR - agin more word economy. Specifically
more e�icient sign posting. Need to focus on IL to your extinction impact and howSP solve as the
priority to win this debate. You need case D vs neg too.
Erin - Good NC. The author’s qual stu� is a little nit picky, but good case coverage in general. You
are in position to take advantage of the NR. Don’t spend as much time on the source thing. NR -
Good job on framing and extensions. Did an ok job ipacting that.
Erin on the Neg won 3-0
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Ethan Chen Ethan Chen

Round 1 Neg vs William Zhou

Judge Taylor Dougherty Ethan Chen Pts 27.5

COMMENTS
If you read definitions make sure you read them first and not during the contention. Cards are a
little long, try to attack your opponents case in this speech. try not to debate in a question format
just say that "their value does not match the case."

RFD

O� time roadmaps
RFD: I voted a� in this debate, the only argument the negative has at the end of this debate is
that people might go to civil war over cheap pharma drugs, but the a� is right that the negative
does not have any evidence to prove this claim. The a� is also extending their impacts and doing
impact calc. proving they outweigh the negative case.

Round 2 A� vs Peishi Yu

Judge Zach Jones Ethan Chen Pts 28

RFD

I end up voting negative, I think the negative debater is ahead significantly on the question of line
by line and framework. The negative is very ahead on the question of utilitarianism,whichmeans
I vote negative to maximize lives saved. I think that there’s a very low risk of an a�irmative case
because I think that there are concessions of negative defense and a lack of any real impact to the
case extended into the 2AR
I think the a�irmative teamneeds toworkonwarrants, there is a lackof any real reasoningbehind
arguments just a lot of "I don’t think this argument makes sense" andmoving on
The a�irmative teamneeds towork on flowing thedebate, the 2AR is just completely o� the head,
these speeches need some level of organization and outline for the arguments that must be an-
swered and extended

Round 3 A� vs Sean Zeng

Judge Adrian Sendejas Ethan Chen Pts 29

COMMENTS
nice case. the reading of the 1ac was a bit choppy, could use a bit of rehearsal for sure
in cross ex, make sure you use your resources – literally just google something real quick if you
need to. theres no rule against this

RFD
neg wins a risk of a DA which significantly o/w the a� case – there is no o�ense in the 2ar which
puts the a� in a tricky position especially because the only arguments on the flow is like "his ev
said ’may happen’ and not ’will happen’ "
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Round 4 Neg vs Aria Zhang

Judge Holden Bukowsky Ethan Chen Pts 27.8

RFD

Zhang: Please flow your debates
1AC: 27.9 Good volume Work on enunciation just a little bit more Use all of your time! Flesh your
contentions out a lot more, especially since you have 4 minutes le� in the 1AC Cross of the 1AC:
Good jobon explaining the a�irmative and answering questions Cross of the 1NC: 1AR: You should
take some prep before the 1AR, that way you can organize your thoughts You need to start on the
a�irmative even if therewerenoarguments on it in the 1NCOther than that youhavegoodattacks
on the negative case Make sure you’re weighing in the 1AR 2AR: You need to make sure that you
ask if everyone is ready a�er your road map, you can’t just jump into it Start by extending the
a�irmative
Chen: 27.8 Please flow your debates
Cross of the 1AC: I would try to avoid surface level questions of the a�, ask about whymedicare IS
singlepayer Make sure to use all of your cross time, that way you can set up all of your arguments
1NC:
Try to add inflection into theway you speak, thatway you canaddemphasis Youalso can concede
the a�irmative framework since it is essentially the same that yours is You need to read faster,
you should be at the a�irmative around 3:30-4:00 into the 1NC You need to answer the a�irma-
tive Cross of the 1NC: Good answers to cross, but make sure to fully explain the warrants of your
arguments and not just the top level claims of the evidence 2NR: This diversity of information ar-
gument is not a good time investment, I wouldmake the first thing youdo is extend the negative’s
impactsMake sure to extend your impacts andweigh themagainst the a�irmative! Use all of your
time for the 2NR, it is an important speech
RFD: I vote a�irmative, I think that the a�irmative case outweighs Framework both concede that
we should use util The a�irmative the 1NC concedes the a�irmative, that means that I think that
the a� has essentially 100% risk The negative the negative dropsmost of the defense on the neg-
ative case, which means that there is a substantive risk of defense and minimal risk of o�ense
That all means that I have to weigh a conceded a� versus a negative case with several pieces of
conceded defense, which means that I think that the a�irmative wins on a basic risk of o�ense
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Evelyn Shao Evelyn Shao

Round 1 Neg vs Grace Xie

Judge Mak Kovar Evelyn Shao Pts 28

COMMENTS

1nr - Good reading of blocks but needed to flesh out the warrants in the card more and say why
it is important. The arguments were just responding to the a�irmative and saying why it was bad
(defensive arguments). Needmore o�ensive arguments, could have had a framework discussion
about how youmeet it better than the a�.
2nr- good jobmakingextensions,wasmissingmoreof adetailedwarrantandwhy theargument is
important. Make sure to weigh impacts through themechanisms (probability, timeframe, scope,
magnitude) as opposed to simply saying you save more lives. Remember to give voters / tell the
story of the negative.

RFD

Bought the argument that SP gives peoplemore of a chance at getting healthcare andwould help
the economy because workers would all around bemore productive.
Grace-
AC- A� could havebeen longer and impacts needed tobemore fleshedout in the case. The frame-
work does not match the focus of the impacts (would suggest to review notes on our framework
lecture). Remember util prioritizes themajority whereas your case prioritizes people who do not
have access to insurance (the minority).
cx- asked good and challenging questions, especially about the elective procedures non-life
threatening conditions on waitlists that cast doubt on the waitlist args from the neg
1ar- good weighing the impacts but you need to be more specific about which impact you out-
weigh on, and give warrants about how it outweighs (probability, timeframe, magnitude, scope)
and how itmeets the framework. Could have brought up the argument about how the conditions
on the waitlist were not life-threatening to mitigate the negatives claim about waitlists meaning
people dont access care.
2ar- good talking about theprobability of themo�et 20evidencebut youneed tobemore specific
and say how it is unlikely as opposed to simplymaking the claim. Focused toomuchondefensive
line-by-line.
Evelyn
1nr - Good reading of blocks but needed to flesh out the warrants in the card more and say why
it is important. The arguments were just responding to the a�irmative and saying why it was bad
(defensive arguments). Needmore o�ensive arguments, could have had a framework discussion
about how youmeet it better than the a�.
2nr- good jobmakingextensions,wasmissingmoreof adetailedwarrantandwhy theargument is
important. Make sure to weigh impacts through themechanisms (probability, timeframe, scope,
magnitude) as opposed to simply saying you save more lives. Remember to give voters / tell the
story of the negative.
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Round 2 A� vs Kevin Song

Judge Tristan Rios Evelyn Shao Pts 28.3

COMMENTS

1AC i think that the impact being "themultipayer systemdoesntwork aswell as canada and costs
slightly more" isnt an impact in and of itself, because you havent attached a reason why the dif-
ference in quality is a significant impact that negatively e�ects people. same with the third con-
tention where you state that single payer healthcare covers more people but not the significane
or impact of being uninsured or howmany people that e�ects/kills, also i think it may be served
to either addmore cards to these contentions giving themmore depth or maybe adding another
contention as your speech ended two and a half minutes early
1NC the impact statements of the 1nc really need to have cards that follow along with them, also
you need a card that states that medical innovation is needed to solve super bugs as currently
you just state it.
1AR the 1ar just neededmore evidence when responding to your opponents for example you say
"their evidence states that single payer health care is more expensive, thats wrong, my evidence
states that single payer health care is less expensive" and because of the lack of warrants it be-
comes impossible to decide who is actually correct in these types of rounds. and thats basically
the only issue i had with this speech is that you are picking the right claims to refute your oppo-
nent but arent explaining why i should actually prefer your claim over your opponents
1NR i think that your extension of the pandemic impact could be a bit better but you are oding
great in this speech with the line by line and impact calculus
2AR i think the issue is that even under your criterion maximizing lives would mean that pan-
demics outweighs themoney lost withmultipayer. mainly because you end up not impacting out
the statement the multipayer saves money into anyhting more but saving money
RFD I vote neg, i think that the negwins their arguement that an immune system is not enough to
stopall diseases and that apandemic ismore likely tobreakout andcause extinction ifwewere to
pursue single payer health care, this means that i believe the negative outweighs the a�irmativei
mpact of saving money.

RFD

1AC i think that the impact being "themultipayer systemdoesntwork aswell as canada and costs
slightly more" isnt an impact in and of itself, because you havent attached a reason why the dif-
ference in quality is a significant impact that negatively e�ects people. same with the third con-
tention where you state that single payer healthcare covers more people but not the significane
or impact of being uninsured or howmany people that e�ects/kills, also i think it may be served
to either addmore cards to these contentions giving themmore depth or maybe adding another
contention as your speech ended two and a half minutes early
1NC the impact statements of the 1nc really need to have cards that follow along with them, also
you need a card that states that medical innovation is needed to solve super bugs as currently
you just state it.
1AR the 1ar just neededmore evidence when responding to your opponents for example you say
"their evidence states that single payer health care is more expensive, thats wrong, my evidence
states that single payer health care is less expensive" and because of the lack of warrants it be-
comes impossible to decide who is actually correct in these types of rounds. and thats basically
the only issue i had with this speech is that you are picking the right claims to refute your oppo-
nent but arent explaining why i should actually prefer your claim over your opponents
1NR i think that your extension of the pandemic impact could be a bit better but you are oding
great in this speech with the line by line and impact calculus
2AR i think the issue is that even under your criterion maximizing lives would mean that pan-
demics outweighs themoney lost withmultipayer. mainly because you end up not impacting out
the statement the multipayer saves money into anyhting more but saving money
RFD I vote neg, i think that the negwins their arguement that an immune system is not enough to
stopall diseases and that apandemic ismore likely tobreakout andcause extinction ifwewere to
pursue single payer health care, this means that i believe the negative outweighs the a�irmativei
mpact of saving money.
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Round 3 Neg vs Hyma Kamdar

Judge Jose Sanchez Evelyn Shao Pts 28

COMMENTS

1NC - 2:30 le�
Utilitarianism cannot be a criterion for morality!!
Your contentions should be o�ensive. You need an evidenced impact for each - what is so bad
about taxes? debt? workers shortage?
Good detail in attacking the case!
1NR - 2:50 le�
Start with your most important arguments, your voters! Give me the impact calc, what are your
impacts and why they come first.
The workers shortage-esque seems to be your biggest arg so talk about it more, give me the list
of bad things that could happen – read some evidence if you find it, etc.

RFD
I vote a�irmative because they give me a more persuasive, o�ensive reason to act against struc-
tural violence than to not. The negative should read impacts and directly attack the a�’s value
claims.

Round 4 A� vs Samuel Xie

Judge Blake Andrews WIN Evelyn Shao Pts 28

RFD

I vote a�( Evelyn on a low point win) for a couple of reasons
1. I think the a�irmative wins that a single payer system is more cost e�ective compared to a
multiplayer system.
2. I think the a�wins that 212,000 lives would be saved as a consequence of implementing single
payer health care, which is the clearest impact I have in the round.
3. The negatives taxes argument needs to be fleshed out more for me to feel comfortable voting
for it. How much poverty does the a� create and what is the impact of poverty( do people die?)
The negative needs to flesh out the deaths fromwait times more as well.
Evelyn- good job in the 1ar doing line by line on the negative case. I think it would be better to
start on the a� case because the 1ar is a short speech and your a� is typically your best o�ense.
Samuel- try to give reasons to prefer your arguments of your opponents. y’all are reading argu-
ments that come to fundamentally di�erent conclusions and it’s hard to weigh between those
arguments.
Both of y’all have lots of time le� in the 1st negative and a�irmative speech. Use that time for
another contention, to pre empts your opponents arguments, etc.
Evelyn 28
Samuel 28.5
Low point win
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Grace Xie Grace Xie

Round 1 A� vs Evelyn Shao

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Grace Xie Pts 28.8

COMMENTS

AC- A� could havebeen longer and impacts needed tobemore fleshedout in the case. The frame-
work does not match the focus of the impacts (would suggest to review notes on our framework
lecture). Remember util prioritizes themajority whereas your case prioritizes people who do not
have access to insurance (the minority).
cx- asked good and challenging questions, especially about the elective procedures non-life
threatening conditions on waitlists that cast doubt on the waitlist args from the neg
1ar- good weighing the impacts but you need to be more specific about which impact you out-
weigh on, and give warrants about how it outweighs (probability, timeframe, magnitude, scope)
and how itmeets the framework. Could have brought up the argument about how the conditions
on the waitlist were not life-threatening to mitigate the negatives claim about waitlists meaning
people dont access care.
2ar- good talking about theprobability of themo�et 20evidencebut youneed tobemore specific
and say how it is unlikely as opposed to simplymaking the claim. Focused toomuchondefensive
line-by-line.

RFD

Bought the argument that SP gives peoplemore of a chance at getting healthcare andwould help
the economy because workers would all around bemore productive.
Grace-
AC- A� could havebeen longer and impacts needed tobemore fleshedout in the case. The frame-
work does not match the focus of the impacts (would suggest to review notes on our framework
lecture). Remember util prioritizes themajority whereas your case prioritizes people who do not
have access to insurance (the minority).
cx- asked good and challenging questions, especially about the elective procedures non-life
threatening conditions on waitlists that cast doubt on the waitlist args from the neg
1ar- good weighing the impacts but you need to be more specific about which impact you out-
weigh on, and give warrants about how it outweighs (probability, timeframe, magnitude, scope)
and how itmeets the framework. Could have brought up the argument about how the conditions
on the waitlist were not life-threatening to mitigate the negatives claim about waitlists meaning
people dont access care.
2ar- good talking about theprobability of themo�et 20evidencebut youneed tobemore specific
and say how it is unlikely as opposed to simplymaking the claim. Focused toomuchondefensive
line-by-line.
Evelyn
1nr - Good reading of blocks but needed to flesh out the warrants in the card more and say why
it is important. The arguments were just responding to the a�irmative and saying why it was bad
(defensive arguments). Needmore o�ensive arguments, could have had a framework discussion
about how youmeet it better than the a�.
2nr- good jobmakingextensions,wasmissingmoreof adetailedwarrantandwhy theargument is
important. Make sure to weigh impacts through themechanisms (probability, timeframe, scope,
magnitude) as opposed to simply saying you save more lives. Remember to give voters / tell the
story of the negative.
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Round 2 Neg vs Aria Zhang

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Grace Xie Pts 28

COMMENTS

1NC - (1:20 le�)
You should have a carded impact - having some evidence will help you leverage the SQ against
the case. If you are just making these turns (that SPHC will increase wait times, that = deaths)
then you are just using their case against them, whichmeans all the a� has to do is win their case
to win the round.
Reading some DA in addition to these arguments will help you be in a better position.
Remember to read some evidence for this argument about taxes, and additionally some impact
evidence about bankruptcy or why taxes are bad (e.g. econ decline leads to war).
NR - (1:20 le�)
You should be fleshing out your impactsmore in this speech! Startwithwhy increasingwait times
is the worst possible impact – since this is your main voter.
Maybe even read some evidence to supplant this argument, like a carded impact that talks about
diseases/pandemics as a result of not seeking/accessing care.

RFD

I vote negative because, if I am valuing life, then I am led to buy that the best way to preserve
happiness and prevent deaths for themost amount of ppl is to stick with the current system. The
negwins that wait timeswould decrease quality of care and lead tomore deathswith longer wait
times.

Round 3 Neg vs Minya Tang

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Grace Xie Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

Thenegative can alsowork on impact overviews and impact calculus but the "Iwin because" part
of the 2NR is a great start to judge instruction and there’s some emphasis on impact calc there. I
want that to be at the top because its the crown jewel of the speech since o�ense is what mostly
determines a debate.

RFD

I vote negative because SPHC would result in people dying on waitlists. The case is e�ectively
zeroed because innovation solves super bugs but innovation is driven by market competition so
the only way to beat superbugs is to not establish SPHC. A� impacts are solved by the squo and
a risk of o�ense means I negate.
I thought it was a good and close debate just the way the dice fell made it easier to decide. There
were good args on both side.
I think the a� needs to work more on impact calculus and case overviews. Extend your thesis
claims. Set up a story. Tell me how to see the round. Talk aboutmagnitude, timeframe, probabil-
ity. Fill speech time and fake it til you make it.
The negative can alsowork on impact overviews and impact calculus but the "Iwin because" part
of the 2NR is a great start to judge instruction and there’s some emphasis on impact calc there. I
want that to be at the top because its the crown jewel of the speech since o�ense is what mostly
determines a debate.
Dropping is when an argument is not responded to.
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Round 4 A� vs Myron Sinville

Judge Cody Morrow WIN Grace Xie Pts 29

RFD

Grace Xie A�irmative versus Myron Sinville Negative
I think this debate was very good. Both of you need to use all of your speech time, at least in
the constructives. It is important that your case is strategic and applies to the other sides argu-
ments, but when answering your opponent’s case, you shouldmakemore arguments than one’s
just grounded in your owncases. For instance, thenegative casedoes notmentionor discuss how
a single-payer might increase productivity, but the a�irmative has elucidated a number of argu-
ments regarding productivity. Myron you need to contest the productivity debate because the
a�irmative could deploy these arguments later in the debate pertaining to the economic bene-
fits of a single-payer system. Myron you need to find amore palatable/persuasive way of making
your argument that themajority alreadyhas insurance and soutilitarianismmeans vote negative.
What about the 37millionwhoare underinsured/uninsured? Grace youdid a good jobonwinning
your arguments, but youdidnot exploitMyron’s perspective onutilitarianism. You should charac-
terize his position as callous and uncaring about the underinsured/uninsured. I end up thinking
the a�irmatives perspective of utilitarianism (maximizewell being)makes a tonmore sense than
the negatives defense of the status quo as proving that concerns of utilitarianism are currently
being met. You are both fluent persuasive speakers. Grace work on projecting better at times
your volume is a little quiet. Myron when you are using volume to emphasize the importance of
phrases you can be too loud. Now I recognize that we were in a small area so that might be what
mademe think your volume changes were too loud.
Good debate!

Quar Neg vs Christopher Cheng

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN

RFD

Grace on the Negative Wins.
Drug Approval The process for approving drugs for approval for use is di�erent in both countries
andwouldn’t be tied to the insurance portion of the HC process. However, if you are referring the
insurance approving the prescription this would be di�erent. You need to make distinction. GDP
is horrible reasoning. HowdoesGDPdoanything, all the AFF states is that theGDP is di�erent and
explains this is why you cannot compare the folks. However, the basic argument of the NEG that
UK and Canada currently have a SP and thus can be used as an example. There is no explanation
how the GDP di�erence adds to the US solvency.
1AR spent a lot of time about how drugs don’t work and asserted that GDP solve but doesn’t give
any reasoning as to why the di�erence in the GDP is key for solvency.
2AR Contention 2 is dropped. Is all about inherency
RFD: The only solvency defense the AFF gives the GDP but the AFF drops it in the 2AR. The drops
of contention 2 regarding the situation is not damning to the NEG because 1) All contention 2 is
state that there are bad things happening 2) the solvency drop by the AFF of howSP can solve the
problemand 3) theNEGhas some risk that SPwouldmake it worse. TheNeg explains howSPwill
hurt the wait list.
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Semi Neg vs Erin Jia

Judge Blake Andrews

Semi Neg vs Erin Jia

Judge Cody Morrow

RFD

MGC LD Semifinals Flight 1 Erin Jia versus Grace Xie
CONGRATULATIONSonmaking it to the semifinals of theMGC tournament. This debatewas good
inplaces and couldhavebeenbetter in other places. Youboth speak fluently andarepersuasive. I
think both of you could project your volume so that you are easier to hear and so you soundmore
commanding. The room was large so maybe that had more to do with your volume; however, I
was sitting very close to each of you and I thought you could both be louder. Both of you need to
use all of your speech time and do a better job refuting each other’s cases. This debate had the
potential to bea very closedebatebut basedonargument choices that began in thenegative con-
structive and continued for the rest of the debate. The only argument in the negative constructive
that was deployed against the a�irmative case was wait times. Reducing your attack to a whole
case to just one argument greatly benefits the a�irmative both strategically and from a time per-
spective. It allows the 1AR tonotbeaspressed for timewhile giving their speechand it permits the
a�irmative tomake awall (a lot) of arguments againstwait times and extendher case as though it
was conceded. Furthermore, it gives the 1AR more time to answer the negative’s case which lim-
its the strategic benefit of having 7 minutes for the NC and 6 minutes for the NR. Erin, I think you
did a great job taking advantage of this strategic mistake made by the negative; however, when
extending your a�irmative case, you did so in a blippy fashion referencing authors and not also
the arguments the authors were advancing. I understand in fast policy oriented 1AR’s it might
be ok to reference arguments simply by author name (I don’t suggest this even in fast debates),
but in a slower debate where the negative is only advancing one argument against the entirety
of your a�irmative then please do a more thorough job extending your case. Grace, you need to
make a diversity of arguments in your case and against the a�irmative case. You are very good
at making warranted arguments, but it is essential that you don’t make the a�irmative rebuttals
easier than they should be I vote a�irmative to increase access to health care, reduce su�ering,
and decrease discrimination. The a�irmative has too many answers to wait times for it to be a
factor in my decision. Congratulations to both debaters!!!
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Hailey Lu Hailey Lu

Round 1 A� vs Kristy Liu

Judge SolomonWatson Hailey Lu Pts 28.1

RFD

Voted neg, the a� in this debate let the neg make this debate about debt when the 1ac was set
up to make this a conversation about the racism of not providing care to everyone. The way the
negative’s contentionwas set up the lack of any real recentering to a discussion of race or framing
really hurts the a�irmative because while I may be sympathetic to their arguments the neg has
introduced a fwk of util and an extinction impact with no defense or response which means this
then becomes the way I evaluate the round.

Round 2 Neg vs Cathryn Wu

Judge Zach Jones Hailey Lu Pts 28.3

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative, I think Cathryn is significantly ahead on the question of line by line,
framework, and impact weighing – I think that nuclear war is probable andmuch larger in scope
than the negative case
You are right Cathryn that they don’t really have an impact but I’m not sure what you mean by
"weighing your impact on all scales" the judge does not weigh your impact, you do. If they don’t
have an impact, go for your best impact and tell mewhy I almost incontrovertiblymust vote for it
because there is no opposing impact
Cathryn, you should extend and defend your case first. Ultimately, youwill not win the debate by
winning arguments on your opponents case, you win the debate because of winning your own
case – you should put your case first for two reasons

1. Just in case you run out of time or your laptop dies halfway through only having it at the
top can help this

2. It’s also just good organizationally to start with putting your best foot forward and begin
the speech with your best o�ense so you don’t have to worry about time management for
this part

No reason not to use all your prep
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Round 3 Neg vs Myron Sinville

Judge Tristan Rios Hailey Lu Pts 27.7

COMMENTS

1AC same notes as when i judged your a� round 1
1NC first thing is that your evidence doesnt have any citations or tags. second is that the case
ended around4minutes early so i think you canbenefit frombothmore contentions and aadding
more cards to contentions, as contentions such as the first simply state that money may be di-
verted from other infrastructures but doesnt give an impact and that issue is reproduced in the
second contention which states that small businesses will have their taxes increased but there
also is no impact telling us how the small business would be e�ected by that like whether that
would make these small businesses go under or whether that would make food prices increase
etcetera.
1AR i think unlike the first round you take for granted that because the 1ncwas so short that there
wasnt much reason to respond to it however i think just a few sentences on each point would
be greatly helpful as well as actually citing the statistics of from your evidence, for example you
shouldprobably go to eachocntention andpoint out thatwhile they hav3e stated that small busi-
nesses will be taxed more they have not stated whether it would pass a threshhold for putting
those businesses under. i also think that you could have much beniifetted from a proper exten-
sionof each individual contention abitmore in depthbut for the sakeof covering all of your bases
but also for the sake of getting higher speaker points, ending the speech 3minutes early is never
going to earn you MORE speaker points and only risks hurting them if someone perceives it as
amateurish or on the other hand cocky.
1NR mostly just recapped their case and then accidentally agreed with them although its ok i
understand your new to this, will be giving advice for the 1nr verbally, too much to type
2AR this time the extensionwasmuch better, you didwhat you needed to to close out the debate.
RFD i vote a� in this debate, the neg debater functionally conceded when stating that they had
nothing else to state ofor the a� case, meaning i evaluate all the a� arguements as true and vote
on their impacts

RFD

1AC same notes as when i judged your a� round 1
1NC first thing is that your evidence doesnt have any citations or tags. second is that the case
ended around4minutes early so i think you canbenefit frombothmore contentions and aadding
more cards to contentions, as contentions such as the first simply state that money may be di-
verted from other infrastructures but doesnt give an impact and that issue is reproduced in the
second contention which states that small businesses will have their taxes increased but there
also is no impact telling us how the small business would be e�ected by that like whether that
would make these small businesses go under or whether that would make food prices increase
etcetera.
1AR i think unlike the first round you take for granted that because the 1ncwas so short that there
wasnt much reason to respond to it however i think just a few sentences on each point would
be greatly helpful as well as actually citing the statistics of from your evidence, for example you
shouldprobably go to eachocntention andpoint out thatwhile they hav3e stated that small busi-
nesses will be taxed more they have not stated whether it would pass a threshhold for putting
those businesses under. i also think that you could have much beniifetted from a proper exten-
sionof each individual contention abitmore in depthbut for the sakeof covering all of your bases
but also for the sake of getting higher speaker points, ending the speech 3minutes early is never
going to earn you MORE speaker points and only risks hurting them if someone perceives it as
amateurish or on the other hand cocky.
1NR mostly just recapped their case and then accidentally agreed with them although its ok i
understand your new to this, will be giving advice for the 1nr verbally, too much to type
2AR this time the extensionwasmuch better, you didwhat you needed to to close out the debate.
RFD i vote a� in this debate, the neg debater functionally conceded when stating that they had
nothing else to state ofor the a� case, meaning i evaluate all the a� arguements as true and vote
on their impacts
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Round 4 A� vs Caroline Fu

Judge Erick Berdugo Hailey Lu Pts 29

RFD

General Comments:
CX questions should be about breaking your opponent’s logic aswell as trying to obtain links into
their case.
Comments for the AFF:
Pointing out no subpoint is not really that big of a deal. Just respond directly to the argument
they are attacking.
1AR was less than aminute 2AR was less than aminute.
They o�er some o�ense but they had dropped the attacks of the negative nor did they respond
to them in the 2AR.
Comments for the Neg:
Do not say "drop the Negs arguments from the flow". It will always be about why your arguments
aremore important. You can say their arguments have no impacts or they are not relevant but to
direct that they be arbitrarily removed is not productive for you nor does it make any real sense.
As I will ask why?
RFD:
The negative did technical items of extending their FW and impacts. They could have done a
better jobweighingwithin the context of the FW. Unfortunately, the AFF dropped all their o�ense
in the 1AR. Further, they did not do any real weighing or pushing back the logic of the negative.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Hannah Xie Hannah Xie

Round 1 A� vs Kathy Wang

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Hannah Xie Pts 29.9

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on idea that SP is more likely to increase life expectancy and that it is more likely to save
lives
Hannah:
cx- good redirecting the question when it was di�icult to answer and taking your time to say why
your case is good. Good job pointing out the inconsistencies of the nc framing and testing how it
is being met.
1ar- remember to say why an argument outweighs another (probability, timeframe, magnitude,
scope). Gobeyondsimply saying theydroppedanargument, extend it andexplainwhy it is impor-
tant. You saved the extensions for the end and ran out of time. Remember to pick the arguments
you are winning and weigh them against the framework.
2ar- Remember to finish extensions (importance), make sure that your claims about who is win-
ning what argument. Good job weighing the impacts.Ran out of time for voters.
Kathy:
Overall speaking and assertiveness were improved from practice debates!
Cx- try to ask more than clarifying questions that give the a� a chance to re-argue their case.
Good pressing about the method of cost reduction. Try not to make arguments in the cx though,
save those for the rebuttal the goal is to undermine the logic of the. Good job saying what you
know and trying to deflect the questions during cx displayed fair amount of topic knowledge and
knowledge of your case.
NC-make sure tomake the impactsmore explicit in the case, ex: what happenswhenHCworkers
quit their jobs?
1NR- Good addressing how the A� doesnt meet thier framework but you should mention why it
wouldbepreferable touse yours insteador sayhowyoumeethersbetter. Youdidgoodon the line
by line, but you primarily made defensive arguments. Remember to make o�ensive arguments
(reasons to vote for you).
2NR; Make sure to make detailed extensions. Good job attempting to give an account of the big
picture in the voters. Upholding your framework in the 2nr is a little too late when it wasnt men-
tioned in the 1nr. The extinction impact was a suprise, just focus on the impacts mentioned in
your case and weigh them against a�
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Round 2 Neg vs Hyma Kamdar

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Hannah Xie Pts 29.1

COMMENTS
"are you aware" is a bad phrasing of a question - ask them more like "what happened in X" or
"what happened to X" - you can either flex your knowledge or get them to admit it failed.

RFD

I vote negative a risk of the wait times impact - a system with too high demand for too scarce
services means no one has access which outweighs on timeframe and probability because its
happening now and a�ects millions.
The 2AR has an issue in that its just line-by-line and lacks judge instruction - hard forme to figure
outwhat I need toviewthe round throughorwhatmatters tomyballot. I think the impact calculus
that the 2AR gets to is good but too little too late because its in the last 30 seconds and not really
developed - it references the contentions but no part of the 2AR sits down on the story of the
contention and explains why they matter and why they are arguments that are the best thing
since sliced bread so I have to conclude my ballot on them. I think the 2NR by virtue of being
significantly longer as a speech gets put ahead in this debate because in a longer speech theres
more time to eventually get to an argument that wins the debate than the threeminute 2AR. This
isn’t to say that the 2NR ismaking bad arguments - they’re great arguments, same as this 2AR, its
just both speech are pretty disjointed and hard to connect together.

Round 3 Neg vs Yinyun Ji

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Hannah Xie Pts 29

COMMENTS
2NR’s a bit repetitive
much better work on story telling - can see more of an impact coming through
impact calc should be done at the top.

RFD

I voted negative - SPHC would reduce the amount and quality of doctors because scarcity is im-
portant in determining how services are apportioned. This results in aworse quality of care. That
causes death and harms people overall - I think that it outweighs because of the impact calculus
at the bottom not the framework debate. Not sure the purpose of the framework debating be-
cause it feels like its going through themotions not a 2NR/2AR vision of winning. The 2AR tries to
answer this calculus with "I gave better impacts" - but the warranting was su�icient.
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Round 4 A� vs Wyatt Yin

Judge Jose Sanchez Hannah Xie Pts 27.5

RFD

RFD: I vote negative on the risk of SP decreasing quality while increasing wait times. The 1AR
undercovers this arguments and does not address it/weigh against it until the 2AR, which is too
late. The neg could do a better job of weighing against the A�.
Hannah Feedback–
- 1AC FWdoes not fit the case best. You are serving the (minority) group that is disproportionately
impacted by a lack of insurance - so it is not utilitarian. Maybe something like morality/reducing
structural violence would fit better.
- Good case! Consider adding evidence on FW about moral/ethical obligation to provide HC cov-
erage for vulnerable populations OR reduce structural violence
-Your 1ARundercovers your case! At the least, be sure toextend theevidenceyou readandgive the
judge a recap of of your 1AC, why it is so significant. You are getting caught up in the line-by-line
argumentation instead of going for round-winning arguments/impacts.
-Pay attention to flows and allocate time accordingly. Your second contention (probably themost
persuasive) is droppedbut youdonotbring it up in favor of answering their individual arguments.
Not a strategic or e�icient tradeo�.
-Be sure to include more detail in your answers – you are giving lots of claims but not enough
extensions of your cards or the details/warrants supporting those claims
-You don’t have a warrant to "more patients = more income" – you need to be SPECIFICALLY ad-
dressing the negative arguments about lower reimbursements rates
-You do not begin adding detail until the last 40 seconds of your 2AR, this needs to be in your
earlier speech!!
Wyatt Feedback–
- Your argument about taxes needs an impact – what is the impact to poverty? Econ decline?
Structural violence?
- You need to read more evidence to have access to this "workers shortage" argument you are
trying to make – your evidence is about wait times/quality of care. Maybe you can find some evi-
dence about Canada/UK systematically losing HC professionals, that would make this argument
make sense.
- You need to diversify your arguments on NC, you should be reading DAs in addition to the case
turns, maybe a counterplan too since you say "there can be alternatives" but you give none
-I like how you start the 1NRwith wait times, but you need to spin this argumentmore o�ensively
to polish it up. Give me impact calculus, talk about why it’s so much more detrimental to put
the population on wait lists than to provide everyone with equal coverage. If you are just saying
"deaths," its hard toweigh against the a�’s case that people are dying and su�ering now because
they have little to no HC coverage.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Hyma Kamdar Hyma Kamdar
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Round 1 Neg vs Peishi Yu

Judge Tristan Rios Hyma Kamdar Pts 28

COMMENTS

1ACThe first contention ismissingan internal linkbetweenmiddle income families loosingmoney
due to SPHC healthcare and the US governments economic collapse. Extinction good is certainly
an arguement but generally outside of this camp tourn you are not going to have many mid-
dleschool judges who will be receptive to this at all.
1NC I dont think youwill be hittingmany extinction good a�s in this tournament (hopefully), how-
ever if you do, since the a�irmative is using negative arguements to proove they lead to extinc-
tion, one way to respond would be to read an a� contention on your 1NC to disproove that the
a� leads to extinction, alternatively you should point out if you win your criterion of structural
violence, thatmeans that even if they save animals in the longrun, the violence that can be reme-
died in the present should be prioritized first. you could also alternatively change your negative
strategy from reading a structural violence impact to reading a extinction impact which will then
cause the debate to be centered aroundwhich extinction impact ismore probably. also generally
since they are saying extinction is good because animals will be freed from human control, you
should point out that nuclear war that leads to extinction would also kill trillions of animals and
make wide swaths of the planet inhospitable due to radiation poisoning.
CX Peishi dont say "dont you know that you are supposed to attack my case" as it can come o�
as rude which hurts your speaker points
1AR even in situations where your opponent doesnt directly attack your criterion, because they
also provided a criterionwith standards that justified it, you should still attack it instead of saying
it was just dropped, also if one card doenst have an author that doesnt mean you can say "drop
the contention" unless you explain why not having a author for a arguement on the contention
means that the contention can no longer function. Also, pointing out that their pandemic card is
from someone with a PhD in physics is not credible because it isnt in the field of pandemic study
is not the best arg because their is no other ev in the round from any other sources saying that it
is not true, making them the most credible person for the arguement in terms of who has been
presented in the round. also make sure to extend your case as well as your value and criterion.
when you refer to something as conceded you particularly need extensions so that i know why
these concessions matter and win you the round
1NR the line by line of the 1ac is good the main issue is rather that since it is just now brought
up in the 1nr it is hard for me to consider it because it is too late in the round. in addition since
the speech was ended 2 minutes early i would highly reccomend adding blocks so that you can
extend your caseduring this speech aswithout those extensions i have almost no impacts coming
out of this negative speech.
2AR good job pointing out which arguements from the 1nr were new and shouldnt be weighed.
the impact calculus was also very good, i do still think that the extensions could be much better
as currently you just say "my first contention led to extinction" withoutmuch explanation of how
we got to thta point in your first contention. i also think if you are going for extinction good with
your extinction impact that you need to make sure to spend more time explaining why human
extinction is good in this speech.
RFD I vote a�, ultimately the a�irmative is the only debater coming out of the rebuttal with an
impact due to a 1nr drop of their contentions, that coupled with the fact that even had the 1nr
won their extinction scenario their had been a dropped extinction good turn from the a�irmative

RFD

1ACThe first contention ismissingan internal linkbetweenmiddle income families loosingmoney
due to SPHC healthcare and the US governments economic collapse. Extinction good is certainly
an arguement but generally outside of this camp tourn you are not going to have many mid-
dleschool judges who will be receptive to this at all.
1NC I dont think youwill be hittingmany extinction good a�s in this tournament (hopefully), how-
ever if you do, since the a�irmative is using negative arguements to proove they lead to extinc-
tion, one way to respond would be to read an a� contention on your 1NC to disproove that the
a� leads to extinction, alternatively you should point out if you win your criterion of structural
violence, thatmeans that even if they save animals in the longrun, the violence that can be reme-
died in the present should be prioritized first. you could also alternatively change your negative
strategy from reading a structural violence impact to reading a extinction impact which will then
cause the debate to be centered aroundwhich extinction impact ismore probably. also generally
since they are saying extinction is good because animals will be freed from human control, you
should point out that nuclear war that leads to extinction would also kill trillions of animals and
make wide swaths of the planet inhospitable due to radiation poisoning.
CX Peishi dont say "dont you know that you are supposed to attack my case" as it can come o�
as rude which hurts your speaker points
1AR even in situations where your opponent doesnt directly attack your criterion, because they
also provided a criterionwith standards that justified it, you should still attack it instead of saying
it was just dropped, also if one card doenst have an author that doesnt mean you can say "drop
the contention" unless you explain why not having a author for a arguement on the contention
means that the contention can no longer function. Also, pointing out that their pandemic card is
from someone with a PhD in physics is not credible because it isnt in the field of pandemic study
is not the best arg because their is no other ev in the round from any other sources saying that it
is not true, making them the most credible person for the arguement in terms of who has been
presented in the round. also make sure to extend your case as well as your value and criterion.
when you refer to something as conceded you particularly need extensions so that i know why
these concessions matter and win you the round
1NR the line by line of the 1ac is good the main issue is rather that since it is just now brought
up in the 1nr it is hard for me to consider it because it is too late in the round. in addition since
the speech was ended 2 minutes early i would highly reccomend adding blocks so that you can
extend your caseduring this speech aswithout those extensions i have almost no impacts coming
out of this negative speech.
2AR good job pointing out which arguements from the 1nr were new and shouldnt be weighed.
the impact calculus was also very good, i do still think that the extensions could be much better
as currently you just say "my first contention led to extinction" withoutmuch explanation of how
we got to thta point in your first contention. i also think if you are going for extinction good with
your extinction impact that you need to make sure to spend more time explaining why human
extinction is good in this speech.
RFD I vote a�, ultimately the a�irmative is the only debater coming out of the rebuttal with an
impact due to a 1nr drop of their contentions, that coupled with the fact that even had the 1nr
won their extinction scenario their had been a dropped extinction good turn from the a�irmative
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Round 2 A� vs Hannah Xie

Judge Townes Schultz Hyma Kamdar Pts 29

COMMENTS

1AC needs to project more - dont sound bored!
the 1AR needs a case overview - start with the thesis claims of the a� and then move onto the
impact and then impact calc - everything else is secondary because you cannot iwn a debaet
without a case impact. So it belongs at the top.
getting to case with 30 seconds in the 1AR is a mistake - your case is the most important part of a
debaet

RFD

I vote negative a risk of the wait times impact - a system with too high demand for too scarce
services means no one has access which outweighs on timeframe and probability because its
happening now and a�ects millions.
The 2AR has an issue in that its just line-by-line and lacks judge instruction - hard forme to figure
outwhat I need toviewthe round throughorwhatmatters tomyballot. I think the impact calculus
that the 2AR gets to is good but too little too late because its in the last 30 seconds and not really
developed - it references the contentions but no part of the 2AR sits down on the story of the
contention and explains why they matter and why they are arguments that are the best thing
since sliced bread so I have to conclude my ballot on them. I think the 2NR by virtue of being
significantly longer as a speech gets put ahead in this debate because in a longer speech theres
more time to eventually get to an argument that wins the debate than the threeminute 2AR. This
isn’t to say that the 2NR ismaking bad arguments - they’re great arguments, same as this 2AR, its
just both speech are pretty disjointed and hard to connect together.

Round 3 A� vs Evelyn Shao

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Hyma Kamdar Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

1AC -
Interesting 1AC! I think you could organize it a bit better, such as having one contention about the
racist HC system, then another about how SP can substantially close the margin.
I’m not sure consequentialism is the best criterion to use here – there could be some instances of
justifying structural violence "for the greatest good."
1AR -
Work on your time allocation! You spent 3 mins just answering the neg.
You are a bitwordy, you could bemore e�icient by justmaking your argument andnot adding the
needless detail. You should also group arguments e.g. on their contentions, it’s better to attack
their arguments all at once than to do the line by line with your strategy/arguments.
2AR -
Start with an overview why you win the round, try not to get caught up in the line by line. This
could havebeen amucheasier ballot if you just extended your "moral" obligation to reduce struc-
tural violence throughout the round.

RFD
I vote a�irmative because they give me a more persuasive, o�ensive reason to act against struc-
tural violence than to not. The negative should read impacts and directly attack the a�’s value
claims.
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Round 4 Neg vs Anna Dong

Judge Anaiya Moran WIN Hyma Kamdar Pts 28

RFD

Anna- You were being way too hard on yourself from the beginning. You are extremely talented,
intelligent, and have so much potential in debate. I understand you may be flustered, over-
whelmed, and stressed because it’s your first tournament, but take time to process your emo-
tions before or a�er the round. You had a very strong start, but your arguments and refutations
weakened throughout the round. You dropped almost the entire negative case, which is why you
lost the round.
Hyma- Excellent execution of your case, and great job cross-applying evidence to refute against
your opponent’s case. Thank you for signposting along the way and staying clear to the format.
Eye contact and confidence can be slightly improved, but that comes with experience. I voted for
you based on dropped arguments and stronger refutations on the a�irmative case.
RFD:
Neg wins on dropped arguments and stronger refutations of opponent’s case. Neg also won
value/criterion debate.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Jacob Yang Jacob Yang

Round 1 A� vs Alex Song

Judge Zach Jones Jacob Yang Pts 28.5

RFD

I endupvotingnegative in thisdebate, I thinkAlex is verymuchaheadbothon the framework level
and the contention level. I think Alex is both implicitly turning the arguments of the a�irmative
while also winning these contentions on his case.
I think both teams should do more work explaining how you achieve/reach your frameworks in
this debate, it gets a bit muddy later in the debate on the solvency question.
Alex you are too hung up on this taxing question, you don’t need to spend 1:45 on this question
about taxes.
Spending time on "voters" isn’t super important, do this impactwork just inside the explanations
of your arguments on the line by line debating on you or your opponents case
Also Alex you do not need to ask me to not let your opponent bring up arguments, that is just a
presumed "rule" about debate – any judge with experience will protect the NR

Round 2 Neg vs Lina Lu

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN Jacob Yang Pts 28.5

COMMENTS
Someof the cards in your negative case are a little bit over highlighted, take a little toomuch time
before you get to the a� case.

RFD

I voted negative in this debate, the a�irmative is not handling the super bugs argument verywell.
The negative ismaking the argument that single payerwill leave nomore solutions to super bugs,
the only a� argument is that doctors will find a solution but the negative is citing doctors tomake
the super bugs claim.
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Round 3 Neg vs Aimee Shi

Judge Jose Sanchez Jacob Yang Pts 27.5

COMMENTS

1NC - :40 le�
You need the proper structure to your DA! The impact ev is okay but you still need 1) what the
status of the pharmaceutical industry is now (UQ/SQ) and 2) a link - what does SPHC have to do
with innovation/superbugs?
You could havemade your args on case a bitmore specific, especially on the question of util since
you, as the neg, are meant to have that advantage.
1NR -
You should be going for your round winning arguments! Make the voters the first thing you say
in this speech – wait times seems to be your main o�ensive argument so make sure you pop o�
on why this is the biggest impact in the round. Read somemore evidence if you need to (you do)
to support this claim. You could be internal linking it to more deaths/worse health outcomes or
pandemic but you need evidence.
You spend toomuch on the impact talking about why superbugs are the worst thing in the world
but not enough on how the a� links into the DA – there is only one line in this speech that acts as
a link, that SP would lead to more widespread use of antibiotics which I am not sure how much
of a link that is, given that that is the SQ.

RFD
The value debate is a wash - neither team fully connects back to util. Absent a reason why the a�
makes the SQ worse, I buy that SPHC can save lives, with some chance that it can also resolve a
superbugs scenario.
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Round 4 A� vs Yinyun Ji

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN Jacob Yang Pts 29.2

RFD

NEGComments: CXWhenyouaskquestions your questionsneed tobemore about logic breaking
questions and garnering links of o�ense for the negative. You asked toomany clerical questions,
IE what is your impact, what is your contention, do you have another example. Alone, they are
not very productive. If you ask these types of question’s they should be setting up a stronger line
that will question your opponent’s logic. As the
negative you should be fishing to try to establish links to dis- advantages you’d like to attribute to
the a�irmative.
NR
Learn the phrase : "Extendmy [name of author]" followed by quickly explain the argument again
and why it is more important and the reasoning of your opponent’s attack is wrong and then
explain how it fits the criterion.
Saying you upheld your arguments is not enough, you need to provide the logic behind.
The NR was scattered. Remember, you should be bringing it to a point of summation (voters if
you will) and always contextualize within the framework. It is very necessary to not only explain
why your impact outweighs their impact it is necessary to fit it within the context of the FW.
Referring to CX answer in NR that you did not bring up in the NCR is a new argument.
AFF Comments: CX Your questions though aimed at asking how the logic of the NEG works, but
none of your questions were designed to break the logic of the NEG. You essentially allowed the
NEG to restate the logic of their arguments. Remember, your questions and purpose of the CX is
break their logic.
1AR You need to road map. The attacks to the credentials to one piece of evidence alone is not
enough, especially given you do not have a counter piece of evidence with a more qualified per-
son. Remember, thoughonly a professional journalist, their credentialswould still be higher than
anyone within the debate alone.
Learn the phrase : "Extendmy [name of author]" followed by quickly explain the argument again
and why it is more important and the reasoning of your opponent’s attack is wrong and then
explain how it fits the criterion.
2ARYouspend tomuch timedealingwith thedefensivearguments. The2ARshouldbedominated
by your o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you).
Never read anewcard in the 2AR especially if you are not even going to give the citation. Evidence
without a citation is nothing. If it is so important it should be part of your 1AC and would extend
it the 1AR and the 2AR.
RFD:
The AFF did a slightly better job explaining their o�ense. The real problem is that the NR was a
bit to scattered. The negative also stated the AFF did not have impacts this is not correct they did
and they extended the in the 1AR and the 2AR.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Jenani Sivamani Jenani Sivamani

Round 1 A� vs Aria Zhang

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN Jenani Sivamani Pts 29.5

COMMENTS
great job, this was a very good debate. I think both sides could do a bit more weighing, y’all can
allocate maybe aminute or close to it in order to do the impact calc and bemore comparative.

RFD
great job, this was a very good debate. I think both sides could do a bit more weighing, y’all can
allocate maybe aminute or close to it in order to do the impact calc and bemore comparative.
I vote a� on theminorities o�ense, was untouched by the negative throughout the entire debate.
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Round 2 Neg vs Caroline Fu

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Jenani Sivamani Pts 29.6

COMMENTS

1AC this a�doeswhat it needs to do, imglad to see it has improved alot since the last camp lesson
1NC I think that this 1nc has 2main issues, first is that the framework doesnt really suit your case,
since most of the impacts you do have are just vaguely raises some poor people out of poverty
and vaguely gives us higher quality care, i think the case would better be suited with a structural
violence framing rather then a util framing since you arent going for any big number or extinction
impacts. the second big issue is the impacts themselves, for example the aforemention quality of
healthcare impact basically means nothing because we arent told how many people are impact
or even how they are impacted, same thing with waitlists, which you state that decreases patient
satisfaction but never go the length of being like
1AR i dont knowwhy youmake this death is not reversible arugemnent to prefer your framework
because your framework is structural violence more so then it is life. I think you may be better
suited to have more typed out extensions of your evidence but besides that the line by line was
good and good job reading new evidence in response to claims that your opponent made.
1NR really really good impact calculus, its jsut that i think you repear it twice during your speech
almost verbatim. besides that this line by line is fantastic, and even though you dont techincially
do extensions you basically extned your contentions when you are explaining why you outweigh
during the impact calculus portions
2AR i dont understand how the reversibility stu� applies to structural violence but also even if
it did i dont think it gets you anything in this round as both of yall are going for an X amount of
deaths impact. i also think that you could greatly benefit from blocked out extensions for both of
your contentions.
RFD i vote neg, i think they are winning that they resolve the greatest amount of death that could
occur with their 45 thousand number versus the a�s 18 thousand number.

RFD

1AC this a�doeswhat it needs to do, imglad to see it has improved alot since the last camp lesson
1NC I think that this 1nc has 2main issues, first is that the framework doesnt really suit your case,
since most of the impacts you do have are just vaguely raises some poor people out of poverty
and vaguely gives us higher quality care, i think the case would better be suited with a structural
violence framing rather then a util framing since you arent going for any big number or extinction
impacts. the second big issue is the impacts themselves, for example the aforemention quality of
healthcare impact basically means nothing because we arent told how many people are impact
or even how they are impacted, same thing with waitlists, which you state that decreases patient
satisfaction but never go the length of being like
1AR i dont knowwhy youmake this death is not reversible arugemnent to prefer your framework
because your framework is structural violence more so then it is life. I think you may be better
suited to have more typed out extensions of your evidence but besides that the line by line was
good and good job reading new evidence in response to claims that your opponent made.
1NR really really good impact calculus, its jsut that i think you repear it twice during your speech
almost verbatim. besides that this line by line is fantastic, and even though you dont techincially
do extensions you basically extned your contentions when you are explaining why you outweigh
during the impact calculus portions
2AR i dont understand how the reversibility stu� applies to structural violence but also even if
it did i dont think it gets you anything in this round as both of yall are going for an X amount of
deaths impact. i also think that you could greatly benefit from blocked out extensions for both of
your contentions.
RFD i vote neg, i think they are winning that they resolve the greatest amount of death that could
occur with their 45 thousand number versus the a�s 18 thousand number.
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Round 3 Neg vs Kellie Chen

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Jenani Sivamani Pts 28.9

RFD

General RFD:
To both debaters, It’s best to take practice seriously in order to be better prepared for a regular
tournament.
Voted on the argument about the long wait times associated with SP and how it has led to more
deaths because the system would is overwhelmed in other countries with SP and it would be
more likely to do the same in the US. You did not su�iciently engage with the waitlist argument
just said she didnt read an author but an author was read.
Kellie:
Primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember tomake
o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). You ran out of time in the 1ar to talk about your
case. The wealth tax argument was interesting but you did not put it into the context of how
that would a�ect SP or the cost of health care. Remember to weigh your impact (probability,
timeframe, magnitude, scope).
Jenani:
Try to not make arguments when asking questions during cx, save arguments for the rebuttals.
Cx is used to move the debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying questions. Dont give your
opponent the opportunity to just continue to explainwhy their case is good. Good jobprioritizing
the wait list argument in the 2nr but you need to discuss why the argument is important in the
context of this roundusing your framework. It also could have been helpful to givemorewarrants
aboutwhymore people die on thewaitlist specifically as it relates to the shortage ofworkers. You
could have talked about this more than the cost argument had less of a developed impact when
evaluated under your framework.
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Round 4 A� vs Meddy Ma

Judge Mak Kovar Jenani Sivamani Pts 27.9

RFD

General RFD-
Voted on the argument that SP will not solve poverty and actually lead to an economic crash
because it will be too expensive for the government to fund on a national scale.
Not a bad debate, both debaters would benefit from prioritizing organization on the flow so the
rebuttals followmore of a clear order.
Jenani Sivamani ( AFF)
Make sure to come with your cases loaded up before the debate starts. Cx is used to move the
debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying questions. Don’t give your opponent the op-
portunity to just continue to explain why their case is good. The way you addressed the waitlist
argumentwas not bad but remember you need to leveragewhy this argument is important in the
scope of the debate round using your framework. Instead of saying you "give evidence" for an
argument, it would be better to be more specific and explain the warrant of the argument and
say why it is important. Remember the structure of an argument is (claim, warrant, impact) so
this would just be considered as a claim that you solve without fully making an argument. Good
job weighing impacts but you have to be more specific about the impacts you are comparing as
opposed to saying "I outweigh onmagnitude."
Meddy Ma ( NEG)
Good job questioning the cost mechanism for the SP system (essentially attacking the solvency)
could have been taken further to question if the funding source is only the federal government
or if it’s from both federal and state since you can leverage the answer with your cost contention.
It was good that you engaged in the framework debate, however, you needed to provide more
of a reason why to prefer your framework to your opponents and how you meet the framework
better. Be mindful of the time-wasting fillers you use "judge" and "drop this from the flow" a lot.
Good job prioritizing the economic crash argument however remember to finish extensions, a�er
summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it is important.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Jessica Fan Jessica Fan

Round 1 A� vs Benjamin Fu

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN Jessica Fan Pts 29.5

COMMENTS

1ac – very nice, conversational pace. this is exactly how a traditional 1ac should be read.
1nc cross – intuitive questions, great job.
1ar –goodcoverageon the techside, really enjoyed the 1ar –need toextend the secondcontention
because there were no args on it – also need to use the framework to filter the o�ense
2ar – impactweighingwas spot on, keep that up – if there isONETHINGyou take away from this....
ALWAYS IMPACTWEIGH!!

RFD
a� wins that single payer health care is good for minority communities and would be able to re-
solve largescale disparities. this goes conceded by the negative and is a large point of the a�ir-
mative case, so much so that they made the entire contention two about it.

Round 2 Neg vs Kristy Liu

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Jessica Fan Pts 29.1

COMMENTS
1AC strong. Clear and concise - good work
I think you need to fillmore speech time because there is a lot of arguments to bemade andmore
judge instruction to be done - I need a story to be able to vote on.

RFD

I vote negative on presumption - I think neither side is giving me a clear extension of their case
and a clear impact. I am unsure what I’m voting on, atleast the story, on both sides. The impact
calculus on the last two speeches is good but feels disconnected from a broader explanation of
what my job as a judge is / what the judge should focus on. I get the push on death and people
unable to access care but its hard for me to explain back what kind of death, lack of access, or
poverty’s going on. I don’t feel confident in the who, what, when, where, how parts of the story
since im getting bits and pieces distributed across the flow.
Both sides could start with a case overview in everything past a constructive and win this debate
because its extremely close. Ultimately since Im not sure the a� is even extended in the 1AR and
there’s some explanation of a 2NR delay impact then I decided to vote negative. I think on a 10
judge panel it would be split 5-5 with 10 di�erent rfds.
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Round 3 A� vs Kaidi Liu

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Jessica Fan Pts 29.7

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on the argument that sp will save more lives since there are people without access to care
who will die. I did not buy the tax arguments since there was no justification as to why SP would
raise taxes. The innovation argument was good but the access to care outweighed since there
was no impact on why it was important.
Jessica:
Good job using cx to leverage arguments, specifically the arguments about cost and bringing it
up again in the 1ar but you needed to talk about the impact (e�ect) of saving money and why
this argument is important in relation to your framework. Good job grouping similar arguments
together. You p rimarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) re-
member to make o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). You spent too much on the tax
argument response, in the scope of the round, it was not as relevant since you already explained
savingmoneywould cause the system to help sustain itself. Prioritize the arguments that you are
winning and don’t try to cover every argument in the 2ar.
Kaidi:
Cx is used tomove the debate forward. Try to askmore than clarifying questions. Don’t give your
opponent the opportunity to just continue to explain why their case is good. Good job making a
turn on the argument about improved living conditions for minorities through increased taxes.
Something that could have been better explained is why SP increases taxes, you explained why
its important but the link was not mentioned. You mostly made defensive arguments (reasons
not to vote for your opponent) remember tomake o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you).
Good job remembering toweigh impacts but you need to discuss why is it important in the scope
of the round using your framework as a lens.
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Round 4 Neg vs Cassie Lin

Judge Holden Bukowsky Jessica Fan Pts 28.1

RFD

Lin: 28.2 1AC: Good job on volume during the 1AC I would try andmake sure to not sound choppy
when you speak, try to shi� to making sure you keep a consistent flow when you are speaking
Use all of your time! You had enough to add more substance to the framework Cross of the 1AC:
Answers were good, your explanation of the internal links of the a� were good Cross of the 1NC:
Good job on asking questions about the internal link of the disad The next step is to push more
onwhat their evidence says in relation to their argument 1AR: Always start on the a�irmative This
framework debate is a time waste, if you just prove that your a� outweighs then this part of the
debate doesn’t matter Make sure to explain the "no warrant" arguments you make, how is there
no evidence for the claims of the 1NC 2AR: You don’t need to address the framework debate, it’s
a waste of time at this point Make this roadmap much more concise "a�, then neg" should be it
Good analysis on cost trade o�s
Fan: 28.1 Cross of the 1AC: This question of how the a� relates to the framework is very surface
level, I think your time is better spent elsewhere Don’t make arguments during cross, save that
for the 1NC 1NC:
Good volume of speakingMake sure to enunciate a bitmorewhen speaking You can just concede
to the a�irmative’s framework and then you get more time to read o�ense Case arguments were
fine, good coverage of the a� as well Cross of the 1NC: Good job on answering questions! 2NR:
Extend the terminal impact to your negative case, this should be done first because it establishes
o�ense under the agreed framework You can’t make new arguments in this speech, you have to
make them in the 1NC You also need to weigh more comparatively, you need to compare impact
scenarios contextually to howmuch risk the a�irmative may win Make sure to keep a consistent
signposting practice, if you’re on the a�page don’t extend negative contentions there, just switch
back to the negative and do it on that page Use all of your time!
RFD: I vote a�, I think that the a�irmative outweighs. Framework I default to preserving life first,
that was conceded by both teams The negative I think that there’s a lack of link analysis here by
the 2NR, and that ends up costing the negative. I think that the a�irmative is winning that there
is a cost tradeo� that occurs which means that individuals have more income to expend on tax
increases amongother things. Thismeans that I think that the link to the a�irmative is little, if any
Thea�irmative I don’t think that thenegative develops a cohesivepieceof o�ense that indicts the
link chain of the a�, there are some claims extended but I don’t hear a warrant extended which
means that I have an essentially conceded a�. I then have to look at an extremely small risk of
a disad versus a substantially large risk of the a�irmative, and I think then that the a�irmative
outweighs
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Quar Neg vs Erin Jia

Judge Blake Andrews

RFD

I vote a� for Erin
1. I vote a� on the dropped contention 2, which has the clearest impact in the round ( millions of
lives lost due to lack of healthcare access/ single payer solves)
2. A� wins that single payer healthcare increases wages / results in savings ( arguments on the
negative cases)
3. A� proves that their impact outweighs onmagnitude.
Erin- flesh out warrants in your extensions,addmore to the a�
Jessica- try to avoid dropping contention 2 on the a� case. Also have a clearer impact to the
competition argument in the negative case
Both- I’m super proud of y’all. Both of you worked really hard in lab and deserves to be in elimi-
nation rounds.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Kaidi Liu Kaidi Liu

Round 1 A� vs Limei Zeng

Judge Adrian Sendejas Kaidi Liu Pts 29

COMMENTS

great readingof the 1ac, very clear a�withnice subpoints for lay flowing–nice jobansweringques-
tions as well since most were just explanatory questions about the a�
I really liked the 2ar – you identified the key issues and collapsedwell. could havebeenheavier on
the impact, which could have won you this debate if you had that combined with some defense
on the DA

RFD
risk of the disad outweighs the case – no terminal impact to the a� in the 2ar means a risk of
extinction from climate change or extinction is more important that 1 thousand people

Round 2 Neg vs Erin Jia

Judge SolomonWatson Kaidi Liu Pts 28.9

RFD

I vote a�, there is a unsustinability arg that is conceded through the round that frames the
DA/turns plus — the a� is winning of link turns to the o�ense the neg is going for — 1. the a�
helps innovation through the savings 2. goverment led rd 3. private insurers not key 4. shortages
now and the plan would solve.
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Round 3 Neg vs Jessica Fan

Judge Mak Kovar Kaidi Liu Pts 29.6

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on the argument that sp will save more lives since there are people without access to care
who will die. I did not buy the tax arguments since there was no justification as to why SP would
raise taxes. The innovation argument was good but the access to care outweighed since there
was no impact on why it was important.
Jessica:
Good job using cx to leverage arguments, specifically the arguments about cost and bringing it
up again in the 1ar but you needed to talk about the impact (e�ect) of saving money and why
this argument is important in relation to your framework. Good job grouping similar arguments
together. You p rimarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) re-
member to make o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). You spent too much on the tax
argument response, in the scope of the round, it was not as relevant since you already explained
savingmoneywould cause the system to help sustain itself. Prioritize the arguments that you are
winning and don’t try to cover every argument in the 2ar.
Kaidi:
Cx is used tomove the debate forward. Try to askmore than clarifying questions. Don’t give your
opponent the opportunity to just continue to explain why their case is good. Good job making a
turn on the argument about improved living conditions for minorities through increased taxes.
Something that could have been better explained is why SP increases taxes, you explained why
its important but the link was not mentioned. You mostly made defensive arguments (reasons
not to vote for your opponent) remember tomake o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you).
Good job remembering toweigh impacts but you need to discuss why is it important in the scope
of the round using your framework as a lens.
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Round 4 A� vs Benjamin Fu

Judge Cody Morrow WIN Kaidi Liu Pts 27.5

RFD

Round 4 Flight 3 Kaidi Liu versus Benjamin Fu
In places this was a good debate Both of you need to use all of your speech time. The negative
needs to flow the 1AC. This is very important for several reasons. First, it ensures that you don’t
drop arguments and if you miss something you know to ask about it in cross-examination. Sec-
ond, flowing the 1AC leads to amuch better understanding of the a�irmative’s arguments. Third,
it allows you during the 1AC and prep time to write specific arguments against the 1AC on your
flow which then you can elucidate during the 1NC. I think the negative is correct in asking if life is
a criterion especially the way the a�irmative deploys it in your case. The negative rebuttal needs
to extend your arguments pertaining to her criteria so that I feel like I must default to your crite-
ria. Remember, if you make a smart well warranted argument in the negative constructive you
must extend it in the negative constructive for it to be included in my decision. You say peo-
ple don’t want health care and purposefully avoid getting health careDo you think they would
avoid health care if it didn’t cost them anything or cost them very little? The negatives innova-
tion argument is strategic but doesn’t make a ton of sense to me. Nurses and practicing doctors
are not predominantly involved in innovation in the medical field, instead research doctors and
chemical/biological engineers/scientists play a major role in medical innovation. A single payer
wouldn’t seem to impede innovation especially when the vast amount of funds for innovative
medicine and medical technologies come from the US government (through NIH and grants to
universities and research hospitals) and private donations. The a�irmative is ahead on her ar-
guments about increasing access increases care and health of those not receiving health care.
Furthermore, the negative did not adequately respond to the a�irmative’s arguments that single
payer is better for productivity and reducing exorbitant costs on individuals that normally results
in bankruptcy.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Kathy Wang Kathy Wang

Round 1 Neg vs Hannah Xie

Judge Mak Kovar Kathy Wang Pts 29.5

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on idea that SP is more likely to increase life expectancy and that it is more likely to save
lives
Hannah:
cx- good redirecting the question when it was di�icult to answer and taking your time to say why
your case is good. Good job pointing out the inconsistencies of the nc framing and testing how it
is being met.
1ar- remember to say why an argument outweighs another (probability, timeframe, magnitude,
scope). Gobeyondsimply saying theydroppedanargument, extend it andexplainwhy it is impor-
tant. You saved the extensions for the end and ran out of time. Remember to pick the arguments
you are winning and weigh them against the framework.
2ar- Remember to finish extensions (importance), make sure that your claims about who is win-
ning what argument. Good job weighing the impacts.Ran out of time for voters.
Kathy:
Overall speaking and assertiveness were improved from practice debates!
Cx- try to ask more than clarifying questions that give the a� a chance to re-argue their case.
Good pressing about the method of cost reduction. Try not to make arguments in the cx though,
save those for the rebuttal the goal is to undermine the logic of the. Good job saying what you
know and trying to deflect the questions during cx displayed fair amount of topic knowledge and
knowledge of your case.
NC-make sure tomake the impactsmore explicit in the case, ex: what happenswhenHCworkers
quit their jobs?
1NR- Good addressing how the A� doesnt meet thier framework but you should mention why it
wouldbepreferable touse yours insteador sayhowyoumeethersbetter. Youdidgoodon the line
by line, but you primarily made defensive arguments. Remember to make o�ensive arguments
(reasons to vote for you).
2NR; Make sure to make detailed extensions. Good job attempting to give an account of the big
picture in the voters. Upholding your framework in the 2nr is a little too late when it wasnt men-
tioned in the 1nr. The extinction impact was a suprise, just focus on the impacts mentioned in
your case and weigh them against a�
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Round 2 A� vs Megan Bahrami

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Kathy Wang Pts 28.1

COMMENTS

1AC:
Good speaking
I would make sure to delineate when you are going to the next piece of evidence, you can do this
via "and" or "next"
Use all of your time
Cross of the 1AC:
Make sure to explain what your arguments are more indepth because they seemed surface level
Cross of the 1NC:
Good questions, I liked how you pushed their internal links
1AR:
Start on the a�irmative first because that is where most of your o�ense is
2AR:
The beginning of the 2AR needs to not deal with these small pieces of defense
Good extension of the a�irmative here, just do a bit more weighing and I think you’re in a very
good position

RFD

I vote a�irmative, I think that health disparities outweighs -

1. The a�irmative - goes essentially conceded in the 2NR, which means that I think there is a
large risk of o�ense on this flow

2. Thenegative - there’s no impact extended into the 2NRwhichmeans that I think that there’s
little to no o�ense coming o� of the negative
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Round 3 A� vs Kevin Song

Judge Erick Berdugo Kathy Wang Pts 29.7

COMMENTS

CX of the AFF
Good responses and shi�ing to answering in a way that give you the best possible position.
Any Evidence responses - no, but 1) the evidence I do have states it willmake it lower 2) youwould
need to provide some level of evidence to
CX of the NEG
You need to have more logic breaking questions. Your first questions were clerical and broad.
2AR
Iwarned you in Lab - you spend tomuch time being responsive and defensive in the 2AR. The 2AR
is about explainingwhy your story is correct and the logic they have is incorrect. Mitigate anyNeg
o�ense.
More of what you have in the 2AR about the logic needed to be in the 1AR.

RFD

1AC 4:30
V - Life
Max Q.L.
Ought

1. A�ordable Care

2 Decrease Cost
Two - improves health outcomes
CX of the AFF
quit = less access - a�ordability not important?
AFF
NC-R - 4 minutes
1AR
roadmapped
How probable - do not phrase it in the form of a question. State that the probability is low and
that you cross apply your impacts and explain how the low probability of the NEG is why you out
weigh,
He sacrifices the the poor
Innovation - complicated - depends - 99% likely lead to better innovation
Key to impacts is that SP will stop Innovation
CX of the NEG
question regarding some level of probability
Warrant is more than the just citation - the warrant is the logical reasoning and use of evidence
to be supportive of the claim.
1AR
It lacked focus. You gave general responses but do not go a�er the logic.
NR - 3 minutes
Canada - Physicians leaving - There is evidence about doctors leaving in your case, thus you need
to use the evidence and apply (extend) as a response.
The Negative gave a slightly better o�ensive argument and connection to their impact and crite-
rion (honestly both just said they get their impacts in the second speeches and that they asserted
the connection to the criterion). The logic jumps by the neg were not as as big.
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Round 4 Neg vs Lina Lu

Judge Zach Jones Kathy Wang Pts 28.5

RFD

I endup voting a�irmative I think they arewinningboth the line by line and the frameworkdebate
– this debate is muddy but ultimately I am not sure why the world of the a� is outright worse. Yes
lines exist, but I’m not sure why that’s worse than the alternative of people being pushed into
poverty for medical bills, there’s no impact to this argument about lines. More impact weighing
should be done on either side, but under either framework, the a�irmative outweighs
Do not give them a chance to answer the entire crux of your negative argument in 1AC cross-ex, it
gives themmore speech time
Human rights are not good because "they allow people to do what they want and not do things
they don’t want." Human rights are important because they (are intended to) set standards that
prevent the ability of states to commit atrocities against populations by arguing what are the
inalienable rights that each human has as a result of being human.
Framework debates need to work on clash, you two are both just extending the justification and
definition of your criterion without doing any work as to why it’s a better standard for evaluating
these debates than the opponents
Time your speeches! Timemanagement is important and it requires you to knowhowmuch time
is le� in your speech.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Kellie Chen Kellie Chen

Round 1 Neg vs Calvin Jiang

Judge Taylor Dougherty Kellie Chen Pts 27.5

COMMENTS
Try to askmore pointed questions, instead of explainingwhy you are asking the question just say
"how does single payer get implemented." Make sure you make some arguments vs the a� case.
All of the arguments that are in your 1NR should be in your 1NC vs the a� case.

RFD
Make sure y’all time yourselves.
I voted a� in this debate, they are the teamwith themost advantages to passing single payer. The
neg also drops arguments about how they are not meeting their own value with their case.

Round 2 A� vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Mak Kovar Kellie Chen Pts 28.5

RFD

General RFD:
Good job to both debaters!
Voted on SP being likely to put people in poverty at risk of dying from a lack of access to care.
Kellie:
A good tip to be able to read the ac without stopping very much would be to practice reading
it out loud a few times. CX is used to move the debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying
questions. Don’t give your opponent the opportunity to just continue to explain why their case is
good. Also, don’t take the opportunity to read your evidence during cx when you’re supposed to
be asking questions you can always save it for the rebuttal. Primarily made defensive arguments
(reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember tomake o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote
for you). Good job bringing up a question youmade in the cx to discuss it in your rebuttals. Great
job weighing your impact but try to compare it to a specific impact in the opponent’s case and
discuss why it’s important you outweigh on this argument.
Carolyn:
Good speaking voice, you came o� as assertive and undermined the logic of the AC during cx.
You also displayed a good use of the topic knowledge. Nice work. It would be a good idea to
take at least a minute prep before the 1nc. Start with reading the negative case before doing the
attacks on the ac. Primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent)
remember to make more o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). Great job talking about
the framework (specifically why yours was better) and making extensions but remember when
youmake extensions that you need to talk about why the argument is important.
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Round 3 A� vs Jenani Sivamani

Judge Mak Kovar Kellie Chen Pts 28

RFD

General RFD:
To both debaters, It’s best to take practice seriously in order to be better prepared for a regular
tournament.
Voted on the argument about the long wait times associated with SP and how it has led to more
deaths because the system would is overwhelmed in other countries with SP and it would be
more likely to do the same in the US. You did not su�iciently engage with the waitlist argument
just said she didnt read an author but an author was read.
Kellie:
Primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember tomake
o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). You ran out of time in the 1ar to talk about your
case. The wealth tax argument was interesting but you did not put it into the context of how
that would a�ect SP or the cost of health care. Remember to weigh your impact (probability,
timeframe, magnitude, scope).
Jenani:
Try to not make arguments when asking questions during cx, save arguments for the rebuttals.
Cx is used to move the debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying questions. Dont give your
opponent the opportunity to just continue to explainwhy their case is good. Good jobprioritizing
the wait list argument in the 2nr but you need to discuss why the argument is important in the
context of this roundusing your framework. It also could have been helpful to givemorewarrants
aboutwhymore people die on thewaitlist specifically as it relates to the shortage ofworkers. You
could have talked about this more than the cost argument had less of a developed impact when
evaluated under your framework.

Round 4 Neg vs Megan Bahrami

Judge Blake Andrews WIN Kellie Chen Pts 28

RFD

I vote negative ( Kellie) for a few reasons
1. Neg wins that the a� doesn’t solve the issues discussed in the 1ac.
2. Neg wins that taxes would increase if single payer healthcare is implemented although the
impact for that argument needs to be extended
3. A� doesn’t extend an impact in the 1ar so I’m not sure where I could vote a�. The 2ar does a
good job trying to extend arguments, but I can’t evaluate those arguments because they are new.
Megan - you do a good job pointing out problems with the health care system, but should spend
more time explaining how you solve those issues. No need to be nervous you are clearly very
smart and can be a very good debater.
Kellie- Good Job pointing out that the a� needs to be clearer about how single payer healthcare
solves the issues discussed in the case. Kellie thanks for fixing some of the issues you had in the
case, like adding an impact card
Both- work on extensions on sign posting. Doing pre written extensions could help
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Kevin Song Kevin Song

Round 1 A� vs Terrence Mower

Judge SolomonWatson Kevin Song Pts 28.6

RFD
Vote neg, the a� drops the docters/nurse turn in the last rebutal which internal link turns all the
o�ense the a� is going for with the added benefit of some defense from case going conceded as
well favoring the neg.
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Round 2 Neg vs Evelyn Shao

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Kevin Song Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

1AC i think that the impact being "themultipayer systemdoesntwork aswell as canada and costs
slightly more" isnt an impact in and of itself, because you havent attached a reason why the dif-
ference in quality is a significant impact that negatively e�ects people. same with the third con-
tention where you state that single payer healthcare covers more people but not the significane
or impact of being uninsured or howmany people that e�ects/kills, also i think it may be served
to either addmore cards to these contentions giving themmore depth or maybe adding another
contention as your speech ended two and a half minutes early
1NC the impact statements of the 1nc really need to have cards that follow along with them, also
you need a card that states that medical innovation is needed to solve super bugs as currently
you just state it.
1AR the 1ar just neededmore evidence when responding to your opponents for example you say
"their evidence states that single payer health care is more expensive, thats wrong, my evidence
states that single payer health care is less expensive" and because of the lack of warrants it be-
comes impossible to decide who is actually correct in these types of rounds. and thats basically
the only issue i had with this speech is that you are picking the right claims to refute your oppo-
nent but arent explaining why i should actually prefer your claim over your opponents
1NR i think that your extension of the pandemic impact could be a bit better but you are oding
great in this speech with the line by line and impact calculus
2AR i think the issue is that even under your criterion maximizing lives would mean that pan-
demics outweighs themoney lost withmultipayer. mainly because you end up not impacting out
the statement the multipayer saves money into anyhting more but saving money
RFD I vote neg, i think that the negwins their arguement that an immune system is not enough to
stopall diseases and that apandemic ismore likely tobreakout andcause extinction ifwewere to
pursue single payer health care, this means that i believe the negative outweighs the a�irmativei
mpact of saving money.

RFD

1AC i think that the impact being "themultipayer systemdoesntwork aswell as canada and costs
slightly more" isnt an impact in and of itself, because you havent attached a reason why the dif-
ference in quality is a significant impact that negatively e�ects people. same with the third con-
tention where you state that single payer healthcare covers more people but not the significane
or impact of being uninsured or howmany people that e�ects/kills, also i think it may be served
to either addmore cards to these contentions giving themmore depth or maybe adding another
contention as your speech ended two and a half minutes early
1NC the impact statements of the 1nc really need to have cards that follow along with them, also
you need a card that states that medical innovation is needed to solve super bugs as currently
you just state it.
1AR the 1ar just neededmore evidence when responding to your opponents for example you say
"their evidence states that single payer health care is more expensive, thats wrong, my evidence
states that single payer health care is less expensive" and because of the lack of warrants it be-
comes impossible to decide who is actually correct in these types of rounds. and thats basically
the only issue i had with this speech is that you are picking the right claims to refute your oppo-
nent but arent explaining why i should actually prefer your claim over your opponents
1NR i think that your extension of the pandemic impact could be a bit better but you are oding
great in this speech with the line by line and impact calculus
2AR i think the issue is that even under your criterion maximizing lives would mean that pan-
demics outweighs themoney lost withmultipayer. mainly because you end up not impacting out
the statement the multipayer saves money into anyhting more but saving money
RFD I vote neg, i think that the negwins their arguement that an immune system is not enough to
stopall diseases and that apandemic ismore likely tobreakout andcause extinction ifwewere to
pursue single payer health care, this means that i believe the negative outweighs the a�irmativei
mpact of saving money.
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Round 3 Neg vs Kathy Wang

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN Kevin Song Pts 29.9

COMMENTS

CX
A couple of light questions, but good follow up when you saw a question.
The AFF max QL is essentially Util but it focuses on the a particular aspect where your Utility is
about looking at society as a whole and thus how many people you e�ect versus a system that
allows the individual to maximize their own life.
I like your choice of case structure. You set each aspect of your general argument as a separate
contention.
Excellent using that loss of doctors loses the ability to create innovation.
Great job in handling the CX questions.
NR needs work - remember to extend - you have evidence doctors leave thus extend it as a re-
sponse. This should be literally as a frontline.
Next - when you state that SP is going to cause extinction you nee to re-explain the logic of how
SP will cause - stating you have an impact of extinction is nothing more that a explain.
Remember, when you explain the answer of How, why, what, when etc. you are actually creating
your analysis on weighing.

RFD

1AC 4:30
V - Life
Max Q.L.
Ought

1. A�ordable Care

2 Decrease Cost
Two - improves health outcomes
CX of the AFF
quit = less access - a�ordability not important?
AFF
NC-R - 4 minutes
1AR
roadmapped
How probable - do not phrase it in the form of a question. State that the probability is low and
that you cross apply your impacts and explain how the low probability of the NEG is why you out
weigh,
He sacrifices the the poor
Innovation - complicated - depends - 99% likely lead to better innovation
Key to impacts is that SP will stop Innovation
CX of the NEG
question regarding some level of probability
Warrant is more than the just citation - the warrant is the logical reasoning and use of evidence
to be supportive of the claim.
1AR
It lacked focus. You gave general responses but do not go a�er the logic.
NR - 3 minutes
Canada - Physicians leaving - There is evidence about doctors leaving in your case, thus you need
to use the evidence and apply (extend) as a response.
The Negative gave a slightly better o�ensive argument and connection to their impact and crite-
rion (honestly both just said they get their impacts in the second speeches and that they asserted
the connection to the criterion). The logic jumps by the neg were not as as big.
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Round 4 A� vs Chris Mo

Judge Jose Sanchez Kevin Song Pts 27

RFD

RFD: I vote negative on the risk of extinction. The a�irmativemassively undercovers the DA in the
last AR andmakes the unfortunatemistake of extending "extinction good," which further compli-
cates the a�.
Kevin Feedback –
- You have about 2 minutes le� in this speech, this is more than enough time to add more evi-
dence, possibly another scenario for your contention or how people are su�ering now as a result
of lack of coverage. This will help connect the case back to the criterion a lot better.
- This extinction good is a very weird argument to go for, especially as the a�irmative.... you are
trying to help insure ppl without HC, so why would you say extinction good?? Pay attention to
how your arguments interact with each other.
- Your argument about docs competing for pay is true about the SQ, NOT your a� case/SPHC
- Youwindupconfusing your casewith these "extinction good" claims in the 2AR. You shoulddrop
these claims and instead go for that population you are trying to solve for NOW.
-Absent any sort of impact defense/a� solves arguments, it is really hard to buy that the a� can
generate a better world than the SQ.
Chris Feedback–
- You are toowordy in CX! Remember what we talked about - take it step-by-step and force the a�
into a box they have to defend. If you are just asking "won’t doctors lose money?" , of course the
a� will say no!
- Don’t say youwill protect the "90%uninsured" over the 10% !! This is borderline eugenics - your
FW should be used to weigh your (existential) impacts of extinction, pandemic, etc. against the
a�’s morality claims.
- Don’t forget to read your authors/citations - bold AND underline AND increase the font size if
that’s what you need to help you read them.
-Contextualize your case arguments! Howdohigh taxes andwait times relate to the case? Be sure
touse thesearguments to internal link to the case i.e. worseningpoverty, killingmorepeople, etc.
Youmight want to include another piece of evidence on the impact of wait times.
-You should be weighing the SQ against the a� more. You should not try to defend that there
is no problem with what we have now, but rather that what we have now is preferable to
change/implementing SPHC.
-Impact calculus needs to be the largest part of your speech, yet you only give 1-2 sentences on it.
You should also be doing a lot more work on the link debate. Extendmore, read more evidence -
you had about 2 minutes le�.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Kristy Liu Kristy Liu

Round 1 Neg vs Hailey Lu

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Kristy Liu Pts 28.6

RFD

Voted neg, the a� in this debate let the neg make this debate about debt when the 1ac was set
up to make this a conversation about the racism of not providing care to everyone. The way the
negative’s contentionwas set up the lack of any real recentering to a discussion of race or framing
really hurts the a�irmative because while I may be sympathetic to their arguments the neg has
introduced a fwk of util and an extinction impact with no defense or response which means this
then becomes the way I evaluate the round.

Round 2 A� vs Jessica Fan

Judge Townes Schultz Kristy Liu Pts 29

COMMENTS

Asking V/VC questions and how they relate doesn’t really make sense - you’d have the answer
flowed and it doesn’t bring you to a more strategic 2NR
Raising the minimumwage is a cool question - really makes it a question of costs versus access.
V/VC is useless in the 1NC, yall got the same one!
The 2NR is pretty repetitive and lacks a clear impact - i get death is harmful butwhat death, whose
death, howmuch, fromwhat injuries etc are all questions that I dont have answered but do need
an answer too. Although I do believe you are ahead going into the 2NR because the 1AR does not
extend the case or weigh impacts at all, this 2NR is hard to reconile into a ballot. It could strong
benefit from judge instruction and an impact overview.

RFD

I vote negative on presumption - I think neither side is giving me a clear extension of their case
and a clear impact. I am unsure what I’m voting on, atleast the story, on both sides. The impact
calculus on the last two speeches is good but feels disconnected from a broader explanation of
what my job as a judge is / what the judge should focus on. I get the push on death and people
unable to access care but its hard for me to explain back what kind of death, lack of access, or
poverty’s going on. I don’t feel confident in the who, what, when, where, how parts of the story
since im getting bits and pieces distributed across the flow.
Both sides could start with a case overview in everything past a constructive and win this debate
because its extremely close. Ultimately since Im not sure the a� is even extended in the 1AR and
there’s some explanation of a 2NR delay impact then I decided to vote negative. I think on a 10
judge panel it would be split 5-5 with 10 di�erent rfds.
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Round 3 A� vs Calvin Jiang

Judge Erick Berdugo Kristy Liu Pts 29

COMMENTS

There does not seem to be any warrant for SP being able to stop a super bug. I certainly see the
link to general health and known disease but there does not seem to be an explanation of how
the SP could stop a novel disease from becoming a pandemic.
Do not as "What is your personal opinion?" -
Your questions should focus on breaking the logic of the opponent or to get concession to links.
Innovation - a lot common claims are that SPwill stop innovation - fine but you should be attack-
ing/pressing the time frame of the innovation - there is no guarantee as to when the innovation
will happen.
2AR
Super Bug - It is to late to respond to this argument directly. However, you can ow any impact by
just showing howmuch life is being saved from SP even if a Super Bug happens.

RFD

AFf
Util
C - Life
reduce the risk limited - high Impact
SP help the uninsured
Covid proves
SP = longer life (no warrant)
SP would have saved 105 bill
SP prevented deaths
Future Pand = Extinction through super spreaders
1AC - 5:40
CX of AFF - 2 minutes long
There were not any logic breaking questions.
NEG prep - 2:12 remaining
NC-R - 5 minutes
Innovation
Canada - SP - spend vastly less on R&D
US - does not have price controls like that in Canada
Quality of care decreases
CX of NEG
No logic breaking questions
Allowed the Neg restate the essential links and give additional time to explaining their position.
2 minutes of prep used
1AR - 3 minutes
Need to give a roadmap prior to speech
NEg does not o�er a CP
NEG’s own evidence shows that the wait time decrease
Gave a couple of examples of fighting wait times
Innovation - would be better - no warrant - no impact for both contentions - No sub points
NR -
Gave a a roadmap
UTIL - benefits from the NEG - greatest good
Quality decrease
Extinction arguments are new - These should have been stated in your first speech
Pharm collapse - low - no explanation
CP - not a point
Innovation become better
Extend Util - more access and quality though preserving innovation
Pharm innovation collapse = death from SP - stop SP
Super Bug
Extend - Wait times
Speech time 3:30 seconds
2AR
She gave a roadmap
Youneed to spendmore timeon the o�ense of the AFF. Yes defense is important but you still need
to have a complete explanation of your o�ense
Probability - there were was never any probability weighing in the 1AR.
RFD
Unfortunately the 2ARwasmore defensive in nature. The Negative did a better job explaining the
logic of their o�ense in the NR.
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Round 4 Neg vs William Zhou

Judge Cody Morrow Kristy Liu Pts 27

RFD

Round 4 Flight 2 William Zhou versus Kristi Liu
Both debaters can benefit from using all of their speech times. Both of you spoke clearly and
persuasively. In places you eachmade smart arguments; however, I think that each of you can do
a better job making complete arguments including comparing and contrasting your arguments
with relevant arguments of your opponent. Don’t feel like you should only answer arguments
advanced by your opponent with arguments in your case. It is a good thing to use your case, but
it is also important to make specific arguments against your opponent’s positions. Each of you
need to make impact comparisons/assessments. I don’t understand how or why the negatives
value is structural violence. In all honesty, structural violence is far more compatible with the
a�irmative side of the topic. The negative seems focused onwar resulting formeconomic decline
which means that your impact is far more about consequences and existential risks. I don’t feel
like the negative did an adequate job refuting either of the a�irmative’s contentions. If you don’t
respond to contention 2 then you can’t win that single-payer health care will cause economic
decline which is the only internal link to your war impact. Furthermore, the negative needs to
better answer contention 1, that single payer increases life expectancy and decreases su�ering.
If you don’t adequately respond to this contention, then you can’t win that voting negative is
better for structural violence. I think you both could add more persuasive reasons to support
your contentions and the negative certainly needs to change their value.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Limei Zeng Limei Zeng

Round 1 Neg vs Kaidi Liu

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN Limei Zeng Pts 29.5

COMMENTS

this nchaspotential, and it turns the entirety of the a�irmativeunder util – pandemics/superbugs
and climate change both have existential impacts so its a clear neg ballot if your weigh your of-
fense under their value criterion of life
framework debatewas sort of awash, you say protecting life is good and so do they, so dont even
waste any time on the framework – just win your contention

RFD
risk of the disad outweighs the case – no terminal impact to the a� in the 2ar means a risk of
extinction from climate change or extinction is more important that 1 thousand people

Round 2 A� vs Myron Sinville

Judge Zach Jones Limei Zeng Pts 28.6

RFD

This is a good debate, I think that Myron ends up pulling through in this debate because of the
weighing that he does throughout his speech. He clearly outlines how he outweighs and the ar-
guments he is winning through his standard.
I think that both teams should work on framing the debate through their framework more, i.e.
implicatingwhy the arguments you arewinningmatter under your or your opponents framework
and why that means you should win the debate

Round 3 A� vs Ryan Wu

Judge Adrian Sendejas Limei Zeng Pts 29

COMMENTS reading the 1ac was fantastic, very enjoyable and intuitive arguments being made – wish there
were somemore cards read in the 1ac but that’s neither here nor there.

RFD
neg provides ample statistics and scenarios for failure in the world of sphc
pharma innovation disadvantage was barely covered in the 1ar and the 2ar
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Round 4 Neg vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Mak Kovar Limei Zeng Pts 29

RFD

General RFD-
Voted that SP solves andprovides access tomarginalized groups since innovationwould still hap-
pen in a SP system and SP would overall save more lives.

Carolyn Wang (A�)
Great job extending your value and explaining why it is important, remember to explain why it
is better than your opponents. You did a good job explaining the warrants of your arguments
and putting each contention in the context of your framework. When addressing the negative
you painted a clear picture of why the SP system solves the inequality in the status quo. The way
you addressed the innovation argument was good as well, especially on the impact level. It was
clear which impacts you were comparing. It showed you knew your case and you painted a clear
picture of what the A� would be with a SP system. Good job responding to the solvency deficit
arguments and framing them as not having that much of an impact on the e�ectiveness of SP.
Limei Zeng (Neg)
Good job using your cx to question the solvency of SP in terms of cost. You primarily made de-
fensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember to make o�ensive argu-
ments (reasons to vote for you). Remember to explain the warrant in the innovation argument,
you jumped straight to the impact but you have to talk about the conditions thatwillmake it hap-
pen. Remember to finish extensions, a�er summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it
is important in the context of your framework.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Lina Lu Lina Lu

Round 1 Neg vs Wyatt Yin

Judge Jose Sanchez Lina Lu Pts 27.5

COMMENTS

Remember we’re standing up during our speeches!
CX of 1AC -
Lina, you can bemore concise when asking questions. Instead of asking one long, presumptious
question, ask one simple question at a time than can force the a�irmative into a corner. This will
make it easier for you set up your arguments about costliness, etc.
1NC -
Maybe rethink your value/criterion? I see the argument you’re trying to make, but this is meant
for the a�irmative – because they are the ones that provide coverage to the people dispropor-
tionately impacted.
You give some o�ensive arguments to the case (wait times = deaths), but you should also in-
clude a disadvantage to the a�! This will help you defend the SQ much better than just saying
"SP bad"/turns itself.
Additionally, you could supplant this argument with an impact so you don’t just end it at "dis-
eases" but maybe something like pandemic?
Lastly, you wind up becoming very repetitive in this speech - just give your argument once and
cross apply it where you need to
READ your citations/authors!! It makes it really confusing flowing as the judge
1NR -
Think of voters as reasons why you have won the round - impact calculus, it is not what your
opponent hasn’t done but something you have done to win the round e.g. the turns on case -
but you would have to tell me why the deaths from wait times, or bankruptcy, far outweighs the
potential benefits of the a�.
Work on e�iciency! You could be saying less andmaking the same argument in better ways. Just
signpost what argument you’re on and argue e.g. "first on their case - the cost: it will not be
enough" instead. of
This evidence you read about US HC being wasteful leverages a� arguments – not yours.

RFD

I think this roundbecomesabit confusing at times sincebothdebaters donot entirely understand
their own argument. But, I end up voting a�irmative because the 2AR’s voters tell me why we
need to solve for the preventable deaths now while potentially saving some money as well. The
negative does not do enough work to turn the a�, or say why the SQ is better than implementing
SP.
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Round 2 A� vs Jacob Yang

Judge Taylor Dougherty Lina Lu Pts 28

COMMENTS
Make sure you do line by line when defending your case, you missed a few arguments that the
negative made against your case.

RFD

I voted negative in this debate, the a�irmative is not handling the super bugs argument verywell.
The negative ismaking the argument that single payerwill leave nomore solutions to super bugs,
the only a� argument is that doctors will find a solution but the negative is citing doctors tomake
the super bugs claim.

Round 3 Neg vs Meddy Ma

Judge Zach Jones Lina Lu Pts 29.4

RFD

I vote a�irmative, I think they are heavily ahead on the question of the line by line – framework
ends up not really mattering because I think that the a�irmative is the only team with an impact
at the end of this debate.
I think that you two should both contextualize your framework debating more – Meddy tell me
why this framework is best for evaluating debates on this topic, implicate your other arguments
on the flow into your framework push.
It should not be "weighing if you have time" weighing is probably the most important thing in
debates – should be in your extension.
"Poor people have 0 dollars, maybe 1 at the most"
Saying that their contention does not have credibility should not be your only answer to a con-
tention.
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Round 4 A� vs Kathy Wang

Judge Zach Jones WIN Lina Lu Pts 28.8

RFD

I endup voting a�irmative I think they arewinningboth the line by line and the frameworkdebate
– this debate is muddy but ultimately I am not sure why the world of the a� is outright worse. Yes
lines exist, but I’m not sure why that’s worse than the alternative of people being pushed into
poverty for medical bills, there’s no impact to this argument about lines. More impact weighing
should be done on either side, but under either framework, the a�irmative outweighs
Do not give them a chance to answer the entire crux of your negative argument in 1AC cross-ex, it
gives themmore speech time
Human rights are not good because "they allow people to do what they want and not do things
they don’t want." Human rights are important because they (are intended to) set standards that
prevent the ability of states to commit atrocities against populations by arguing what are the
inalienable rights that each human has as a result of being human.
Framework debates need to work on clash, you two are both just extending the justification and
definition of your criterion without doing any work as to why it’s a better standard for evaluating
these debates than the opponents
Time your speeches! Timemanagement is important and it requires you to knowhowmuch time
is le� in your speech.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Meddy Ma Meddy Ma

Round 1 A� vs Cathryn Wu

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN Meddy Ma Pts 29.1

COMMENTS

You aremaking very good arguments, just for everyone I would like to see you go one step further
with your explanations, youneed todomorewarrant analysis. For example you say "if the current
wait times are long then we need single payer and the a� solves," you need to explain why you
get access to that argument, explain how single payer would decrease wait times or wait times
would not increase.

RFD

If you are both in a traditional debate andhave the same value and criterionmake sure you spend
a good amount of time trying to prove how you access your own framework better.
RFD: This was a very good debate. I end up voting a� because they prove that they solve for wait
times with job increase and that the current system is unsustainable.

Round 2 Neg vs Athena Zhou

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Meddy Ma Pts 29.5

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on SP being likely to cause economic decline.
Athena:
Good speaking voice. Forgot to upload the edited copy case to the shared core files folder.
cx- In the future, it will be easier to answer questions in cx when you are more familar with your
case.
1arwas very short, 2ar did not happen. Remember toweigh your impacts (probability, timeframe,
magnitude, scope). You could have read your blocks or frontlines in this time. You can use this
debate to do rebuttal re-dos and remember it as a learning experience..
SMeddy:
cx- got caught up in how econ argument is topical, when not particularly necessary to challenge
the topicality as it is topical to talk about the economic impact of saving money when imple-
menting the sp system. The purpose of cx is to cast doubt on the logic of the opponent’s case, for
example questioning the mechanism howmoney would be saved was a good question that you
asked.
The neg constructive was too long, you only had a minute le� for the a� but it was good to go
for the econ argument since your case clashes well but you forgot to weigh this impact in terms
of your framework. You also ran out of time to engage in the framework to debate. Good job
making trying to take apart the link to the a� economic impact. Remember to finish extensions,
a�er summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it is important. You claimed you were
winning framework because you save move lives, you need to specify how as this argument is
incomplete.
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Round 3 A� vs Lina Lu

Judge Zach Jones WIN Meddy Ma Pts 29.7

RFD

I vote a�irmative, I think they are heavily ahead on the question of the line by line – framework
ends up not really mattering because I think that the a�irmative is the only team with an impact
at the end of this debate.
I think that you two should both contextualize your framework debating more – Meddy tell me
why this framework is best for evaluating debates on this topic, implicate your other arguments
on the flow into your framework push.
It should not be "weighing if you have time" weighing is probably the most important thing in
debates – should be in your extension.
"Poor people have 0 dollars, maybe 1 at the most"
Saying that their contention does not have credibility should not be your only answer to a con-
tention.

Round 4 Neg vs Jenani Sivamani

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Meddy Ma Pts 29.6

RFD

General RFD-
Voted on the argument that SP will not solve poverty and actually lead to an economic crash
because it will be too expensive for the government to fund on a national scale.
Not a bad debate, both debaters would benefit from prioritizing organization on the flow so the
rebuttals followmore of a clear order.
Jenani Sivamani ( AFF)
Make sure to come with your cases loaded up before the debate starts. Cx is used to move the
debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying questions. Don’t give your opponent the op-
portunity to just continue to explain why their case is good. The way you addressed the waitlist
argumentwas not bad but remember you need to leveragewhy this argument is important in the
scope of the debate round using your framework. Instead of saying you "give evidence" for an
argument, it would be better to be more specific and explain the warrant of the argument and
say why it is important. Remember the structure of an argument is (claim, warrant, impact) so
this would just be considered as a claim that you solve without fully making an argument. Good
job weighing impacts but you have to be more specific about the impacts you are comparing as
opposed to saying "I outweigh onmagnitude."
Meddy Ma ( NEG)
Good job questioning the cost mechanism for the SP system (essentially attacking the solvency)
could have been taken further to question if the funding source is only the federal government
or if it’s from both federal and state since you can leverage the answer with your cost contention.
It was good that you engaged in the framework debate, however, you needed to provide more
of a reason why to prefer your framework to your opponents and how you meet the framework
better. Be mindful of the time-wasting fillers you use "judge" and "drop this from the flow" a lot.
Good job prioritizing the economic crash argument however remember to finish extensions, a�er
summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it is important.
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Quar Neg vs Carolyn Wang

Judge Toby Whisenhunt

RFD

Carolyn: ACwas a little short. More exampleswould force your opponent to diversify their attacks
and deal withmore arguments. Good job fighting through the fire alarm. Answering questions in
CX was good. Confidence will come with time.
1AR - le� 30 seconds on the clock. Good jobon framework. Could domore by saying the neg value
is bad vs not good. Point out that his valuewould justify killing o� poor andminorities. Don’t just
defend yours, but attack his. Good args against the taxes. Point out a lack of impacts from the
neg that relate to his value.
Meddy: Questions in CX were a little repetitive. Really harping on the taxes and how do you pay
point. Move on and set up other arguments or push on other parts of the a�. Case arguments
should not all rest on if dead notmoral. Also give reasons whymorality is not a good value. Cross
applications are fine, but you risk over playing your econ arg.
NR - very repetitive on econ collapse despite not reading a single card that econ collapse leads
to war or large scale death. You should get some diversity in arguments so that if the a� wins no
econ collapse you are not dead in the water. Explain how the econ collapse leads to deaths at
least.
RFD - This debate could have gone either way. The value debate could have been hashed out
better. There is no attack on morality other than death 1st, but i have a hard time giving econ
collapse leads to death much weight since it was not very well explained and there is defense
from the negative. Too much emphasis was given on the crash being the impact. Had the neg
spent more time on a lack of access and services bc cant pay for themmight have played better.
A�didnot indict life as a valueeither, but shemeetherburdenmore than thenegative inmymind.
Best neg arg is bad econ leads to a lack of access, but I am not sure if this requires a collapse. In
the end I think I do less work for the a�.
A�irmative for Carolyn
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Megan Bahrami Megan Bahrami

Round 1 A� vs Cassie Lin

Judge SolomonWatson Megan Bahrami Pts 28.2

COMMENTS

CX — don’t back down you’re asking clarification and then backing down when a bad answer is
given. Remember don’t ask argue.
Use all of your time
awnsing args — gotta read cards through some bite back

RFD

Votedneg, the a� lets this debate get away from themby losing focus ofwhat this debate is about.
Its about the e�icacy of a single payer system so I need to be hearingmore conversation from the
a� than the neg about what single payermeans and looks like. This canmake your life alot easier
with dealing with for example the wait times argument or the meidcal innovation da because
getting into what single payer is and means can give you not only awnsers to those arguments
but also o�ense.

Round 2 Neg vs Kathy Wang

Judge Holden Bukowsky Megan Bahrami Pts 27.9

COMMENTS

Make sure to flow your debates
Cross of the 1AC:
Don’t make arguments in cross, I can already tell the strategy on the case page
1NC:
Good attacks on the case
I liked the rate of speaking, very easy to listen to
Cross of the 1NC:
Make sure that you know your evidence well, their questions caught you for a loop
The 2NR:
Make sure to extend the negative case
Also weigh and give voters
Use all of your time

RFD

I vote a�irmative, I think that health disparities outweighs -

1. The a�irmative - goes essentially conceded in the 2NR, which means that I think there is a
large risk of o�ense on this flow

2. Thenegative - there’s no impact extended into the 2NRwhichmeans that I think that there’s
little to no o�ense coming o� of the negative
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Round 3 Neg vs Mike Weng

Judge Zach Jones Megan Bahrami Pts 28.7

RFD

I endup voting forMike in this debate, I think he’s slightly aheadonwinning that only single-payer
healthcare can prevent lives lost due to the expansion of poverty.
I think both teams could work a little bit on flowing, there are multiple times throughout the de-
bate that concessions are made that did not happen and vice versa, concessions happened that
were not called out.
Make sure you’re doing weighing in the NR
Don’t go for both impacts in the 2AR, go for one and explain it best. There can only be one impact
that is the biggest in the round – not two.

Round 4 A� vs Kellie Chen

Judge Blake Andrews Megan Bahrami Pts 28

RFD

I vote negative ( Kellie) for a few reasons
1. Neg wins that the a� doesn’t solve the issues discussed in the 1ac.
2. Neg wins that taxes would increase if single payer healthcare is implemented although the
impact for that argument needs to be extended
3. A� doesn’t extend an impact in the 1ar so I’m not sure where I could vote a�. The 2ar does a
good job trying to extend arguments, but I can’t evaluate those arguments because they are new.
Megan - you do a good job pointing out problems with the health care system, but should spend
more time explaining how you solve those issues. No need to be nervous you are clearly very
smart and can be a very good debater.
Kellie- Good Job pointing out that the a� needs to be clearer about how single payer healthcare
solves the issues discussed in the case. Kellie thanks for fixing some of the issues you had in the
case, like adding an impact card
Both- work on extensions on sign posting. Doing pre written extensions could help
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Mike Weng Mike Weng

Round 1 Neg vs Samuel Xie

Judge Zach Jones Mike Weng Pts 28.6

RFD

I think I feel comfortable votinga�irmative in thisdebate, I think thenegative ismissinga lotof key
warrants that explain why the world of the negative is explicitly worse – I’m not sure why or how
these taxes outweigh the very real costs of healthcare for lower-income communities. I think the
a�irmative is slightly more persuasive here. The framework debate tells me that I need to focus
on lower-income communities, but I think even under this framework I think that the a�irmative
is ahead.
The NR definitely is visibly more technical, but all of these arguments all boil down to the same
arguments that I think the 2AR ultimately correctly focuses on in order to win the debate. It’s the
right focus that I think is enough to win the debate here.
This last 20 seconds of the 2AR about how you "win" is unnecessary, this time should be spend
explaining and implicating your case
Yes Mike, you’re right that the 1AR on the impact level is fairly weak, but the NR also seems to
forgo much work on the impact level too.
I think Mike you need to clean up your explanation of this argument that everything will "cost
more" including food andmortgages in a world of single payer healthcare, I don’t knowwhy this
is the case and I think an explanation is super helpful here.
Make sure yall are timing yourselves during your speeches, prep, and cross-ex. I should not have
to let yall know that you are out of time
Samuel, Mike concedes the value of life in the 1AR, you do not need to answer his value when he
has quite literally conceded to your value.
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Round 2 A� vs Calvin Jiang

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Mike Weng Pts 29.5

COMMENTS

1AC this a� does what it needs to do, its the one we worked on in our lab so no criticisms here.
1NC I think their are 2 main issues with this 1nc, first is that the cards are a bit too long, the first
card took up the first 4minutes of your speech, whichmeans you had alot less time to attack your
opponents case. the second big issue is i think the 1nc lacks a impact. you state that pharmaceu-
tical innovation drops but never state whywe should care if us pharamceutical innovation drops,
and the same thing occurs with your second contention where you say wait times increase but
neverwhywe should care about it, it could beuseful to adda card that states that people die from
waiting in those lists or for the pharma contention adding an impact card that states something
like pharmaceutical innovation is key to contain a break out from the next disease or something
like that. you seem to be making these args in later speeches or in cross ex but it would really be
helpful to have that impact be in your first negative constructive as a card.
1AR i thinkyoushouldblockoutextensionsof your contentionsbecauseasofnowyourextensions
can be very vague and just be liek "extend that i had a extinction impact", extension of the second
contenionwas very good andmuch better then the one of the first. Your line by linewas also very
very good you have improved alot since that first practice round i judged of you.
1NR I dont understand the arguement that it doesnt matter if people are alive or dead under util-
itarianism, i think time could be best spent elsewhere, i think theremight be amisunderstanding
of utilitarianism instead of "util means we only do things if it e�ects the majority" it is more like
"util means we should save our benefit the most people possible", also i think you could have
spent a lot more time on your contentions since the speech ended 3 minutes early as the exten-
sions are currently a bit thin and light.
2AR i think you slightlymisunderstand a super spreader, its less about getting a super strong virus
but rather your evidence states that people that are uninsured which makes them lesss likely to
pursue treatment which makes themmore likely to spread diseases. besides that good job with
extending your contentions in this speech and fantastic job dealing with the line by line
RFD I vote a�, ultimately i think they are winning this impact that people being uninsuredmeans
that they aremore likely to spread diseases, and if that disease was dealdy it would lead to extin-
tion, that means that the negatives arguement about pharmaceutical innovation wouldnt aply
because the a�irmative is stating that no matter how good the drugs are the issue is that people
arent taking them. beyond this point even though the negative wins some of their wait list ar-
guements, under their own utilitarian framework the disease impact would outweigh thewaitlist
impact.

RFD

1AC this a� does what it needs to do, its the one we worked on in our lab so no criticisms here.
1NC I think their are 2 main issues with this 1nc, first is that the cards are a bit too long, the first
card took up the first 4minutes of your speech, whichmeans you had alot less time to attack your
opponents case. the second big issue is i think the 1nc lacks a impact. you state that pharmaceu-
tical innovation drops but never state whywe should care if us pharamceutical innovation drops,
and the same thing occurs with your second contention where you say wait times increase but
neverwhywe should care about it, it could beuseful to adda card that states that people die from
waiting in those lists or for the pharma contention adding an impact card that states something
like pharmaceutical innovation is key to contain a break out from the next disease or something
like that. you seem to be making these args in later speeches or in cross ex but it would really be
helpful to have that impact be in your first negative constructive as a card.
1AR i thinkyoushouldblockoutextensionsof your contentionsbecauseasofnowyourextensions
can be very vague and just be liek "extend that i had a extinction impact", extension of the second
contenionwas very good andmuch better then the one of the first. Your line by linewas also very
very good you have improved alot since that first practice round i judged of you.
1NR I dont understand the arguement that it doesnt matter if people are alive or dead under util-
itarianism, i think time could be best spent elsewhere, i think theremight be amisunderstanding
of utilitarianism instead of "util means we only do things if it e�ects the majority" it is more like
"util means we should save our benefit the most people possible", also i think you could have
spent a lot more time on your contentions since the speech ended 3 minutes early as the exten-
sions are currently a bit thin and light.
2AR i think you slightlymisunderstand a super spreader, its less about getting a super strong virus
but rather your evidence states that people that are uninsured which makes them lesss likely to
pursue treatment which makes themmore likely to spread diseases. besides that good job with
extending your contentions in this speech and fantastic job dealing with the line by line
RFD I vote a�, ultimately i think they are winning this impact that people being uninsuredmeans
that they aremore likely to spread diseases, and if that disease was dealdy it would lead to extin-
tion, that means that the negatives arguement about pharmaceutical innovation wouldnt aply
because the a�irmative is stating that no matter how good the drugs are the issue is that people
arent taking them. beyond this point even though the negative wins some of their wait list ar-
guements, under their own utilitarian framework the disease impact would outweigh thewaitlist
impact.
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Round 3 A� vs Megan Bahrami

Judge Zach Jones WIN Mike Weng Pts 29.2

RFD

I endup voting forMike in this debate, I think he’s slightly aheadonwinning that only single-payer
healthcare can prevent lives lost due to the expansion of poverty.
I think both teams could work a little bit on flowing, there are multiple times throughout the de-
bate that concessions are made that did not happen and vice versa, concessions happened that
were not called out.
Make sure you’re doing weighing in the NR
Don’t go for both impacts in the 2AR, go for one and explain it best. There can only be one impact
that is the biggest in the round – not two.

Round 4 Neg vs Alex Song

Judge Zach Jones Mike Weng Pts 29.6

RFD

I end up voting a�irmative, I think ultimately the a�irmative is right that this debate casts the
framework by the end of the debate as a question of who saves the most lives. While I agree that
the pandemics impact doesn’t quite reach extinction, it is definitely larger than the poverty im-
pact, especiallywhen this is on top of the other impacts extended into the 2AR. Yes there are huge
technical concessions in the 1AR on the negative case but the 2AR is doing the correct weighing
and line by line on his case that even if I grant 100% of the NR case extensions, I think the com-
paratively large risk of the a�irmative outweighs
Time, time, time yourself, the biggest problem I have seen so far this tournament and in past
debates with yall is a question of timemanagement, this would be significantly less of a problem
if you knew howmuch time you had le�
Evidence comparison ismore than just author qualifications, alsomake sure youare supplement-
ing these arguments with other warranted arguments on their contention
Alex, I’m not sure that pandemics adapt to all vaccines that quickly, and Covid definitely has not
mutated to stop every vaccine at this point
Make sure you are using your own cases to answer the arguments your opponentsmake, it saves
time andmakes the 1AC/1NCmatter
Don’t tell me what to extend, extend it yourself, tell me the warrant and why the concession of it
matters in the round
Not sure the best impact to poverty you should go for is that it will eventually "lead to extinction
in 365 years." Poverty is slow, perpetual, and generational, extinction is not the problem, it’s the
ongoing violence against the impoverished
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Minya Tang Minya Tang
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Round 1 A� vs Athena Zhou

Judge Tristan Rios Minya Tang Pts 28

COMMENTS

1AC I think theUtil is goodcardcouldmaybebeshortenedabit as currently its around2minutesof
the 1AC. I think the first contention is slightly mismatched, subpoint C discusses how those who
are uninsured are more likely to over use antibiotics which leads to create antibiotic resistant
viruses, and usually this means the next impact would be about how anitbiotic resistant viruses
could lead to another pandemic, but instead their is a card read about economic collapse and im
not sure that the a� really has access to this impact from the way that the case was building up.
CX As a side note, Athena is correct that medical doctors cant be uneducated due to a lack of
college as to be a doctor they must have already have gone through grad school
1NC The 1nc has all nessecary components and is good, i think you could maybe add another
contention though, as at the end of the speech you are le� with 2 minutes le�. the line by line
was very good though
1AR i said this to you verbally so i will try to not be repeptive, but the best way to extend the 1ar
from 15 seconds to the full 3 minutes is to add case extensions (explained in person) and to do
a line by line or answer your opponents arguements (explained in person) if you are struggling
with writing answers as you hear them in round what you can do is a�er round take the time to
go back through your opponents 1nc andwrite blocks that answer them so that the next time you
see similar arguements as your opponents you canuse theblocks youwrote before round instead
of writing new ones on the spot
1NR i have the same criticism of this speech as i do the 1ar as both were 15 second speeches so
please look above for my adivce on how to improve on this speech
2AR good extension of case but due to the line by line being dropped in the 1ar and no answer to
the line by line in the 1ar which means that i am not able to consider quite alot of these argue-
ments.
RFD I vote neg, due to no extension of case in the 1AR along with the dropped arguements made
against the a�irmative case in the 1NC, i default to votingnegative as theywere theonly teamwith
an extension of their case, the 2ar does have a extension of case the issue is that the 1ar didnt do
these things which makes me not able to consider themwhen they are stated in the 2ar

RFD

1AC I think theUtil is goodcardcouldmaybebeshortenedabit as currently its around2minutesof
the 1AC. I think the first contention is slightly mismatched, subpoint C discusses how those who
are uninsured are more likely to over use antibiotics which leads to create antibiotic resistant
viruses, and usually this means the next impact would be about how anitbiotic resistant viruses
could lead to another pandemic, but instead their is a card read about economic collapse and im
not sure that the a� really has access to this impact from the way that the case was building up.
CX As a side note, Athena is correct that medical doctors cant be uneducated due to a lack of
college as to be a doctor they must have already have gone through grad school
1NC The 1nc has all nessecary components and is good, i think you could maybe add another
contention though, as at the end of the speech you are le� with 2 minutes le�. the line by line
was very good though
1AR i said this to you verbally so i will try to not be repeptive, but the best way to extend the 1ar
from 15 seconds to the full 3 minutes is to add case extensions (explained in person) and to do
a line by line or answer your opponents arguements (explained in person) if you are struggling
with writing answers as you hear them in round what you can do is a�er round take the time to
go back through your opponents 1nc andwrite blocks that answer them so that the next time you
see similar arguements as your opponents you canuse theblocks youwrote before round instead
of writing new ones on the spot
1NR i have the same criticism of this speech as i do the 1ar as both were 15 second speeches so
please look above for my adivce on how to improve on this speech
2AR good extension of case but due to the line by line being dropped in the 1ar and no answer to
the line by line in the 1ar which means that i am not able to consider quite alot of these argue-
ments.
RFD I vote neg, due to no extension of case in the 1AR along with the dropped arguements made
against the a�irmative case in the 1NC, i default to votingnegative as theywere theonly teamwith
an extension of their case, the 2ar does have a extension of case the issue is that the 1ar didnt do
these things which makes me not able to consider themwhen they are stated in the 2ar
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Round 2 Neg vs Benjamin Fu

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN Minya Tang Pts 27.5

COMMENTS

Please flow your debates
Cross of the 1AC:
Some of the questions
1NC:
You need to start by reading your case because that is your main o�ense
The attacks on the 1AC are very strawman-esque
Go a bit faster when you are reading the NC because you are reading very dense cards at times
You don’t need to read all of these definitions
You need a lot more arguments on the a�irmative
Cross of the 1NC:
AMR is not a company, it means anti-microbial resistant
Try and explain the warrants of your evidence a lot more, your answers seem to only scratch the
surface of some of the warrants of the
2NR:
Use all of your time
Do weighing
Extend the attacks youmade on the a�irmative

RFD

I vote negative, I think that the a�irmative drops the a� in the 1AR and the negative extends an
impact. That means that I think that the a�irmative has no o�ense and I can vote negative on
presumption, even then I think that the negative is winning the framework debate which means
that under utilitarianism, the negative is winning the superbugs outweigh
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Round 3 A� vs Grace Xie

Judge Townes Schultz Minya Tang Pts 28

COMMENTS

A time frame is a period in which something will happen.
Bemore assertive in cx - you have good arguments - you shouldnt concede things and fight back
more!
The 1AR needs to be longer than 1 minute - I get its a hard speech but you had a great six minute
1AC and 7 minutes of 1NC to respond to - just start saying things and trying to sound smart and
eventually you’ll pick up how to do it. Fake it til u make it

RFD

I vote negative because SPHC would result in people dying on waitlists. The case is e�ectively
zeroed because innovation solves super bugs but innovation is driven by market competition so
the only way to beat superbugs is to not establish SPHC. A� impacts are solved by the squo and
a risk of o�ense means I negate.
I thought it was a good and close debate just the way the dice fell made it easier to decide. There
were good args on both side.
I think the a� needs to work more on impact calculus and case overviews. Extend your thesis
claims. Set up a story. Tell me how to see the round. Talk aboutmagnitude, timeframe, probabil-
ity. Fill speech time and fake it til you make it.
The negative can alsowork on impact overviews and impact calculus but the "Iwin because" part
of the 2NR is a great start to judge instruction and there’s some emphasis on impact calc there. I
want that to be at the top because its the crown jewel of the speech since o�ense is what mostly
determines a debate.
Dropping is when an argument is not responded to.
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Round 4 Neg vs Chloe Ku

Judge Jose Sanchez Minya Tang Pts 27

RFD

RFD: I vote a�irmative because the a� is the best way to prioritize life by preventing people from
dying through a better HC system.
Chloe Feedback –
-Don’t forget to read your citations/authors!
- This case couldbeorganizedbetter – youneed some impact to this savingmoney,what happens
if we do savemoney? Not save? Does it lead to economic decline? You need some carded impact
- you have about 2 minutes so you have enough time.
-Maybe your value should bemorality/structural violence or quality of life so you can have better
access to your args about vulnerable populations being most impacted by lack of HC.
-Ideally, you should start with your a� case, extending the arguments your opp drops andmaking
those big voters in the debate, especially these arguments about racial equity/saving lives. Do
that impact work. Then you canmove onto the line by line – you have enough time for it.
-Your answers/line by line work is good, but you should be extending and utilizing your case IN
ADDITION.TellmemorehowSPsolves theDA,howyour impacts shouldcomebeforeoroutweigh,
why the currentHC system is bad/needs change (profit over people, lack of access, quality, waste,
etc.)
-Your 2AR is indesperateneedof extensions! I get howyour opponentdropping your claimsmight
seem like they concede them ,but you should still be doing the work to repeat what those claims
were and why they should come first in the debate.
Minya Feedback –
-Remember to read your authors/citations! You do read themon your FW, but not asmuch on the
DA? Increase font size and bolden the text if you need to.
-You NEED to have a link on the DA about pharma – evidence that says SPHC wrecks innovation.
Or else, you do not have a DA
-You should read your case before attacking the negative. Maybe this will help you attack the a�
better by cross applying some points you have made about deaths, extinction on the a�’s value
about life or the impact debate.
-Case needs more o�ensive arguments!! Include case turns (wait times, taxes, quality of care
worse bc SP, etc.), maybe another DA too.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Myron Sinville Myron Sinville

Round 1 A� vs Aimee Shi

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Myron Sinville Pts 29.8

COMMENTS

1AC I think that if the a�irmative is going to have alot of strutural violence impacts and impacts
about wealth disparity and dicrimination, you may be better served to have a criterion of struc-
tural violence rather then a criterion of valuing/saving lives
1NC this waldrop 19 card states that the US does worse then other countries who have universal
health care, not that its worse AT universal healthcare. i think that ocntention 2 could get better
impacted out as doctors quitting their jobs doesnt go anywhere with the a�rimative case as is.
very good line by line of the opponents case. I also think that youmay need an impact that states
why it is significant if middle income families get slightly less income.
1AR this was a fantastic speech, i think you choose all the rightmoments to focus on the pathos of
your speech, you also handled answering your opponents arguements and extending your own
case very well, no criticism with this speech.
1NR this speechwas very very good,my only issue is i think you could have spentmore time bring
up the exact statistics your evidence gives to by how much taxes would increase and whether it
pushes the middle class into pvoerty or outweighs the moeny saved by single payer health care.
besides that i dont have any other criticisms as i think what is setting you behind so far in this
debate is that you never impacted out the loss of money to the middle class back in the 1nc.
2AR this was a absolutely fantastic speech, great job, no criticisms
RFD i vote a�, i think the a� is winning the arguement that the amount of lives that would be
saved by single payer healthcare being implemented outweigh the amount of lives that could
potentially be lost by the increasing waitlines, the higher taxes arguement ultimately doesnt fac-
tor into this equation due to it not have a impact beyond just themiddle class lose a bit ofmoney

RFD

1AC I think that if the a�irmative is going to have alot of strutural violence impacts and impacts
about wealth disparity and dicrimination, you may be better served to have a criterion of struc-
tural violence rather then a criterion of valuing/saving lives
1NC this waldrop 19 card states that the US does worse then other countries who have universal
health care, not that its worse AT universal healthcare. i think that ocntention 2 could get better
impacted out as doctors quitting their jobs doesnt go anywhere with the a�rimative case as is.
very good line by line of the opponents case. I also think that youmay need an impact that states
why it is significant if middle income families get slightly less income.
1AR this was a fantastic speech, i think you choose all the rightmoments to focus on the pathos of
your speech, you also handled answering your opponents arguements and extending your own
case very well, no criticism with this speech.
1NR this speechwas very very good,my only issue is i think you could have spentmore time bring
up the exact statistics your evidence gives to by how much taxes would increase and whether it
pushes the middle class into pvoerty or outweighs the moeny saved by single payer health care.
besides that i dont have any other criticisms as i think what is setting you behind so far in this
debate is that you never impacted out the loss of money to the middle class back in the 1nc.
2AR this was a absolutely fantastic speech, great job, no criticisms
RFD i vote a�, i think the a� is winning the arguement that the amount of lives that would be
saved by single payer healthcare being implemented outweigh the amount of lives that could
potentially be lost by the increasing waitlines, the higher taxes arguement ultimately doesnt fac-
tor into this equation due to it not have a impact beyond just themiddle class lose a bit ofmoney
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Round 2 Neg vs Limei Zeng

Judge Zach Jones WIN Myron Sinville Pts 29.2

RFD

This is a good debate, I think that Myron ends up pulling through in this debate because of the
weighing that he does throughout his speech. He clearly outlines how he outweighs and the ar-
guments he is winning through his standard.
I think that both teams should work on framing the debate through their framework more, i.e.
implicatingwhy the arguments you arewinningmatter under your or your opponents framework
and why that means you should win the debate
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Round 3 A� vs Hailey Lu

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Myron Sinville Pts 28.8

COMMENTS

1AC same notes as when i judged your a� round 1
1NC first thing is that your evidence doesnt have any citations or tags. second is that the case
ended around4minutes early so i think you canbenefit frombothmore contentions and aadding
more cards to contentions, as contentions such as the first simply state that money may be di-
verted from other infrastructures but doesnt give an impact and that issue is reproduced in the
second contention which states that small businesses will have their taxes increased but there
also is no impact telling us how the small business would be e�ected by that like whether that
would make these small businesses go under or whether that would make food prices increase
etcetera.
1AR i think unlike the first round you take for granted that because the 1ncwas so short that there
wasnt much reason to respond to it however i think just a few sentences on each point would
be greatly helpful as well as actually citing the statistics of from your evidence, for example you
shouldprobably go to eachocntention andpoint out thatwhile they hav3e stated that small busi-
nesses will be taxed more they have not stated whether it would pass a threshhold for putting
those businesses under. i also think that you could have much beniifetted from a proper exten-
sionof each individual contention abitmore in depthbut for the sakeof covering all of your bases
but also for the sake of getting higher speaker points, ending the speech 3minutes early is never
going to earn you MORE speaker points and only risks hurting them if someone perceives it as
amateurish or on the other hand cocky.
1NR mostly just recapped their case and then accidentally agreed with them although its ok i
understand your new to this, will be giving advice for the 1nr verbally, too much to type
2AR this time the extensionwasmuch better, you didwhat you needed to to close out the debate.
RFD i vote a� in this debate, the neg debater functionally conceded when stating that they had
nothing else to state ofor the a� case, meaning i evaluate all the a� arguements as true and vote
on their impacts

RFD

1AC same notes as when i judged your a� round 1
1NC first thing is that your evidence doesnt have any citations or tags. second is that the case
ended around4minutes early so i think you canbenefit frombothmore contentions and aadding
more cards to contentions, as contentions such as the first simply state that money may be di-
verted from other infrastructures but doesnt give an impact and that issue is reproduced in the
second contention which states that small businesses will have their taxes increased but there
also is no impact telling us how the small business would be e�ected by that like whether that
would make these small businesses go under or whether that would make food prices increase
etcetera.
1AR i think unlike the first round you take for granted that because the 1ncwas so short that there
wasnt much reason to respond to it however i think just a few sentences on each point would
be greatly helpful as well as actually citing the statistics of from your evidence, for example you
shouldprobably go to eachocntention andpoint out thatwhile they hav3e stated that small busi-
nesses will be taxed more they have not stated whether it would pass a threshhold for putting
those businesses under. i also think that you could have much beniifetted from a proper exten-
sionof each individual contention abitmore in depthbut for the sakeof covering all of your bases
but also for the sake of getting higher speaker points, ending the speech 3minutes early is never
going to earn you MORE speaker points and only risks hurting them if someone perceives it as
amateurish or on the other hand cocky.
1NR mostly just recapped their case and then accidentally agreed with them although its ok i
understand your new to this, will be giving advice for the 1nr verbally, too much to type
2AR this time the extensionwasmuch better, you didwhat you needed to to close out the debate.
RFD i vote a� in this debate, the neg debater functionally conceded when stating that they had
nothing else to state ofor the a� case, meaning i evaluate all the a� arguements as true and vote
on their impacts
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Round 4 Neg vs Grace Xie

Judge Cody Morrow Myron Sinville Pts 29

RFD

Grace Xie A�irmative versus Myron Sinville Negative
I think this debate was very good. Both of you need to use all of your speech time, at least in
the constructives. It is important that your case is strategic and applies to the other sides argu-
ments, but when answering your opponent’s case, you shouldmakemore arguments than one’s
just grounded in your owncases. For instance, thenegative casedoes notmentionor discuss how
a single-payer might increase productivity, but the a�irmative has elucidated a number of argu-
ments regarding productivity. Myron you need to contest the productivity debate because the
a�irmative could deploy these arguments later in the debate pertaining to the economic bene-
fits of a single-payer system. Myron you need to find amore palatable/persuasive way of making
your argument that themajority alreadyhas insurance and soutilitarianismmeans vote negative.
What about the 37millionwhoare underinsured/uninsured? Grace youdid a good jobonwinning
your arguments, but youdidnot exploitMyron’s perspective onutilitarianism. You should charac-
terize his position as callous and uncaring about the underinsured/uninsured. I end up thinking
the a�irmatives perspective of utilitarianism (maximizewell being)makes a tonmore sense than
the negatives defense of the status quo as proving that concerns of utilitarianism are currently
being met. You are both fluent persuasive speakers. Grace work on projecting better at times
your volume is a little quiet. Myron when you are using volume to emphasize the importance of
phrases you can be too loud. Now I recognize that we were in a small area so that might be what
mademe think your volume changes were too loud.
Good debate!
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Peishi Yu Peishi Yu
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Round 1 A� vs Hyma Kamdar

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Peishi Yu Pts 28.7

COMMENTS

1ACThe first contention ismissingan internal linkbetweenmiddle income families loosingmoney
due to SPHC healthcare and the US governments economic collapse. Extinction good is certainly
an arguement but generally outside of this camp tourn you are not going to have many mid-
dleschool judges who will be receptive to this at all.
1NC I dont think youwill be hittingmany extinction good a�s in this tournament (hopefully), how-
ever if you do, since the a�irmative is using negative arguements to proove they lead to extinc-
tion, one way to respond would be to read an a� contention on your 1NC to disproove that the
a� leads to extinction, alternatively you should point out if you win your criterion of structural
violence, thatmeans that even if they save animals in the longrun, the violence that can be reme-
died in the present should be prioritized first. you could also alternatively change your negative
strategy from reading a structural violence impact to reading a extinction impact which will then
cause the debate to be centered aroundwhich extinction impact ismore probably. also generally
since they are saying extinction is good because animals will be freed from human control, you
should point out that nuclear war that leads to extinction would also kill trillions of animals and
make wide swaths of the planet inhospitable due to radiation poisoning.
CX Peishi dont say "dont you know that you are supposed to attack my case" as it can come o�
as rude which hurts your speaker points
1AR even in situations where your opponent doesnt directly attack your criterion, because they
also provided a criterionwith standards that justified it, you should still attack it instead of saying
it was just dropped, also if one card doenst have an author that doesnt mean you can say "drop
the contention" unless you explain why not having a author for a arguement on the contention
means that the contention can no longer function. Also, pointing out that their pandemic card is
from someone with a PhD in physics is not credible because it isnt in the field of pandemic study
is not the best arg because their is no other ev in the round from any other sources saying that it
is not true, making them the most credible person for the arguement in terms of who has been
presented in the round. also make sure to extend your case as well as your value and criterion.
when you refer to something as conceded you particularly need extensions so that i know why
these concessions matter and win you the round
1NR the line by line of the 1ac is good the main issue is rather that since it is just now brought
up in the 1nr it is hard for me to consider it because it is too late in the round. in addition since
the speech was ended 2 minutes early i would highly reccomend adding blocks so that you can
extend your caseduring this speech aswithout those extensions i have almost no impacts coming
out of this negative speech.
2AR good job pointing out which arguements from the 1nr were new and shouldnt be weighed.
the impact calculus was also very good, i do still think that the extensions could be much better
as currently you just say "my first contention led to extinction" withoutmuch explanation of how
we got to thta point in your first contention. i also think if you are going for extinction good with
your extinction impact that you need to make sure to spend more time explaining why human
extinction is good in this speech.
RFD I vote a�, ultimately the a�irmative is the only debater coming out of the rebuttal with an
impact due to a 1nr drop of their contentions, that coupled with the fact that even had the 1nr
won their extinction scenario their had been a dropped extinction good turn from the a�irmative

RFD

1ACThe first contention ismissingan internal linkbetweenmiddle income families loosingmoney
due to SPHC healthcare and the US governments economic collapse. Extinction good is certainly
an arguement but generally outside of this camp tourn you are not going to have many mid-
dleschool judges who will be receptive to this at all.
1NC I dont think youwill be hittingmany extinction good a�s in this tournament (hopefully), how-
ever if you do, since the a�irmative is using negative arguements to proove they lead to extinc-
tion, one way to respond would be to read an a� contention on your 1NC to disproove that the
a� leads to extinction, alternatively you should point out if you win your criterion of structural
violence, thatmeans that even if they save animals in the longrun, the violence that can be reme-
died in the present should be prioritized first. you could also alternatively change your negative
strategy from reading a structural violence impact to reading a extinction impact which will then
cause the debate to be centered aroundwhich extinction impact ismore probably. also generally
since they are saying extinction is good because animals will be freed from human control, you
should point out that nuclear war that leads to extinction would also kill trillions of animals and
make wide swaths of the planet inhospitable due to radiation poisoning.
CX Peishi dont say "dont you know that you are supposed to attack my case" as it can come o�
as rude which hurts your speaker points
1AR even in situations where your opponent doesnt directly attack your criterion, because they
also provided a criterionwith standards that justified it, you should still attack it instead of saying
it was just dropped, also if one card doenst have an author that doesnt mean you can say "drop
the contention" unless you explain why not having a author for a arguement on the contention
means that the contention can no longer function. Also, pointing out that their pandemic card is
from someone with a PhD in physics is not credible because it isnt in the field of pandemic study
is not the best arg because their is no other ev in the round from any other sources saying that it
is not true, making them the most credible person for the arguement in terms of who has been
presented in the round. also make sure to extend your case as well as your value and criterion.
when you refer to something as conceded you particularly need extensions so that i know why
these concessions matter and win you the round
1NR the line by line of the 1ac is good the main issue is rather that since it is just now brought
up in the 1nr it is hard for me to consider it because it is too late in the round. in addition since
the speech was ended 2 minutes early i would highly reccomend adding blocks so that you can
extend your caseduring this speech aswithout those extensions i have almost no impacts coming
out of this negative speech.
2AR good job pointing out which arguements from the 1nr were new and shouldnt be weighed.
the impact calculus was also very good, i do still think that the extensions could be much better
as currently you just say "my first contention led to extinction" withoutmuch explanation of how
we got to thta point in your first contention. i also think if you are going for extinction good with
your extinction impact that you need to make sure to spend more time explaining why human
extinction is good in this speech.
RFD I vote a�, ultimately the a�irmative is the only debater coming out of the rebuttal with an
impact due to a 1nr drop of their contentions, that coupled with the fact that even had the 1nr
won their extinction scenario their had been a dropped extinction good turn from the a�irmative
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Round 2 Neg vs Ethan Chen

Judge Zach Jones WIN Peishi Yu Pts 29.6

RFD

I end up voting negative, I think the negative debater is ahead significantly on the question of line
by line and framework. The negative is very ahead on the question of utilitarianism,whichmeans
I vote negative to maximize lives saved. I think that there’s a very low risk of an a�irmative case
because I think that there are concessions of negative defense and a lack of any real impact to the
case extended into the 2AR
I think the a�irmative teamneeds toworkonwarrants, there is a lackof any real reasoningbehind
arguments just a lot of "I don’t think this argument makes sense" andmoving on
The a�irmative teamneeds towork on flowing thedebate, the 2AR is just completely o� the head,
these speeches need some level of organization and outline for the arguments that must be an-
swered and extended
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Round 3 Neg vs Athena Zhou

Judge Tristan Rios WIN Peishi Yu Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

1AC the second contention needs an impact about why it is bad to be uninsured but besides that
this 1ac is fine
CX good job peishi with asking questions about where their authors got there data from and how
1NC there is way too much time spent on framework, you spend 5 minutes on just framework,
good job with evidence comparison. Single payer health care is a socialist system not a commu-
nist one, also russia and china actually arent examples of communism but thats a tangent that
isnt relevant. winning that your opponents impact is very unlikely doesnt mean you automati-
cally win the round because you didnt read a contention which means you dont even have the
possibility of an impact besides the 1 card that says single payer health care costs 400 billion but
thats all it says
1AR nothing was said during this speech, but this round was far from unwinnable for one you
shouldpointout thatnomatterwhat they saidaboutyour case theydidnothave thierown impact
which means even a .0001% chance of your impact being true means you should win
RFD no speeches a�er the 1nc, could not convince debater to not concede.

RFD

1AC the second contention needs an impact about why it is bad to be uninsured but besides that
this 1ac is fine
CX good job peishi with asking questions about where their authors got there data from and how
1NC there is way too much time spent on framework, you spend 5 minutes on just framework,
good job with evidence comparison. Single payer health care is a socialist system not a commu-
nist one, also russia and china actually arent examples of communism but thats a tangent that
isnt relevant. winning that your opponents impact is very unlikely doesnt mean you automati-
cally win the round because you didnt read a contention which means you dont even have the
possibility of an impact besides the 1 card that says single payer health care costs 400 billion but
thats all it says
1AR nothing was said during this speech, but this round was far from unwinnable for one you
shouldpointout thatnomatterwhat they saidaboutyour case theydidnothave thierown impact
which means even a .0001% chance of your impact being true means you should win
RFD no speeches a�er the 1nc, could not convince debater to not concede.
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Round 4 A� vs Christopher Cheng

Judge Erick Berdugo Peishi Yu Pts 25

RFD

If this were not a practice tournament at a Debate camp I would have stopped the round a�er the
1AC and voted NEG. These arguments do not belong anywhere. History is rife with people who
did not value human beings. We as a species to this point have defined these actions as "Crimes
against Humanity"
A� Comments
Human Extinction Good this is abhorrent argument
Wining framework is not a voter. Just because you win framework does not mean you win the
debate. Framework is simply about how the debate round should be evaluated to decide who
is the winner and loser. IE Neg can meet the criterion of the AFF framework as well as the AFF
meeting the framework of the Negative. The Contention level is what decides is what is being
weighed under the framework.
Thus, even if you were to win that letting human extinction happen is orally acceptable does not
mean it is 1) a moral thing and 2) a good thing.
NEG Comments
Understand theAFF Is impact turningany impacts that lead tohumandeath. Thus, youwill always
beahead to the riskof your impactshappening. Thus, all youhave todo is arguehumanextinction
is a bad thing. Next, force them to turn any impacts that are short of human extinction. IE like
poverty. Force them to argue poverty is a good thing. Because poverty leads to human death
even though it is not extinction level event. Extended su�ering would also not be a good thing
under the AFF as they have to wait to get to the end.
RFD: 1) I will never vote for human extinction as a good thing. You should learn how to argue that
we should not always allow the risk of extinction level events to outweigh immediate impacts.
2) However, If I were to evaluate some of the arguments on a line by line. AFF doesn’t get serial
killing argument because under the AFF serial killing is helping the AFF out by getting rid of hu-
mans. Don’t let themargue that it’s ok to kill the serial killer because as the AFF is OKwith human
extinction they don’t distinguish between individual actions of a human as to who deserves to
die, the AFF is OK with everyone being dead. Thus, that’s why you defer to NEG FW as it allows
the distinction as it puts a limit to actions a person can take to achieving MWB. 3) The value of
life in the context of the NEG youmust MWB, thus, the limits to the serial killer still stand. The NR
analysis is clear to this point about, MWB is a formof utilitywhere the limits on the serial killer are
justified as the more people would be benefited by not letting the serial killer MX their personal
well being. 4) The A� relied on a technical aspect of dropped arguments, which at best would still
not be enough as they are not answering the analysis that is laid out in #3.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Ryan Wu Ryan Wu

Round 1 Neg vs Yinyun Ji

Judge Jose Sanchez Ryan Wu Pts 27.5

COMMENTS

1NC - (1:50 le�)
Your two contentions needs impacts! Whats so bad about economic decline? What about inno-
vation collapse? You have more than enough time to read it!
You could also go down the a� case andmake your arguments - reading some evidencewould be
ideal.
1NR -
This speech is really hard to give when you do not have an impact - just saying taxes "have a
negative e�ect in the economy" is not an impact - thats an internal link. You still need to give me
a "bad thing" that happens as a result of economic decline. At the least, you should have read
some evidence like that in this speech - some judges will count it as a new arg but its worth a try.

RFD

This debate comes down to impacts - at the point that the negative does not read impacts for
either contention, it is really hard towin against the a�’s value of structural violence. I vote a� be-
cause there is no negative consequence to providing low income, rural people with HC coverage
- only a risk of reducing structural violence.
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Round 2 A� vs Christopher Cheng

Judge Jose Sanchez Ryan Wu Pts 27.5

COMMENTS

1AC -
Slow down! Focus on enunciation and signposting - use language like "next," "and" etc. when
moving onto new piece of evidence. Read your authors/citations!!
Add impact evidence to your case – you say the current system is ine�icient but youneeda reason
why that is bad - is it the cost, deaths? Read an impact - "saving money" is not an impact
CX - good job on redirecting answers back to the a� ! but don’t concede arguments yet – using
your warrants to give logical reasoning is fine.
1AR -
Good start on the impact calc and giving analysis on econ argument, but it is really hard to win
your impactwhen 1) youdonot really haveevidenceand2) your value is life. Maybechangingyour
value tomorality or some ethical obligation to provide ppl with HCwill suit your case/arguments
you are trying to make.
Don’t forget to extend your case! Even if it is just time at the last minute of your speech recaping
what your evidence says, you should never drop your own case!!!
Lastly, read some evidence – it could greatly bolster your claim about savingmoney, boosting the
econ, whatever that might look like.
2AR -
I like how you start with your voters, but I need more substance as to why poor people being
insured needs to come first! Having a morality value will allow you to more easily make some of
these ethics claims you are trying to make.

RFD
I vote negative because we need to prioritize life first. The a�irmative agrees but drops the argu-
ment that switching to SPHC will collapse the economy and cause nuclear war.

Round 3 Neg vs Limei Zeng

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN Ryan Wu Pts 29.5

COMMENTS
great job in this debate – really wish you would have chosen one argument, collapsed to it, and
gonemore for depth instead of breadth

RFD
neg provides ample statistics and scenarios for failure in the world of sphc
pharma innovation disadvantage was barely covered in the 1ar and the 2ar
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Round 4 A� vs Sheryl Sun

Judge Anaiya Moran WIN Ryan Wu Pts 28

RFD

Ryan- Great case! Your arguments were very organized and structured, however I would advise
that you attempt to make eye contact and practice projecting during your speeches. At times, it
became a little di�icult to understand you. Overall, good round.
Sheryl- Pretty good case overall, however I feel as though you missed a few opportunities to ad-
equately refute your opponent’s case and arguments. A great e�ort, but projection could also be
executed. At times, it became di�icult to understand you during your speeches.
RFD:
A� wins on stronger argument refutation andmore accurate execution of evidence.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Samuel Xie Samuel Xie

Round 1 A� vs Mike Weng

Judge Zach Jones WIN Samuel Xie Pts 28.9

RFD

I think I feel comfortable votinga�irmative in thisdebate, I think thenegative ismissinga lotof key
warrants that explain why the world of the negative is explicitly worse – I’m not sure why or how
these taxes outweigh the very real costs of healthcare for lower-income communities. I think the
a�irmative is slightly more persuasive here. The framework debate tells me that I need to focus
on lower-income communities, but I think even under this framework I think that the a�irmative
is ahead.
The NR definitely is visibly more technical, but all of these arguments all boil down to the same
arguments that I think the 2AR ultimately correctly focuses on in order to win the debate. It’s the
right focus that I think is enough to win the debate here.
This last 20 seconds of the 2AR about how you "win" is unnecessary, this time should be spend
explaining and implicating your case
Yes Mike, you’re right that the 1AR on the impact level is fairly weak, but the NR also seems to
forgo much work on the impact level too.
I think Mike you need to clean up your explanation of this argument that everything will "cost
more" including food andmortgages in a world of single payer healthcare, I don’t knowwhy this
is the case and I think an explanation is super helpful here.
Make sure yall are timing yourselves during your speeches, prep, and cross-ex. I should not have
to let yall know that you are out of time
Samuel, Mike concedes the value of life in the 1AR, you do not need to answer his value when he
has quite literally conceded to your value.

Round 2 Neg vs Cassie Lin

Judge Taylor Dougherty Samuel Xie Pts 28.3

COMMENTS
Youhavegoodargumentsbut youneed towarrant stu�outmoremoneybecause taxes,whydoes
passing the a� cause peoplewho cannot a�ord to paymore taxes paymore taxes, just needmore
evidence for arguments against the case.

RFD

I voted a� in this debate, by the end of the debate there is one argument that will decide it,
whether or not single payer will increase taxes. And by the end of this debate I think that the
a� has the only real argument for why single payer would or would not increase taxes, the neg
just asserts that it would while the a� is making two arguments that are not answered, 1. that
people would save money not paying medical bills and 2. that the U.S GDP is enough to pay for
the doctors that we would need.
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Round 3 A� vs Erin Jia

Judge SolomonWatson Samuel Xie Pts 29

RFD

Voted neg, this debate was actually very close I think the neg’s contention is a bit to case centric,
this debate camedown to taxes yesnoand the shortages turn. I think thea�had thepieices towin
this becausewarrentingonboth sides is right but the a�arg that taxes are anet saver is important
because the negs ev only acounts for the economic e�ect of taxes not household savings. And
the a� also had a very good awns to the shortages turn with the arg that 1. those deaths are ienv
the squo 2. that the a� at least gives a chance to save those lives. Unfortunatley the a� doens’t
collapse to these warrents and instead underwarrented/new args in the last rebutale. This fwk
stu� is vacuous as hell. Neg you need something external.

Round 4 Neg vs Evelyn Shao

Judge Blake Andrews Samuel Xie Pts 28.5

RFD

I vote a�( Evelyn on a low point win) for a couple of reasons
1. I think the a�irmative wins that a single payer system is more cost e�ective compared to a
multiplayer system.
2. I think the a�wins that 212,000 lives would be saved as a consequence of implementing single
payer health care, which is the clearest impact I have in the round.
3. The negatives taxes argument needs to be fleshed out more for me to feel comfortable voting
for it. How much poverty does the a� create and what is the impact of poverty( do people die?)
The negative needs to flesh out the deaths fromwait times more as well.
Evelyn- good job in the 1ar doing line by line on the negative case. I think it would be better to
start on the a� case because the 1ar is a short speech and your a� is typically your best o�ense.
Samuel- try to give reasons to prefer your arguments of your opponents. y’all are reading argu-
ments that come to fundamentally di�erent conclusions and it’s hard to weigh between those
arguments.
Both of y’all have lots of time le� in the 1st negative and a�irmative speech. Use that time for
another contention, to pre empts your opponents arguments, etc.
Evelyn 28
Samuel 28.5
Low point win
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Sean Zeng Sean Zeng

Round 1 A� vs Danna Sun

Judge Mak Kovar Sean Zeng Pts 28.5

RFD

General RFD-
voted on the negative arg that SP would actually make the conditions worse for the uninsured
because they would still not be able to access care and pay
Danna-
Great improvement in speaking volume and placing emphasis on certain parts of the warrant to
be more persuasive!! You were also more assertive during cx and rebuttals. Nicely done.
1nr- good analysis of the A� framework and how it doesn’t meet but you should also discuss why
it is important to use your framework as a lens instead. Good job making extensions but you
needed to say the importance of the argument. Remember to weigh the impacts as well.
2nr- Youmentioned the arguments thatwere droppedbut remember to extend them. Itwas good
that you prioritized responding to the waitlist argument. Remember to discuss why arguments
are important. The overview was also good.
Sean-
AC- Case construction is not bad, the framework is consistent with the contentions and it is clear
how it meets. However, make sure the impacts are more fleshed out i.e. why does it matter that
savingmoney is good or what happens/what is the e�ect of because of people not having access
to healthcare.
1ar- good argument about wait times in a MP system, remember to discuss why arguments are
important (using framework as a lens). Remember to make extensions.
2ar- prioritized the benefit of savingmoney but make sure to discuss why that could help people
or how it meets your framework.

Round 2 Neg vs Chris Mo

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Sean Zeng Pts 28.8

RFD

Di�icult descion, a� has this conceded justice impact abt goverment overthrow but the neg has
this worker shortage arg that is also conceded but also underdeveloped. There is defense to the
negs impact that I feel resasonable about however I also think the neg is winning the a� would
hurt innovation and superbugs still kill ppl no one is doing great impact calq on which impact I
should prefer but the neg does haave a blipy tf arg about superbugs and there is at least some
risk of a link turns the case arg with the worker shortage arg for me to eer neg.
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Round 3 Neg vs Ethan Chen

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN Sean Zeng Pts 29.5

COMMENTS
great job, very enjoyable especially in the 2nr – I think you could benefit from pre-writing some
of the voters before the round as opposed to extemping the 2nr – also number your arguments

RFD
neg wins a risk of a DA which significantly o/w the a� case – there is no o�ense in the 2ar which
puts the a� in a tricky position especially because the only arguments on the flow is like "his ev
said ’may happen’ and not ’will happen’ "

Round 4 A� vs Aimee Shi

Judge Anaiya Moran Sean Zeng Pts 26

RFD

Aimee- Organized and thorough refutations, framework, and arguments. Excellent use of evi-
dence and sources. Good CX questions and responses. Thank you for signposting along the way
andmaking eye contact with the judge.
Sean- You have a good case, but you need to execute it stronger and more thoroughly. Eye con-
tact would bemuch appreciated, and in future rounds, try to prevent holding and fiddling with a
lollipop stick, as it is a distraction throughout the round.
RFD:
Neg wins on arguments, refutations, and credibility.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Sheryl Sun Sheryl Sun

Round 1 Neg vs Christopher Cheng

Judge Townes Schultz Sheryl Sun Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

Confidence, projection and power need to be a greater part of the 1NC. This is your intellectual
baby you should be proud of it and present it boldly. Especially since you have great evidence!
Think the 2NR has a strong foundation - you’ve got the key arguments about econ shocks and the
insu�iciencies of the 1AR. There’s a few steps we can take.
1— Fluency drills - get a topic and just talk without pausing for as long as you can go.
2— Write out more - you know generally how debates will play out and should have a pre-round
vision of how the round will play out so write atleast the args u want the judge to vote on before
the debate. Also helps to write answers to common arguments
3— Starting with impact calculus - its a great speech filler and allows you tomake the arguments
that you want at the top - fresh in the mind of the judge because judges are lazy and want to see
it right away.

RFD

I vote a� - I thought the impact calculus was actually exceptionally well done in the 1AR - it was
pretty much what i said the a� should do last debate. I think both teams get caught in the trap of
line by line instead of story telling. Im not here for your arguments Im here for your story which
means tell it through instruction tell mewhat I care about and tell me how it fits together. It’s not
just about answering arguments but WINNING arguments which means not just extend but tell
me why you WIN that argument and why it MATTERS if you win the argument.
This framework debating is not purposeful - its the same framework - say that and do impact calc
Think the 2NR has a strong foundation - you’ve got the key arguments about econ shocks and the
insu�iciencies of the 1AR. There’s a few steps we can take.
1— Fluency drills - get a topic and just talk without pausing for as long as you can go.
2— Write out more - you know generally how debates will play out and should have a pre-round
vision of how the round will play out so write atleast the args u want the judge to vote on before
the debate. Also helps to write answers to common arguments
3— Starting with impact calculus - its a great speech filler and allows you tomake the arguments
that you want at the top - fresh in the mind of the judge because judges are lazy and want to see
it right away.
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Round 2 A� vs Chloe Ku

Judge Holden Bukowsky Sheryl Sun Pts 28.1

COMMENTS

1AC:
Make sure to keep a consistent pace of speaking in the 1AC
Good volume
Make sure to use all of your time in the 1AC
Cross of the 1AC:
Make sure to be clear in the implications of your answers, I think they o�en times tried to over-
simplify
Cross of the 1NC:
1AR:
Start on the 1AC
The framework debate doesn’t get youmuch since yall both value life, and are essentially utilitar-
ianism
Make sure to minimize pauses and keep your arguments a lot more flowing
Extend an impact from the a� please
2AR:
A lot of the beginning of the 2AR is not necessary, start on an extension of the a�irmative first and
then go down teh flow

RFD
I vote neg, I think that the negative wins the framework debate and that the 1AR doesn’t extend
an impact to the a� whichmeans that the extension of the impact to the contention in the 2NR is
su�icient to negate on a risk of o�ense
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Round 3 A� vs Danna Sun

Judge Mak Kovar WIN Sheryl Sun Pts 29.7

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on the argument that SP would still provide a decent quality baseline of care for everyone
and upli� those marginalized who face many barriers in life (income and health-wise).
Danna:
Good job addressing the framework andmaking extensions in the 1nr, remember to finish exten-
sions, a�er summarizing the argument you need to discuss why it is important (using the lens of
the framework). Youcouldhavealsodiscussed thewaitlists in thequality of healthcareargument.
You primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember to
make o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). If you’re going to spend a lot of time talk-
ing about costs, you have to mention why costs are important and the impact of SP being more
expensive in comparison to MP.
CX; youmade a good e�ort with your cx questions, the line of questioning about the waitlist was
good. Youshouldhave stuckwith it becauseSheryl struggled toanswer thequestionand it served
to undermine the argument that SP provides quality care.
Sheryl:
Good job in the framework debatewith sayingwhy your framework is better in comparison to the
negative. Remember youneed tohavean impact towhy savingmoney is good. Youaddressed the
waitlist argument adequately but you could have spent more time talking about why the quality
of SP is still good even though there is a waitlist and why that is important using the lens of your
framework. Good jobmaking extensions, remember to not read the card but just summarize the
argument. Nice jobweighing, you just need tobemore specific on the impacts you are comparing
and explain the warrant as to why one outweighs the other more.
CX: Adminwaste is relevant to the casebut you couldhave talkedabout thedrug costs, remember
to direct the answers towhat you do know. Good job testing the cost arguments and trying to get
an answer about why taxes would be raised with SP.

Round 4 Neg vs Ryan Wu

Judge Anaiya Moran Sheryl Sun Pts 28

RFD

Ryan- Great case! Your arguments were very organized and structured, however I would advise
that you attempt to make eye contact and practice projecting during your speeches. At times, it
became a little di�icult to understand you. Overall, good round.
Sheryl- Pretty good case overall, however I feel as though you missed a few opportunities to ad-
equately refute your opponent’s case and arguments. A great e�ort, but projection could also be
executed. At times, it became di�icult to understand you during your speeches.
RFD:
A� wins on stronger argument refutation andmore accurate execution of evidence.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Terrence Mower Terrence Mower

Round 1 Neg vs Kevin Song

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Terrence Mower Pts 29.3

COMMENTS Need something external

RFD
Vote neg, the a� drops the docters/nurse turn in the last rebutal which internal link turns all the
o�ense the a� is going for with the added benefit of some defense from case going conceded as
well favoring the neg.

Round 2 A� vs Anna Dong

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Terrence Mower Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

1AC -
Just reading your first two pieces of evidence takes about 5 minutes! You should highlight this
evidence down.
You could use the other time to read an impact to the costs argument you make (e.g. poverty,
or econ decline leads to war) and/or some evidence about why structural violence impacts like
COVID or racial health disparities need to come first.
1AR - (1:00 le�)
You need to be starting with the most important part of the debate: your a�/impacts. Your 1AC
tells me that we need tominimize su�ering by providing coverage to those who need it the most
so bring it up again! Tell me why that needs to come before the negative.
Be sure to do impact calculus - you are already ahead on that in the debate so its important to do
that work to not fall behind.
2AR - (1:00)
This is your chance to clean up the debate! Do not get caught up in the knitty gritty arguments
like "we outweigh on credibility" - you should have answered this in your second speech.
Rather, you should start o� by talking about what matters most: your impact that there are vul-
nerable populations dying now, how/why SPHC can prevent deaths, etc. Your contention about
inequality is not only one of the most persuasive but also dropped throughout the round.

RFD

The negative does not provide me with a reason why the SQ is better than doing the a�irmative,
only that there is a chance that it might not yield intended results. Due to the lack of o�ensive
arguments from the neg, I am led to buy, or at least presume, that the a� does something to
improve health outcomes.
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Round 3 A� vs Aria Zhang

Judge Townes Schultz WIN Terrence Mower Pts 28.1

COMMENTS

I vote a� because the impact to both cases is the same - its about people dying from a lack of
care. Its almost impossible for the negative to win this position because its just a case turn to
the a�irmative that lacks uniqueness. I dont think the 2AR strong establishes this framing for the
judge but its got enough of an extension for me to feel comfortable.
I think a large part of this debate is because the 2NR jettisons over 2 minutes of prep and ends
really early. That relieves a lot of the pressure on the 2AR to answer arguments. It could be im-
proved by improving the flow of arguments to add impact calculus which wasmissing from both
sides andmakes this debate significantly harder to resolve.
I think thea�needs to focusmoreonwhyyou’remakingargumentsbecauseblocksare important
but they are not the be all end all of a debate if you know why you are writing your blocks and
what the purpose each block serves for you. Its hard to resolve this debate because there’s no a�
overview and I’m barely convinced the a� solves anything - I think the ground work is there its
just hard in this debate without clear extensions.
I think that the negative extensions in the 2NR were exactly what I wanted to see its just too little
too latebecause it lacks impact calculusanddoesn’t haveuniqueness for a turn to thea�irmative.
So I’m le� with lack of care versus lack of care and its really hard to do anything other than vote
a� on a risk of try or die here.

RFD

I vote a� because the impact to both cases is the same - its about people dying from a lack of
care. Its almost impossible for the negative to win this position because its just a case turn to
the a�irmative that lacks uniqueness. I dont think the 2AR strong establishes this framing for the
judge but its got enough of an extension for me to feel comfortable.
I think a large part of this debate is because the 2NR jettisons over 2 minutes of prep and ends
really early. That relieves a lot of the pressure on the 2AR to answer arguments. It could be im-
proved by improving the flow of arguments to add impact calculus which wasmissing from both
sides andmakes this debate significantly harder to resolve.
I think thea�needs to focusmoreonwhyyou’remakingargumentsbecauseblocksare important
but they are not the be all end all of a debate if you know why you are writing your blocks and
what the purpose each block serves for you. Its hard to resolve this debate because there’s no a�
overview and I’m barely convinced the a� solves anything - I think the ground work is there its
just hard in this debate without clear extensions.
I think that the negative extensions in the 2NR were exactly what I wanted to see its just too little
too latebecause it lacks impact calculusanddoesn’t haveuniqueness for a turn to thea�irmative.
So I’m le� with lack of care versus lack of care and its really hard to do anything other than vote
a� on a risk of try or die here.
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Round 4 Neg vs Erin Jia

Judge Blake Andrews Terrence Mower Pts 29

RFD

Good round y’all I vote a� (Erin) for a couple of reasons
1. A� is winning that single payer healthcare reduces millions of deaths which comes first given
the framing
2. A� is winning that single payer healthcare reduces spending/ saves money, and would solve
wait time issue presented by the negative
3. A� is doing a slightly better job with historical examples i.e. Switzerland and S. Korea. The
negative responds to this argument but doesn’t have a warrant or read evidence to counter the
success stories presented by the a�irmative.
4. Negative needs to bemore comparativewhile responding to the a�irmative arguments instead
of just re extending their own arguments.
5. A� wins that we can tax the rich instead of taxing poor people more for SPHC. There also isn’t
an impact card read to the taxes argument
Erin- Make sure to add more to the a� you have close to 2 full minutes of time in the a�. Read
another contention/ try to get access to a bigger impact if possible (especially given that the cri-
terion is minimizing death)
Terrence- Don’t let Erin just talk in cx. You should stop her at some point. Just concede to the
framework y’all have the same framework (this would give you more time in the 1 st negative
speech). Try to do more line by line in the 1 st negative speech. You don’t address portions of
the a�irmative case or make it clear that the cards you do read answer the a�irmative. Work on
signposting it is hard to figure out what you are responding to at times
Both of y’all make sure to give reasons to prefer arguments i.e. why should I evaluate your argu-
ment or evidence over your opponent’s i.e. is your author more qualified, do you have a better
study, etc
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: William ZhouWilliam Zhou

Round 1 A� vs Ethan Chen

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN William Zhou Pts 28.5

COMMENTS
Try to have a card for the impact you have about 2 minutes le� there might be a card out there
that says single payer would help the us economy. Try not to repeat your arguments. Good job
using your case to attack your opponents case.

RFD

O� time roadmaps
RFD: I voted a� in this debate, the only argument the negative has at the end of this debate is
that people might go to civil war over cheap pharma drugs, but the a� is right that the negative
does not have any evidence to prove this claim. The a� is also extending their impacts and doing
impact calc. proving they outweigh the negative case.

Round 2 Neg vs Aimee Shi

Judge Mak Kovar William Zhou Pts 28

RFD

General RFD:
Voted on SP saving lives by giving people access to preventative care.
Aimee:
cx- good job at casting doubt on the logic of the negative, specifically about ten-care and how
they meet the framework.
Great job making extensions and talking about why it is important. Remember to address the
framework debate: how you meet your framework and why it is better than the opponents. You
mostlymadedefensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponent) remember tomakeof-
fensive arguments (reasons to vote for you). For roadmapping, "telling the story" is the overview.
Give an impact on why SP saving money is a good, "curing financial problems" is not specific
enough, remember the impact is the "e�ect" of saving money.
William:
cx- Cx is used to move the debate forward. Try to ask more than clarifying questions. Don’t give
your opponent the opportunity to just continue to explain why their case is good.
Take Prep before the 1nr, even if you don’t think you need it can still be useful to strategize/decide
what arguments to prioritize. The NC is too long, you did not have much time to address the
a�irmative case. Remember you should be le� with about 3 mins at least to address it. Good
jobmaking turn (taxes increasing as opposed to decreasing) but you need to explain the warrant
more (how sp increases taxes) and say why the argument is important. Good job addressing how
a� impacts dont meet util, the framework is typically addressed at the top and this argument
neededmore of a warrant. Remember to weigh your impact (probability, timeframe, magnitude,
scope) you had time le� in the 1nr. It would be good to do a rebuttal redo and read blocks against
the a� case. Primarily made defensive arguments (reasons not to vote for your opponet) remem-
ber to make o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you).
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Round 3 Neg vs Chris Mo

Judge Adrian Sendejas William Zhou Pts 29

COMMENTS
REALLY really wish youwould have just collapsed to the superbugs stu� – they didn’t answer it at
all – granted the link section of that debate was very wishy washy, I think you could have won it if
you told me a ballot story and convincedme of a link

RFD
a� wins that sphc solves quality and inequity, which is themost important thing under the. a�ir-
mative framework – neg had a path to the ballot a�er the 1ar on the superbugs stu�, but didn’t
capitalize – great debate all around, thanks for letting me judge!

Round 4 A� vs Kristy Liu

Judge Cody Morrow WIN William Zhou Pts 27.5

RFD

Round 4 Flight 2 William Zhou versus Kristi Liu
Both debaters can benefit from using all of their speech times. Both of you spoke clearly and
persuasively. In places you eachmade smart arguments; however, I think that each of you can do
a better job making complete arguments including comparing and contrasting your arguments
with relevant arguments of your opponent. Don’t feel like you should only answer arguments
advanced by your opponent with arguments in your case. It is a good thing to use your case, but
it is also important to make specific arguments against your opponent’s positions. Each of you
need to make impact comparisons/assessments. I don’t understand how or why the negatives
value is structural violence. In all honesty, structural violence is far more compatible with the
a�irmative side of the topic. The negative seems focused onwar resulting formeconomic decline
which means that your impact is far more about consequences and existential risks. I don’t feel
like the negative did an adequate job refuting either of the a�irmative’s contentions. If you don’t
respond to contention 2 then you can’t win that single-payer health care will cause economic
decline which is the only internal link to your war impact. Furthermore, the negative needs to
better answer contention 1, that single payer increases life expectancy and decreases su�ering.
If you don’t adequately respond to this contention, then you can’t win that voting negative is
better for structural violence. I think you both could add more persuasive reasons to support
your contentions and the negative certainly needs to change their value.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Wyatt Yin Wyatt Yin

Round 1 A� vs Lina Lu

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Wyatt Yin Pts 28

COMMENTS

Remember we’re standing up during our speeches!
1AC - :30 le�
Maybe rethink your criterion of util – not sure what about providing HC to the uninsuredminority
is serving the "greatest good for the MOST amount of people," y know? You do not really have
access to that claim given your current claims and evidence.
Your first contention is just solvency cards (talking about why SP solves) - you need evidence also
talking about what problem you solve, is it deaths? economic problems? etc. Then, you need an
impact to this argument: economic decline= war, deaths = structural violence? This contention
needs to be fleshed out muchmore.
You NEED evidence for your impact! Just giving your own analysis is not nearly as persuasive as
providing real facts andstats. This is also true for your secondcontention - impactoutbankruptcy.
1AR -
The biggest thing about this speech is that you are mostly just doing line-by-line work, which is
good but you need to limit the amount so that you do not run out of time when defending your
case. Perhaps, starting with your a� and givingme a brief overview/recap/story of what your 1AC
will keep you from repeating yourself as you could just cross-apply or extend arguments you have
already made.
You started doing impact calculus (that more people die from being uninsured than wait times)
but this needs tobea lotmore fleshedout - you shouldbe focusing your arguments onpreventing
deaths.
Add more details! You tell me that SP would save money over time (which is the neg is spending
a lot of time on) but you do not giveme enough details from your warrants/evidence which is the
strongest part!
2AR - (:20)
The highlight of this speech was the voters!! More of this could be used instead of going for some
of these wishy wash arguments like the Sanders SP plan which kinda puts the a� in a tricky posi-
tion.

RFD

I think this roundbecomesabit confusing at times sincebothdebaters donot entirely understand
their own argument. But, I end up voting a�irmative because the 2AR’s voters tell me why we
need to solve for the preventable deaths now while potentially saving some money as well. The
negative does not do enough work to turn the a�, or say why the SQ is better than implementing
SP.
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Round 2 Neg vs Danna Sun

Judge SolomonWatson WIN Wyatt Yin Pts 28.7

RFD

I vote neg, this debate gets lost for the a� in the final rebutal for me, the a� has all the pices and
up until this point is out warrenting the neg on the o�ense they are going for unfourtunatley not
enough of those warrents or awnsers get extend into the final speech for me to feel comfortable
voting on it. So I vote neg on the mostly droped woker and waittime turns that internal link turn
the a�’s o�ense.

Round 3 A� vs Alex Song

Judge Holden Bukowsky Wyatt Yin Pts 27.9

COMMENTS

1AC:
Work on projection, when I strain my ear I can hear you fine though
Definitions don’t give youmuch here
You need justifications for your criterion other than just explaining it
Cross of the 1AC:
Good job answering questions, I would try to flesh your answers out a little bit more though
Cross of the 1NC:
I think your questions need to dig into the internal links of the negative, and then ask about this
doctors study and find the stats on that
1AR:
Start on the a� first and then go to the negative
I’m not sure what these stat comparisons get you since they seem to be very miniscule compar-
isons, especially since they just eat up 1AR time
Make sure to extend the a�
2AR:

RFD

I vote negative, I think that the 1AR concedes toomany pieces of defense and I think that there is
conceded weighing from the 2NR -

1. The a� - I think that the 1AR drops the wait lines arguments which means that there’s con-
ceded terminal defense to the a�irmative which essentially zeroes the a�irmative’s impact

2. The negative - I think that there’s conceded weighing argument that says that nuke war
kills o� themajority of the population whichmeans that under util the negative outweighs
a small risk of the a�
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Round 4 Neg vs Hannah Xie

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Wyatt Yin Pts 27.8

RFD

RFD: I vote negative on the risk of SP decreasing quality while increasing wait times. The 1AR
undercovers this arguments and does not address it/weigh against it until the 2AR, which is too
late. The neg could do a better job of weighing against the A�.
Hannah Feedback–
- 1AC FWdoes not fit the case best. You are serving the (minority) group that is disproportionately
impacted by a lack of insurance - so it is not utilitarian. Maybe something like morality/reducing
structural violence would fit better.
- Good case! Consider adding evidence on FW about moral/ethical obligation to provide HC cov-
erage for vulnerable populations OR reduce structural violence
-Your 1ARundercovers your case! At the least, be sure toextend theevidenceyou readandgive the
judge a recap of of your 1AC, why it is so significant. You are getting caught up in the line-by-line
argumentation instead of going for round-winning arguments/impacts.
-Pay attention to flows and allocate time accordingly. Your second contention (probably themost
persuasive) is droppedbut youdonotbring it up in favor of answering their individual arguments.
Not a strategic or e�icient tradeo�.
-Be sure to include more detail in your answers – you are giving lots of claims but not enough
extensions of your cards or the details/warrants supporting those claims
-You don’t have a warrant to "more patients = more income" – you need to be SPECIFICALLY ad-
dressing the negative arguments about lower reimbursements rates
-You do not begin adding detail until the last 40 seconds of your 2AR, this needs to be in your
earlier speech!!
Wyatt Feedback–
- Your argument about taxes needs an impact – what is the impact to poverty? Econ decline?
Structural violence?
- You need to read more evidence to have access to this "workers shortage" argument you are
trying to make – your evidence is about wait times/quality of care. Maybe you can find some evi-
dence about Canada/UK systematically losing HC professionals, that would make this argument
make sense.
- You need to diversify your arguments on NC, you should be reading DAs in addition to the case
turns, maybe a counterplan too since you say "there can be alternatives" but you give none
-I like how you start the 1NRwith wait times, but you need to spin this argumentmore o�ensively
to polish it up. Give me impact calculus, talk about why it’s so much more detrimental to put
the population on wait lists than to provide everyone with equal coverage. If you are just saying
"deaths," its hard toweigh against the a�’s case that people are dying and su�ering now because
they have little to no HC coverage.
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Mean Green Comet MS
LD: Yinyun Ji Yinyun Ji

Round 1 A� vs Ryan Wu

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN Yinyun Ji Pts 28.5

COMMENTS

About 30 secs le� in the 1AC, you can use this time to add onto your best arguments like your
value or impacts.
1AR - <1:00 le�
Thiswas a good 1AR! But you could have extended on your pointsmore tomake this speech solid!
Outlining for the judge that they have no impact is good but don’t just say "a� impacts outweigh"
explain to me why they do. You’re right but you need more impact calculus proving why helping
low income, rural people comes first.
2AR - (:20 le�)
You’re getting caught up in the line-by-line. You are far ahead on the impact debate so start your
speech on that note- tell my why it comes first, why it outweighs, etc. thenmove onto answering
some of these neg arguments.

RFD

This debate comes down to impacts - at the point that the negative does not read impacts for
either contention, it is really hard towin against the a�’s value of structural violence. I vote a� be-
cause there is no negative consequence to providing low income, rural people with HC coverage
- only a risk of reducing structural violence.

Round 2 Neg vs Alex Song

Judge Taylor Dougherty Yinyun Ji Pts 28

COMMENTS

The arguments that you aremaking in this debate are very good. Tomake themeven bettermake
sure you warrant them out more, why does single payer healthcare decrease people’s access to
healthcare if they are lower or middle class. You do a good job using your case to turn their case,
saying that the a� kills people because it increases wait times.

RFD

Time your own speeches.
RFD: I voted a� in this debate. The a� has the bigger impact of decreasing poverty, the negative is
making arguments about why single payer would increase poverty but it is never fully explained
why. On the flip side the a� is making a good explanation about how single payer would solve
poverty and why that is the biggest impact in the round.
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Round 3 A� vs Hannah Xie

Judge Townes Schultz Yinyun Ji Pts 28.9

COMMENTS

Try structuring the 2AR like a story - tell me what the arg is, why you win it not just your answers,
why that argmatters for the debate etc. It shouldnt be parts of the debate and parts of arguments
but 1 narrative.
I think the framework debating could be done a lot better - I dont see a purpose of it by the end
of the debate
Structural violence is a good impact but impact calc needs to done better

RFD

I voted negative - SPHC would reduce the amount and quality of doctors because scarcity is im-
portant in determining how services are apportioned. This results in aworse quality of care. That
causes death and harms people overall - I think that it outweighs because of the impact calculus
at the bottom not the framework debate. Not sure the purpose of the framework debating be-
cause it feels like its going through themotions not a 2NR/2AR vision of winning. The 2AR tries to
answer this calculus with "I gave better impacts" - but the warranting was su�icient.
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Round 4 Neg vs Jacob Yang

Judge Erick Berdugo Yinyun Ji Pts 29

RFD

NEGComments: CXWhenyouaskquestions your questionsneed tobemore about logic breaking
questions and garnering links of o�ense for the negative. You asked toomany clerical questions,
IE what is your impact, what is your contention, do you have another example. Alone, they are
not very productive. If you ask these types of question’s they should be setting up a stronger line
that will question your opponent’s logic. As the
negative you should be fishing to try to establish links to dis- advantages you’d like to attribute to
the a�irmative.
NR
Learn the phrase : "Extendmy [name of author]" followed by quickly explain the argument again
and why it is more important and the reasoning of your opponent’s attack is wrong and then
explain how it fits the criterion.
Saying you upheld your arguments is not enough, you need to provide the logic behind.
The NR was scattered. Remember, you should be bringing it to a point of summation (voters if
you will) and always contextualize within the framework. It is very necessary to not only explain
why your impact outweighs their impact it is necessary to fit it within the context of the FW.
Referring to CX answer in NR that you did not bring up in the NCR is a new argument.
AFF Comments: CX Your questions though aimed at asking how the logic of the NEG works, but
none of your questions were designed to break the logic of the NEG. You essentially allowed the
NEG to restate the logic of their arguments. Remember, your questions and purpose of the CX is
break their logic.
1AR You need to road map. The attacks to the credentials to one piece of evidence alone is not
enough, especially given you do not have a counter piece of evidence with a more qualified per-
son. Remember, thoughonly a professional journalist, their credentialswould still be higher than
anyone within the debate alone.
Learn the phrase : "Extendmy [name of author]" followed by quickly explain the argument again
and why it is more important and the reasoning of your opponent’s attack is wrong and then
explain how it fits the criterion.
2ARYouspend tomuch timedealingwith thedefensivearguments. The2ARshouldbedominated
by your o�ensive arguments (reasons to vote for you).
Never read anewcard in the 2AR especially if you are not even going to give the citation. Evidence
without a citation is nothing. If it is so important it should be part of your 1AC and would extend
it the 1AR and the 2AR.
RFD:
The AFF did a slightly better job explaining their o�ense. The real problem is that the NR was a
bit to scattered. The negative also stated the AFF did not have impacts this is not correct they did
and they extended the in the 1AR and the 2AR.
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Chen & Liu Chen & Liu
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Round 1 Neg vs Zhang, Wong & Li

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN
Ethan Chen
Brendan Liu

Pts 28.8
Pts 28.7

RFD

Pro:
Grand cross
I think all of you need to not focus on abstract ideas associated with the pro, but rather I think
that you need to focus on the arguments presented by the con
Also make sure to not let them eat all of the question time
Zhang 28.1
Rebuttal
You shouldn’t be taking this much prep for the rebuttal, you don’t have to do too much except
just frontlining the con
Ask if everyone is ready before you start to speak
Make sure to give a roadmap so I have my flows in order and ready
When speaking make sure to face me so I can hear you
Make sure to say when you are switching flows
Cross fire
Be more assertive in cross, your questions should also be about the warrants that the con reads
on the pro case
Wong 28.2
Summary
Use all of your time, and extend o�ense on the con
There needs to be some weighing in this speech so you can go for extinction outweigh since it is
your best argument and final focus argument which gets you a bunch of o�ense
Li 28.3
Constructive
Good volume of speaking, I would just make sure to enunciate a little bit more when you are
reading quickly
The construction of the pro case is good and well structured, I think that there should either be a
small impact framing argument so that you have the framing debate started earlier
Crossfire
The cross questions you asked should be pushing the di�erential between gentrification in the
status quo and gentrificiation in the world of the pro a lot more because their answers were not
very su�icient on the initial question
Try tobeabitmore in depth about your questions so you can really demonstrate topic knowledge
Final Focus
Make sure to use all of your time
There also needs to be a weighing argument extended so I knowwhy your impacts matter more
Good volume of speaking and speed! Very easy to listen to
Con:
Chen 28.8
Rebuttal
Good speaking, I enjoyed the volume and speed you were speaking were great!
I think that theextensionof the conat the topwasgoodand I thought theoverviewwaswell timed
and short, I would maybe just try and explain the two internal links you have to gentrification a
bit more concisely so that you can collapse to one of them in the summary
I would number the responses you make to certain arguments on the pro case so that it is easier
to flow and keep track for the rest of the round
The responses you domakewere good, and had gooddvelopment of o�ense, I think that you just
need to make sure you do more weighing (I think that an impact framing argument would really
help out here)
Cross fire
Let them have a question please
Don’t talk over them, they have equal right to ask questions as you do
Final Focus
Good extension of the con case, I would integrate more warranted weighing argument
Extend o�ense on the pro more, I think the construction argument once again needs to be ex-
tended here
Other than that I think that you did good! I would also just make sure to flesh out the argument
you go for a little bit more so it makes your arguments even more persuasive because of their
intricacy
Liu 28.7
Constructive
Your speaking is very choppy, try to make your sentences flow a bit easier not as if there are con-
stant pauses
I would have more than one contention unless there are multiple internal link scenarios
Crossfire
Your answers need to be a bit more indepth, be a lot more comparative in the statistic you list in
cross, also provide explanations for your answers because it shows depth of topic knowledge
Summary
Youneed toweigha lotmore, andanswer thearguments that the rubttalmakes, youdropdefense
You need to extendmore o�ense, I think the construction argument is really smart and does a lot
for you, so extend that for sure in addition to explaining the di�erence in methane and CO2
RFD:
I vote negative (con), I think that they are winning a piece of defense coupled with conceded
weighing arguments which means that I think gentrification outweighs
The defense debate I think that the pro is very much behind in this part of the debate, the best
argument I have extended into the final focus by the pro on this part is just this argument about
how climate change worsens gentrification but I don’t think that this is an answer to the con. I
think that theconwins this argumentaboutwhyChinaproves thathigh speed railsdon’tdecrease
emissions because not enough people use them which menas that they would have a negligble
impact on emissions. I think that this is conceded throughout the debate which also answers
this "climate change turns gentrification" argument since the pro no longer resolves their climate
change impact
The weighing debate I don’t particularly think that either side had a super convincing argument.
However, I think that the con has extended conceded weighing arguments about why gentrifica-
tion comes first because it is occurring in the status quo (I think that this could also apply to cli-
mate change but there is no arguments about why it also applies to the pro’s case) which means
that it outweighs the pro
Those two parts of the debate, in tandum with one another, mean that I think that the defense
answers the remaining risk of o�ense on the pro page, which means I vote con because gentrifi-
cation outweighs
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Round 2 A� vs Zhao & Cheng

Judge Adrian Sendejas
Ethan Chen
Brendan Liu

Pts 29.3
Pts 29.2

RFD
RFD – Prowon that cc turned gentrification and that they controlled the internal link to structural
violence impacts of black and hispanic communities

Round 3 Neg vs Kothari & Acharya

Judge Taylor Dougherty
Ethan Chen
Brendan Liu

Pts 27.5
Pts 27.6

RFD
I voted for Proin this debate because I believe that con is winning that climate change outweighs
gentrification, the con is also making a good argument that says climate change causes gentrifi-
cation meaning that if we do not pass hsr gentrification will happen anyways.
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Round 5 A� vs Lei & Yu

Judge Mahika Vura WIN
Ethan Chen
Brendan Liu

Pts 29
Pts 29

RFD

AFF 1: Lei and Yu

• Cont 1- climate change

– Harming now- impact calc

– Reduce number of cars reduce carbon emissions

– 9x more energy saving than flying

– Reduces GHG, fossil fuels, and greenhouse gases

– Key to maintain health of human and animal life

– Causes more gentrification- need this now

– 2050 population extinct

NEG 1: Lu and Chen

• Demand to end gentrification

• Cont 1- gentrification

– Trains no curve people forced out

– Rising rates, and property values (push out buyers)

– Neighborhoods, inflation

– Creates pressures of businesses closing down

– Employment issues= low income

– Forced displacement of low income and people of color

• Cont 2- lower job opportunities

– Employment discrimination

– Low income

AFF 2:

• Climate change causing increase droughts

• Everyone su�ers regardless of people

• 26.8 millions of displacements in flood

• Causes gentrifications= high income households move into other areas

• Innovation in future runmore renewables and construction can cause less emissions (miss-
ing time frame here)

• Transition away from fossil fuels and GHG

• Cali builders promise 60% less emissions when building

• Magnitude- can’t reboud from extinction

• Time frame- needs to happen now

NEG 2:

• Ceasing land is increase in infrastructure

• US and business will lead away from the use of fossil fuels

• HSR does not reduce emissions, need way more to make an impact, increases it in urban
areas

• Need steel and concrete, consume energy and add emissions

• Main source of electricity is fracking, methanemore warming and potent

• China biggest HSR, 3rd most polluted country as a result

– 11.2 mil metric tons does not compare to 10.6E billions that china does emit

• HSR costs 2 trillion dollars, tax payers pay this, could lead to debt

SUMMARY AFF 1:

• Everlasting impact of climate change

• Debt is repayable in the long run, but extinction cannot be

• Recycle 95% of waste

• Climate change= extinction, while gentrification does not

SUMMARY NEG 2:

• Real estate makes prices too high

• Higher crime rates+ employment

• 30.7 mil people is worldwide, unlike stats supplied by opponents

• Gentrification is immediate, climate change is gradual (2050)

• No sign of renewables

• Innovate LATER, but construction causes climate change immediately

• Fossil fuels 80% of energy no way to replace this

• 20-24%methane in atmosphere

• Dropped China argument

FINAL FOCUS AFF 1:

• Gentrification rates only increase because of environmental changes

– Causes extinction

• Construction costs can be reduced

• In China saved 1.2 metric tons of gas

• EB’s release emissions in the air causing more warming

• Magnitude- extinction, irreversible

• Currently happening

FINAL FOCUS NEG 2:

• Dropped china, EPA argument

• Methane: later is too much time 66 billion dollars was proposed

– 30 years of time needed and it reaches 2050 time framementioned

• Outway on time frame/magnitude- ceasing land causes immediate displacement

Decision: I think LuandChenwin this roundbecausenot onlywere they able to attack every point
said by their opponent, but they alsowere able to extend their arguments and impact throughout
the debate.
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Round 6 A� vs Gandhi & Brown

Judge Sathvika Masina WIN
Ethan Chen
Brendan Liu

Pts 28.5
Pts 29

RFD

Winner: Con
RFD: The reason I voted for the con team is because they did a good job thoroughly answering
every single point the a� made. They made a good logical point about how the a� said climate
change will cause extinction in 40-50 years, but it takes at least 70 years for HSR to contribute to
decreasing emissions. The a�’s main voter was that climate change is more important and that
HSRwas good because it was a long term solution, but I felt that the con’s logic about time frame
beat that. Also, the con made a turn about how HSR contributes to climate change which ended
up going unresponded to by the a�. The con won the climate change argument and since both
teams agreed climate change was very important I had to vote for the con team.

Round 7 Neg vs Kancherla & Varghese

Judge Mahika Vura WIN
Ethan Chen
Brendan Liu

Pts 29
Pts 29

RFD

Final Decision: I think Lu and Chen won this debate because their rebuttal was stronger and was
able to turn almost all of their opponent’s arguments onto their side with supporting evidence.
Although a� did have good supporting evidence, it was not enough nor strong enough to over-
turn. Goodquestionswere asked fromboth sides, but negwas able to trap their opponentsmore.
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Gandhi & Brown Gandhi & Brown
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Round 1 A� vs Kothari & Acharya

Judge Holden Bukowsky WIN
Neel Gandhi
Elias Brown

Pts 27.8
Pts 27.5

RFD

Pro:
Grand cross
Good questions!
Great answers
Good communication between the two of you during grand cross as well
Acharya 28.3
Contructive
Good rate of speaking
Make sure to delineate when you are moving to the next card via an "and" or "next"
Speak a little louder, it was hard to hear you at times
Cross fire
Good questions and answers! You did a great job in this questioning period
Summary
Good volume
Good weighing arguments as well!
Make sure to extend the o�ense you have om the con page to ensure that you can answer any
weighing arguments that they might have
Good implication of the card you read
Kothari 28.4
Rebuttal
I’m not sure what this piece of evidence you read gets you, I would maybe just implicate that it
means that the economic impact of gentrification
Make sure to weigh!
Your speaking was a nice volume and speed
Also make sure to use all of your time, this is a great opportunity to line by line their arguments
and developmore o�ense
Cross fire
Good questions in cross fire
Final Focus
Great job weighing
I would flesh out a solid piece of defense on the con case to just shut the door on the debate
Good "climate change turns gentrification" extension
Implicate what the jobs argument means for the debate ebcause I think that this could serve as
mitigation of the gentrification impact
Con:
Grand cross
Good questions
Givemore indepth answers so you can use the opportunity to explain the arguments you’re read-
ing more
Gandhi 27.8
Constructive
Work on enunciation, your words sounded a little bit slurred together at times
Make sure to delineate when you are moving to the next card
There needs to be a framing argument in this speech about prioritizing probability over magni-
tude
Cross fire
Make sure to have questions prepared so you can use that time to help set up o�ense for the
rebuttals
Summary
Make sure to give o� time roadmap
Use all of your time, the summary is key to really breakdown the debate
Make sure to weigh as well, I need to knowwhat makes gentrification come first
Brown 27.5
Rebuttal
Make sure to extend your arguments
Weigh in this speech! It’s very important to introduce these types of arguments
Use all of your time! That way you can read more defense and give the summary more to work
with
I also think that you should explain the implications of the arguments you read, I don’t knowwhat
people having to drive means
Cross fire
Make sure to ask questions, it’s very important to set up arguments for the summary to collapse
to
Final Focus
Use all of your time
I also think you need to extend o�ense a lot more so I have something to weigh against the risk
of the pro case
Good job on introducing weighing into the speech
Speak up a little bit as well
RFD:
I vote a�irmative (pro), I think that they are just winning on a basic risk of o�ense
The top level there is not an impact extended by the con in the final focus, there is an impact
extended by the pro which means that automatically they outweigh
The defense I don’t think there is an answer to this argument about how high speed rails empir-
ically won’t cause gentrification, I have this one example of Houston to Dallas being given a lot.
I don’t think it’s particularly persuasive but it is conceded and I do have an argument about why
that proves that gentrification is not a necessary part of it’s construction. On the other hand I
don’t think there is a defensive argument extended by the con, whichmeans that the answers to
this methane argument are dropped
Theweighing debate there’s a conceded argument that climate change causes further gentrifica-
tion that goes dropped which means that climate change outweighs gentrification
All of which means that I think that the con doesn’t resolve their impacts, and that the pro turns
and outweighs the con case
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Round 3 Neg vs Lei & Yu

Judge Cody Morrow
Neel Gandhi
Elias Brown

Pts 28
Pts 26.5
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Round 4 A� vs Zhang, Wong & Li

Judge Sathvika Masina
Neel Gandhi
Elias Brown

Pts 28.5
Pts 27

RFD

Winner: Con (Zhang &Wong & Li )
RFD: I voted for the con team because of the turn they made about HSR making climate change
worse. This turn went unresponded by the other team, and there were no other clear and ex-
tended turns made in the debate.
Notes:
Neg-
1.
- talking bad about gent so don’t use time to mention what’s good about it
- impact needs to be clear > why adding greenhouse gases bad
2.
- good job extending c1
- make sure to also extend c2, you can drop it later in
- good job providing multiple responses to a� case
- good job weighing
- focus onmaking your responses line by line
3.
- good job extending c1 and a/t
- make sure you follow the roadmap you just stated
- have to go line by line, you kept going all over the place
- need to weigh more
- didn’t answer more displacement from climate change argument which is really bad because
you talk a lot about how bad displacement is and why you should in o� of it but if they can prove
the climate change causes more I have to vote for that
4.
- make sure you point out what arguments your opponents didn’t answer
- can’t vote on EPA argument because you didn’t extend it in summary
- you need to weigh more especially in this speech
- need to answer their answer to methane
A�-
1.
- try to add another contention
- spend more time on links can put less time on why we need to decrease climate change and
then use this time for another contention
- if you are going to do a one contention case it has to be more thorough or have sub points
2.
- make sure you roadmap before
- make sure to go line by line with responses
- extend your points
- make sure you answer all of the opponents contentions
- try to make at least one response against each point
- you have to frontline the arguments made against your case
3.
- give a roadmap
- don’t say "that’s basically evidence"
- make sure that when you are extending your contention also extend impact
- when you weight compare your impact to the other teams instead of just saying why your argu-
ment is bad
- you need to answer the turns made on your case
4.
- good that you said what it outweighs on but you need to explain the reason why it outweighs
- don’t reread evidence in �, to reference something mention card tag
- need to point out what they didn’t answer
- have to talk about turns
Overall
- use evidence to support points (ex. urban areas) instead a back and forth of yes and no
Cross
- don’t concede to what they say, make sure you answer the questions
- have a list of questions so you have something to ask
- don’t use evidence in cross, save that for your speech
- don’t let your opponent ask questions the entire time
- make sure both teammembers are speaking during grand cross
- don’t let other teammake statements instead of asking a question
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Round 5 Neg vs Kancherla & Varghese

Judge Sathvika Masina
Neel Gandhi
Elias Brown

Pts 28.5
Pts 27

RFD

RFD: I voted for the A� because they did a good job extending their turn that climate change
causes gentrification and the idea that climate change is a more pressing issue that needs to be
solved first. This all went unresponded to by the neg.
Speaker Points: Gandhi: 28.5 Brown: 27 Kancherla: 28 Varghese: 27.5
Notes:
A�-
1.
- try to add another contention, if you are going to do a one contention case it has to be more
thorough or have sub points
2.
- make sure you have clash
- don’t spend timemaking answers to arguments your opponents didn’t make
- extend your impact along with your case
3.
- you need to answer arguments made, don’t just restate the case
- extend the answers made in rebuttal
4.
- good jobmaking sure to mention what hasn’t been answered
Con-
2.
- need a roadmap
- you need to be saying more and answering the arguments the opponents are making
- try looking at your flow and for each point you have written down try saying at least one thing
in response
3.
- you need to answer the turns
4.
- you need to extend your arguments
- mention what arguments have not been answered by the other teams
Overall
- you can’t just say its true because "we have a card", both teams have cards so you have to say
why I should believe yours
- need to go line by line
- you need to answer what your opponent is actually saying
- when you weight make sure you are comparing your impacts to the other teams impacts and
explain why you outweigh
- NEED TO ANSWER TURNS
Cross
- don’t spend cross reading out cards
- have a list of questions beforehand so you have something to ask during cross
- cross is time to ASK QUESTIONS not give another speech
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Round 6 Neg vs Chen & Liu

Judge Sathvika Masina
Neel Gandhi
Elias Brown

Pts 28
Pts 27.5

RFD

Winner: Con
RFD: The reason I voted for the con team is because they did a good job thoroughly answering
every single point the a� made. They made a good logical point about how the a� said climate
change will cause extinction in 40-50 years, but it takes at least 70 years for HSR to contribute to
decreasing emissions. The a�’s main voter was that climate change is more important and that
HSRwas good because it was a long term solution, but I felt that the con’s logic about time frame
beat that. Also, the con made a turn about how HSR contributes to climate change which ended
up going unresponded to by the a�. The con won the climate change argument and since both
teams agreed climate change was very important I had to vote for the con team.

Round 7 A� vs Zhao & Cheng

Judge Sathvika Masina
Neel Gandhi
Elias Brown

Pts 28
Pts 27.5

RFD

RFD: I voted for the con because they made sure to answer all of the a�’s arguments, but the a�
only made a few responses in the debate and then didn’t extend the responses they made. The
weighing on the a� was good but I couldn’t vote for the a� because the con was winning both
contentions in the round so the a�’s weighing didn’t end upmattering.
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Kancherla & Varghese Kancherla & Varghese

Round 1 Neg vs Zhao & Cheng

Judge Erick Berdugo
Daniel Varghese
Sahil Kancherla

Pts 29.2
Pts 29.3

Round 2 Neg vs Kothari & Acharya

Judge Blake Andrews
Daniel Varghese
Sahil Kancherla

Pts 29
Pts 29

RFD

Both teams had a good debate. Make sure to give reasons to prefer your arguments. Specifically,
the debate surrounding climate change is like two ships passing in the night. Both teams would
benefit from explaining why their studies are preferable to the other side and getting into the
specifics of what their evidence says.
Pro: y’all do a good job explaining the impact of climate change and the e�ect climate change
has on displacing people ( ie climate change displaces 3-4 x the amount of people compared to
gentrification)
Con: Y’all do a good job arguing that people wouldn’t use high speed rails with your statistic that
only 2 percent of individuals use the rail systems in other countries. Additionally, y’all do a good
job describing that it would take roughly 71 years for a high speed rail to pay o�.
I vote pro: i think the pro is winning that high speed rails reduce climate change in the long run.
Yes, itmay takea significant amountof time for the investment topayo�, but I still endup thinking
at the end of the round that high speed rails are more e�icient than cars, planes, etc. I think that
climate change is the biggest impact and that even a small risk that the pro solves it is su�icient
to vote pro. I think that the pro also wins that displacement is inevitable and that people will be
displaced in far greater numbers due to climate change.
For speaker points give both teams 29s. It was a good round.
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Round 4 A� vs Lei & Yu

Judge Mahika Vura WIN
Daniel Varghese
Sahil Kancherla

Pts 26
Pts 28

RFD

Resolution: The USFG should substantially increase investment in high-speed rail.

AFF 1: Kancharla and Varghese

• Cont 1- climate change

– HSR key to energy e�icient (4x) form of travel

– Reduces number of cars and reduces need for oil

– Energy e�iciency key to global emissions

– Maintain health of human and animal life

– Slows spread of climate change+ less cars+ reduces demand for oil

NEG 1: Lei and Yu

• 2020, demand to end gentrification

• municipalities= growth

• Cont 1- HSR= gentrification

– unnecessary tax revenues

– Causes inflation, increases property values

– Inhibits industry growth- >employment issues- >higher crime rates

– Forced displacement/exclude low income people and of color

– Deprivation of services, harassment

– Prevents economic growth/cultural displacement

AFF 2:

• Too hot for life to survive/ natural causes (droughts and flooding)

• 4x more e�icient than cars (60% of emissions)

• 9.8 million displaced

• Climate change cause gentrification?

• Influence of investments to improve climate change

• HSR no cause gentrification- family structure, tra�ic congestion

• Goes through rural areas not urban

NEG 2:

• Low school quality

• Reduced job employment

• Less oil would have no impact on global warming

– Would only reduce by 0.01%

• EPA has no authority over emissions

– Doesn’t mean USA would drive away from this

• Industry continue to use CO2

• Methane 80x more trapping

• Increase in fracking= more methane release

• No evidence of extinction or war

• HSR increases rate of warming

SUMMARY AFF 1:

• Safe, e�icient, reduce climate change

• Gentrification- goes through rural areas, buses and subways not linked to this

• Removing cars to highways lead to less emissions

• Good impact importance

• Outway on time frame- need it now

• Cars and trucks (60% emissions)

• GHG less emitted

• Katrina- other causes exist as well and this isn’t avoided

SUMMARY NEG 2:

• Ceasing land for infrastructure causes gentrification

• People moving inland and not at the coast because of HSR

• 71 years of occupancy to solve emissions

• Hurricane Katrina manmade?

• Cars dont use oil for fracking

• Need power plants for more gentrification (but people dont live in potential power plant
grounds)

FINAL FOCUS AFF 1:

• Threatens all life on earth, will slow climate change, does not tell time frame though

• 3x more impactful than gentrification

• Mainly rural areas

• CO2more abundant, but significantly reduces this

• Cars need fracking, reduces need for methane

• Needs to be addressed now

FINAL FOCUS NEG 2:

• Time frame outway

• HSR requires methane bc of fracking

– Far worse e�ects

• Even if it slows rates, industries continue to pump out emissions

• Probability- shown all throughout the world

• Doesnt ensure solving climate change problem

Decision: I think Kancharla and Varghese win this round because they were able to oppose every
point said by their opponents with credible information.
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Round 5 A� vs Gandhi & Brown

Judge Sathvika Masina WIN
Daniel Varghese
Sahil Kancherla

Pts 27.5
Pts 28

RFD

RFD: I voted for the A� because they did a good job extending their turn that climate change
causes gentrification and the idea that climate change is a more pressing issue that needs to be
solved first. This all went unresponded to by the neg.
Speaker Points: Gandhi: 28.5 Brown: 27 Kancherla: 28 Varghese: 27.5
Notes:
A�-
1.
- try to add another contention, if you are going to do a one contention case it has to be more
thorough or have sub points
2.
- make sure you have clash
- don’t spend timemaking answers to arguments your opponents didn’t make
- extend your impact along with your case
3.
- you need to answer arguments made, don’t just restate the case
- extend the answers made in rebuttal
4.
- good jobmaking sure to mention what hasn’t been answered
Con-
2.
- need a roadmap
- you need to be saying more and answering the arguments the opponents are making
- try looking at your flow and for each point you have written down try saying at least one thing
in response
3.
- you need to answer the turns
4.
- you need to extend your arguments
- mention what arguments have not been answered by the other teams
Overall
- you can’t just say its true because "we have a card", both teams have cards so you have to say
why I should believe yours
- need to go line by line
- you need to answer what your opponent is actually saying
- when you weight make sure you are comparing your impacts to the other teams impacts and
explain why you outweigh
- NEED TO ANSWER TURNS
Cross
- don’t spend cross reading out cards
- have a list of questions beforehand so you have something to ask during cross
- cross is time to ASK QUESTIONS not give another speech
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Round 6 Neg vs Zhang, Wong & Li

Judge Rohan Palavali
Daniel Varghese
Sahil Kancherla

Pts 26
Pts 27.5

RFD

Con 1 (Li - 28.5): I don’t entirely get how the EPA evidence is necessary or relevant to this debate
round.

Con 2 (Wong - 29): You don’t have to extend in rebuttal

Pro 1 (Varghese - 26): You can prepare questions beforehand to some extent. Make sure to extend
weighing in summary

Pro 2 (Kancharla - 27.5): You don’t have to extend in rebuttal. Let your opponent have questions.

Decision: Con won

• They mitigated all of the climate change o�ense with these two points

– China

– Only help climate change by 0.01%

• They still had some impacts fromgentrification even if they do have helpmoving. The rural
areas thing was responded to clearly.

Round 7 A� vs Chen & Liu

Judge Mahika Vura
Daniel Varghese
Sahil Kancherla

Pts 27
Pts 28

RFD

Final Decision: I think Lu and Chen won this debate because their rebuttal was stronger and was
able to turn almost all of their opponent’s arguments onto their side with supporting evidence.
Although a� did have good supporting evidence, it was not enough nor strong enough to over-
turn. Goodquestionswere asked fromboth sides, but negwas able to trap their opponentsmore.
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Kothari & Acharya Kothari & Acharya
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Round 1 Neg vs Gandhi & Brown

Judge Holden Bukowsky
Sohum Kothari
Sanjeev Acharya

Pts 28.4
Pts 28.3

RFD

Pro:
Grand cross
Good questions!
Great answers
Good communication between the two of you during grand cross as well
Acharya 28.3
Contructive
Good rate of speaking
Make sure to delineate when you are moving to the next card via an "and" or "next"
Speak a little louder, it was hard to hear you at times
Cross fire
Good questions and answers! You did a great job in this questioning period
Summary
Good volume
Good weighing arguments as well!
Make sure to extend the o�ense you have om the con page to ensure that you can answer any
weighing arguments that they might have
Good implication of the card you read
Kothari 28.4
Rebuttal
I’m not sure what this piece of evidence you read gets you, I would maybe just implicate that it
means that the economic impact of gentrification
Make sure to weigh!
Your speaking was a nice volume and speed
Also make sure to use all of your time, this is a great opportunity to line by line their arguments
and developmore o�ense
Cross fire
Good questions in cross fire
Final Focus
Great job weighing
I would flesh out a solid piece of defense on the con case to just shut the door on the debate
Good "climate change turns gentrification" extension
Implicate what the jobs argument means for the debate ebcause I think that this could serve as
mitigation of the gentrification impact
Con:
Grand cross
Good questions
Givemore indepth answers so you can use the opportunity to explain the arguments you’re read-
ing more
Gandhi 27.8
Constructive
Work on enunciation, your words sounded a little bit slurred together at times
Make sure to delineate when you are moving to the next card
There needs to be a framing argument in this speech about prioritizing probability over magni-
tude
Cross fire
Make sure to have questions prepared so you can use that time to help set up o�ense for the
rebuttals
Summary
Make sure to give o� time roadmap
Use all of your time, the summary is key to really breakdown the debate
Make sure to weigh as well, I need to knowwhat makes gentrification come first
Brown 27.5
Rebuttal
Make sure to extend your arguments
Weigh in this speech! It’s very important to introduce these types of arguments
Use all of your time! That way you can read more defense and give the summary more to work
with
I also think that you should explain the implications of the arguments you read, I don’t knowwhat
people having to drive means
Cross fire
Make sure to ask questions, it’s very important to set up arguments for the summary to collapse
to
Final Focus
Use all of your time
I also think you need to extend o�ense a lot more so I have something to weigh against the risk
of the pro case
Good job on introducing weighing into the speech
Speak up a little bit as well
RFD:
I vote a�irmative (pro), I think that they are just winning on a basic risk of o�ense
The top level there is not an impact extended by the con in the final focus, there is an impact
extended by the pro which means that automatically they outweigh
The defense I don’t think there is an answer to this argument about how high speed rails empir-
ically won’t cause gentrification, I have this one example of Houston to Dallas being given a lot.
I don’t think it’s particularly persuasive but it is conceded and I do have an argument about why
that proves that gentrification is not a necessary part of it’s construction. On the other hand I
don’t think there is a defensive argument extended by the con, whichmeans that the answers to
this methane argument are dropped
Theweighing debate there’s a conceded argument that climate change causes further gentrifica-
tion that goes dropped which means that climate change outweighs gentrification
All of which means that I think that the con doesn’t resolve their impacts, and that the pro turns
and outweighs the con case
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Round 2 A� vs Kancherla & Varghese

Judge Blake Andrews WIN
Sohum Kothari
Sanjeev Acharya

Pts 29
Pts 29

RFD

Both teams had a good debate. Make sure to give reasons to prefer your arguments. Specifically,
the debate surrounding climate change is like two ships passing in the night. Both teams would
benefit from explaining why their studies are preferable to the other side and getting into the
specifics of what their evidence says.
Pro: y’all do a good job explaining the impact of climate change and the e�ect climate change
has on displacing people ( ie climate change displaces 3-4 x the amount of people compared to
gentrification)
Con: Y’all do a good job arguing that people wouldn’t use high speed rails with your statistic that
only 2 percent of individuals use the rail systems in other countries. Additionally, y’all do a good
job describing that it would take roughly 71 years for a high speed rail to pay o�.
I vote pro: i think the pro is winning that high speed rails reduce climate change in the long run.
Yes, itmay takea significant amountof time for the investment topayo�, but I still endup thinking
at the end of the round that high speed rails are more e�icient than cars, planes, etc. I think that
climate change is the biggest impact and that even a small risk that the pro solves it is su�icient
to vote pro. I think that the pro also wins that displacement is inevitable and that people will be
displaced in far greater numbers due to climate change.
For speaker points give both teams 29s. It was a good round.

Round 3 A� vs Chen & Liu

Judge Taylor Dougherty WIN
Sohum Kothari
Sanjeev Acharya

Pts 28
Pts 28.1

RFD
I voted for Proin this debate because I believe that con is winning that climate change outweighs
gentrification, the con is also making a good argument that says climate change causes gentrifi-
cation meaning that if we do not pass hsr gentrification will happen anyways.
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Round 4 Neg vs Zhao & Cheng

Judge Rohan Palavali
Sohum Kothari
Sanjeev Acharya

Pts 27
Pts 26

RFD

Zhao (28.5): I’d appreciate more organization in the summary; you jumped around a lot.

Cheng (28): You don’t have to extend case in rebuttal. I’d use that time to respond to more argu-
ments in the CON case.

Acharya (26): Make sure to extend case in summary! If you can, grouparguments to respondmore
e�iciently.

Kothari (27): You had more time to respond to more arguments in your rebuttal! Make sure to
respond to all of the arguments that your opponent brings up.

PROWon:

• Con didn’t extend any of their case in summary, so they lost all o�ense

• Con didn’t respond to the argument about how the HSR projects in CA were not federally
managed

• PROwon their pre-req weighing: climate change displaces POCs, low income people, they
solve for CON’s impact

Round 5 A� vs Zhang, Wong & Li

Judge Rohan Palavali
Sohum Kothari
Sanjeev Acharya

Pts 28
Pts 27.5

RFD

Decision: Con wins

• Con has all their o�ense on gentrification

• I bought that gentrification by climate change is worse

• SO

• Does HSR cause climate change?

• No. But it doesn’t help.

• So since Pro doesn’t have any o�ense and Con has all of it, Con wins.
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Round 7 A� vs Lei & Yu

Judge Rohan Palavali
Sohum Kothari
Sanjeev Acharya

Pts 27.5
Pts 27

RFD

Con 1 (Lei - 28.5): Make sure to only bring things up in C/X that were said before. Do not bring up
new evidence in C/X.

Con 2 (Yu - 29.5): Make sure to mention salient things said during C/X in your speech! You made
some really good points during C/X but didn’t say any of them in your speech.

Pro 1 (Kothari - 27.5): Do not use C/X as a space to just bring up new points.

Pro 2 (Acharya - 27): Make sure to try and respond to everything during rebuttal!

General: Do not bring up new points during rebuttal!

Decision: Con won

• Pro never responded to the point about climate change being nonunique due to the EPA
losing jurisdiction over CO2

• I bought the point that HSR only reduced GHGs by 0.01%.

• In addition, the jobs impact of gentrification was mitigated, but the Con team still had of-
fense with crime, education, health, et
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Lei & Yu Lei & Yu

Round 2 A� vs Zhang, Wong & Li

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN
Tharon Lei
Priscilla Yu

Pts 29
Pts 29.4

Round 3 A� vs Gandhi & Brown

Judge Cody Morrow WIN
Tharon Lei
Priscilla Yu

Pts 28.5
Pts 28.5
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Round 4 Neg vs Kancherla & Varghese

Judge Mahika Vura
Tharon Lei
Priscilla Yu

Pts 27
Pts 27

RFD

Resolution: The USFG should substantially increase investment in high-speed rail.

AFF 1: Kancharla and Varghese

• Cont 1- climate change

– HSR key to energy e�icient (4x) form of travel

– Reduces number of cars and reduces need for oil

– Energy e�iciency key to global emissions

– Maintain health of human and animal life

– Slows spread of climate change+ less cars+ reduces demand for oil

NEG 1: Lei and Yu

• 2020, demand to end gentrification

• municipalities= growth

• Cont 1- HSR= gentrification

– unnecessary tax revenues

– Causes inflation, increases property values

– Inhibits industry growth- >employment issues- >higher crime rates

– Forced displacement/exclude low income people and of color

– Deprivation of services, harassment

– Prevents economic growth/cultural displacement

AFF 2:

• Too hot for life to survive/ natural causes (droughts and flooding)

• 4x more e�icient than cars (60% of emissions)

• 9.8 million displaced

• Climate change cause gentrification?

• Influence of investments to improve climate change

• HSR no cause gentrification- family structure, tra�ic congestion

• Goes through rural areas not urban

NEG 2:

• Low school quality

• Reduced job employment

• Less oil would have no impact on global warming

– Would only reduce by 0.01%

• EPA has no authority over emissions

– Doesn’t mean USA would drive away from this

• Industry continue to use CO2

• Methane 80x more trapping

• Increase in fracking= more methane release

• No evidence of extinction or war

• HSR increases rate of warming

SUMMARY AFF 1:

• Safe, e�icient, reduce climate change

• Gentrification- goes through rural areas, buses and subways not linked to this

• Removing cars to highways lead to less emissions

• Good impact importance

• Outway on time frame- need it now

• Cars and trucks (60% emissions)

• GHG less emitted

• Katrina- other causes exist as well and this isn’t avoided

SUMMARY NEG 2:

• Ceasing land for infrastructure causes gentrification

• People moving inland and not at the coast because of HSR

• 71 years of occupancy to solve emissions

• Hurricane Katrina manmade?

• Cars dont use oil for fracking

• Need power plants for more gentrification (but people dont live in potential power plant
grounds)

FINAL FOCUS AFF 1:

• Threatens all life on earth, will slow climate change, does not tell time frame though

• 3x more impactful than gentrification

• Mainly rural areas

• CO2more abundant, but significantly reduces this

• Cars need fracking, reduces need for methane

• Needs to be addressed now

FINAL FOCUS NEG 2:

• Time frame outway

• HSR requires methane bc of fracking

– Far worse e�ects

• Even if it slows rates, industries continue to pump out emissions

• Probability- shown all throughout the world

• Doesnt ensure solving climate change problem

Decision: I think Kancharla and Varghese win this round because they were able to oppose every
point said by their opponents with credible information.
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Round 5 Neg vs Chen & Liu

Judge Mahika Vura
Tharon Lei
Priscilla Yu

Pts 27
Pts 27

RFD

AFF 1: Lei and Yu

• Cont 1- climate change

– Harming now- impact calc

– Reduce number of cars reduce carbon emissions

– 9x more energy saving than flying

– Reduces GHG, fossil fuels, and greenhouse gases

– Key to maintain health of human and animal life

– Causes more gentrification- need this now

– 2050 population extinct

NEG 1: Lu and Chen

• Demand to end gentrification

• Cont 1- gentrification

– Trains no curve people forced out

– Rising rates, and property values (push out buyers)

– Neighborhoods, inflation

– Creates pressures of businesses closing down

– Employment issues= low income

– Forced displacement of low income and people of color

• Cont 2- lower job opportunities

– Employment discrimination

– Low income

AFF 2:

• Climate change causing increase droughts

• Everyone su�ers regardless of people

• 26.8 millions of displacements in flood

• Causes gentrifications= high income households move into other areas

• Innovation in future runmore renewables and construction can cause less emissions (miss-
ing time frame here)

• Transition away from fossil fuels and GHG

• Cali builders promise 60% less emissions when building

• Magnitude- can’t reboud from extinction

• Time frame- needs to happen now

NEG 2:

• Ceasing land is increase in infrastructure

• US and business will lead away from the use of fossil fuels

• HSR does not reduce emissions, need way more to make an impact, increases it in urban
areas

• Need steel and concrete, consume energy and add emissions

• Main source of electricity is fracking, methanemore warming and potent

• China biggest HSR, 3rd most polluted country as a result

– 11.2 mil metric tons does not compare to 10.6E billions that china does emit

• HSR costs 2 trillion dollars, tax payers pay this, could lead to debt

SUMMARY AFF 1:

• Everlasting impact of climate change

• Debt is repayable in the long run, but extinction cannot be

• Recycle 95% of waste

• Climate change= extinction, while gentrification does not

SUMMARY NEG 2:

• Real estate makes prices too high

• Higher crime rates+ employment

• 30.7 mil people is worldwide, unlike stats supplied by opponents

• Gentrification is immediate, climate change is gradual (2050)

• No sign of renewables

• Innovate LATER, but construction causes climate change immediately

• Fossil fuels 80% of energy no way to replace this

• 20-24%methane in atmosphere

• Dropped China argument

FINAL FOCUS AFF 1:

• Gentrification rates only increase because of environmental changes

– Causes extinction

• Construction costs can be reduced

• In China saved 1.2 metric tons of gas

• EB’s release emissions in the air causing more warming

• Magnitude- extinction, irreversible

• Currently happening

FINAL FOCUS NEG 2:

• Dropped china, EPA argument

• Methane: later is too much time 66 billion dollars was proposed

– 30 years of time needed and it reaches 2050 time framementioned

• Outway on time frame/magnitude- ceasing land causes immediate displacement

Decision: I think LuandChenwin this roundbecausenot onlywere they able to attack every point
said by their opponent, but they alsowere able to extend their arguments and impact throughout
the debate.
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Round 6 A� vs Zhao & Cheng

Judge Mahika Vura
Tharon Lei
Priscilla Yu

Pts 27
Pts 28

RFD

Final decision: I think Cheng and Zhao win this round because they presented credible and clear
reasoning during Cross Exwhile also defending and attacking their opponent’s case in a neat and
orderly fashion. They were also one of the only teams to extend relevant impact arguments. A�
team also presented contradicting information regarding their own case.

Round 7 Neg vs Kothari & Acharya

Judge Rohan Palavali WIN
Tharon Lei
Priscilla Yu

Pts 28.5
Pts 29.5

RFD

Con 1 (Lei - 28.5): Make sure to only bring things up in C/X that were said before. Do not bring up
new evidence in C/X.

Con 2 (Yu - 29.5): Make sure to mention salient things said during C/X in your speech! You made
some really good points during C/X but didn’t say any of them in your speech.

Pro 1 (Kothari - 27.5): Do not use C/X as a space to just bring up new points.

Pro 2 (Acharya - 27): Make sure to try and respond to everything during rebuttal!

General: Do not bring up new points during rebuttal!

Decision: Con won

• Pro never responded to the point about climate change being nonunique due to the EPA
losing jurisdiction over CO2

• I bought the point that HSR only reduced GHGs by 0.01%.

• In addition, the jobs impact of gentrification was mitigated, but the Con team still had of-
fense with crime, education, health, et
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Zhang &Wong & Li Zhang, Wong & Li
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Round 1 A� vs Chen & Liu

Judge Holden Bukowsky
Sophia Li
Victoria Wong
Ariane Zhang

Pts 28.3
Pts 28.2
Pts 28.1

RFD

Pro:
Grand cross
I think all of you need to not focus on abstract ideas associated with the pro, but rather I think
that you need to focus on the arguments presented by the con
Also make sure to not let them eat all of the question time
Zhang 28.1
Rebuttal
You shouldn’t be taking this much prep for the rebuttal, you don’t have to do too much except
just frontlining the con
Ask if everyone is ready before you start to speak
Make sure to give a roadmap so I have my flows in order and ready
When speaking make sure to face me so I can hear you
Make sure to say when you are switching flows
Cross fire
Be more assertive in cross, your questions should also be about the warrants that the con reads
on the pro case
Wong 28.2
Summary
Use all of your time, and extend o�ense on the con
There needs to be some weighing in this speech so you can go for extinction outweigh since it is
your best argument and final focus argument which gets you a bunch of o�ense
Li 28.3
Constructive
Good volume of speaking, I would just make sure to enunciate a little bit more when you are
reading quickly
The construction of the pro case is good and well structured, I think that there should either be a
small impact framing argument so that you have the framing debate started earlier
Crossfire
The cross questions you asked should be pushing the di�erential between gentrification in the
status quo and gentrificiation in the world of the pro a lot more because their answers were not
very su�icient on the initial question
Try tobeabitmore in depth about your questions so you can really demonstrate topic knowledge
Final Focus
Make sure to use all of your time
There also needs to be a weighing argument extended so I knowwhy your impacts matter more
Good volume of speaking and speed! Very easy to listen to
Con:
Chen 28.8
Rebuttal
Good speaking, I enjoyed the volume and speed you were speaking were great!
I think that theextensionof the conat the topwasgoodand I thought theoverviewwaswell timed
and short, I would maybe just try and explain the two internal links you have to gentrification a
bit more concisely so that you can collapse to one of them in the summary
I would number the responses you make to certain arguments on the pro case so that it is easier
to flow and keep track for the rest of the round
The responses you domakewere good, and had gooddvelopment of o�ense, I think that you just
need to make sure you do more weighing (I think that an impact framing argument would really
help out here)
Cross fire
Let them have a question please
Don’t talk over them, they have equal right to ask questions as you do
Final Focus
Good extension of the con case, I would integrate more warranted weighing argument
Extend o�ense on the pro more, I think the construction argument once again needs to be ex-
tended here
Other than that I think that you did good! I would also just make sure to flesh out the argument
you go for a little bit more so it makes your arguments even more persuasive because of their
intricacy
Liu 28.7
Constructive
Your speaking is very choppy, try to make your sentences flow a bit easier not as if there are con-
stant pauses
I would have more than one contention unless there are multiple internal link scenarios
Crossfire
Your answers need to be a bit more indepth, be a lot more comparative in the statistic you list in
cross, also provide explanations for your answers because it shows depth of topic knowledge
Summary
Youneed toweigha lotmore, andanswer thearguments that the rubttalmakes, youdropdefense
You need to extendmore o�ense, I think the construction argument is really smart and does a lot
for you, so extend that for sure in addition to explaining the di�erence in methane and CO2
RFD:
I vote negative (con), I think that they are winning a piece of defense coupled with conceded
weighing arguments which means that I think gentrification outweighs
The defense debate I think that the pro is very much behind in this part of the debate, the best
argument I have extended into the final focus by the pro on this part is just this argument about
how climate change worsens gentrification but I don’t think that this is an answer to the con. I
think that theconwins this argumentaboutwhyChinaproves thathigh speed railsdon’tdecrease
emissions because not enough people use them which menas that they would have a negligble
impact on emissions. I think that this is conceded throughout the debate which also answers
this "climate change turns gentrification" argument since the pro no longer resolves their climate
change impact
The weighing debate I don’t particularly think that either side had a super convincing argument.
However, I think that the con has extended conceded weighing arguments about why gentrifica-
tion comes first because it is occurring in the status quo (I think that this could also apply to cli-
mate change but there is no arguments about why it also applies to the pro’s case) which means
that it outweighs the pro
Those two parts of the debate, in tandum with one another, mean that I think that the defense
answers the remaining risk of o�ense on the pro page, which means I vote con because gentrifi-
cation outweighs
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Round 2 Neg vs Lei & Yu

Judge Adrian Sendejas
Sophia Li
Victoria Wong
Ariane Zhang

Pts 29.5
Pts 29.3
Pts 29.2

Round 3 A� vs Zhao & Cheng

Judge Cody Morrow
Sophia Li
Victoria Wong

Pts 28.5
Pts 28
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Round 4 Neg vs Gandhi & Brown

Judge Sathvika Masina WIN
Sophia Li
Victoria Wong

Pts 28
Pts 29

RFD

Winner: Con (Zhang &Wong & Li )
RFD: I voted for the con team because of the turn they made about HSR making climate change
worse. This turn went unresponded by the other team, and there were no other clear and ex-
tended turns made in the debate.
Notes:
Neg-
1.
- talking bad about gent so don’t use time to mention what’s good about it
- impact needs to be clear > why adding greenhouse gases bad
2.
- good job extending c1
- make sure to also extend c2, you can drop it later in
- good job providing multiple responses to a� case
- good job weighing
- focus onmaking your responses line by line
3.
- good job extending c1 and a/t
- make sure you follow the roadmap you just stated
- have to go line by line, you kept going all over the place
- need to weigh more
- didn’t answer more displacement from climate change argument which is really bad because
you talk a lot about how bad displacement is and why you should in o� of it but if they can prove
the climate change causes more I have to vote for that
4.
- make sure you point out what arguments your opponents didn’t answer
- can’t vote on EPA argument because you didn’t extend it in summary
- you need to weigh more especially in this speech
- need to answer their answer to methane
A�-
1.
- try to add another contention
- spend more time on links can put less time on why we need to decrease climate change and
then use this time for another contention
- if you are going to do a one contention case it has to be more thorough or have sub points
2.
- make sure you roadmap before
- make sure to go line by line with responses
- extend your points
- make sure you answer all of the opponents contentions
- try to make at least one response against each point
- you have to frontline the arguments made against your case
3.
- give a roadmap
- don’t say "that’s basically evidence"
- make sure that when you are extending your contention also extend impact
- when you weight compare your impact to the other teams instead of just saying why your argu-
ment is bad
- you need to answer the turns made on your case
4.
- good that you said what it outweighs on but you need to explain the reason why it outweighs
- don’t reread evidence in �, to reference something mention card tag
- need to point out what they didn’t answer
- have to talk about turns
Overall
- use evidence to support points (ex. urban areas) instead a back and forth of yes and no
Cross
- don’t concede to what they say, make sure you answer the questions
- have a list of questions so you have something to ask
- don’t use evidence in cross, save that for your speech
- don’t let your opponent ask questions the entire time
- make sure both teammembers are speaking during grand cross
- don’t let other teammake statements instead of asking a question
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Round 5 Neg vs Kothari & Acharya

Judge Rohan Palavali WIN
Sophia Li
Victoria Wong

Pts 29
Pts 28.5

RFD

Decision: Con wins

• Con has all their o�ense on gentrification

• I bought that gentrification by climate change is worse

• SO

• Does HSR cause climate change?

• No. But it doesn’t help.

• So since Pro doesn’t have any o�ense and Con has all of it, Con wins.

Round 6 A� vs Kancherla & Varghese

Judge Rohan Palavali WIN
Sophia Li
Victoria Wong

Pts 28.5
Pts 29

RFD

Con 1 (Li - 28.5): I don’t entirely get how the EPA evidence is necessary or relevant to this debate
round.

Con 2 (Wong - 29): You don’t have to extend in rebuttal

Pro 1 (Varghese - 26): You can prepare questions beforehand to some extent. Make sure to extend
weighing in summary

Pro 2 (Kancharla - 27.5): You don’t have to extend in rebuttal. Let your opponent have questions.

Decision: Con won

• They mitigated all of the climate change o�ense with these two points

– China

– Only help climate change by 0.01%

• They still had some impacts fromgentrification even if they do have helpmoving. The rural
areas thing was responded to clearly.
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Mean Green Comet MS
PF: Zhao & Cheng Zhao & Cheng

Round 1 A� vs Kancherla & Varghese

Judge Erick Berdugo WIN
Maggie Cheng
Esther Zhao

Pts 29.4
Pts 29.5

Round 2 Neg vs Chen & Liu

Judge Adrian Sendejas WIN
Maggie Cheng
Esther Zhao

Pts 29.4
Pts 29.5

RFD
RFD – Prowon that cc turned gentrification and that they controlled the internal link to structural
violence impacts of black and hispanic communities

Round 3 Neg vs Zhang, Wong & Li

Judge Cody Morrow WIN
Maggie Cheng
Esther Zhao

Pts 29
Pts 29.5
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Round 4 A� vs Kothari & Acharya

Judge Rohan Palavali WIN
Maggie Cheng
Esther Zhao

Pts 28
Pts 28.5

RFD

Zhao (28.5): I’d appreciate more organization in the summary; you jumped around a lot.

Cheng (28): You don’t have to extend case in rebuttal. I’d use that time to respond to more argu-
ments in the CON case.

Acharya (26): Make sure to extend case in summary! If you can, grouparguments to respondmore
e�iciently.

Kothari (27): You had more time to respond to more arguments in your rebuttal! Make sure to
respond to all of the arguments that your opponent brings up.

PROWon:

• Con didn’t extend any of their case in summary, so they lost all o�ense

• Con didn’t respond to the argument about how the HSR projects in CA were not federally
managed

• PROwon their pre-req weighing: climate change displaces POCs, low income people, they
solve for CON’s impact

Round 6 Neg vs Lei & Yu

Judge Mahika Vura WIN
Maggie Cheng
Esther Zhao

Pts 29
Pts 29

RFD

Final decision: I think Cheng and Zhao win this round because they presented credible and clear
reasoning during Cross Exwhile also defending and attacking their opponent’s case in a neat and
orderly fashion. They were also one of the only teams to extend relevant impact arguments. A�
team also presented contradicting information regarding their own case.

Round 7 Neg vs Gandhi & Brown

Judge Sathvika Masina WIN
Maggie Cheng
Esther Zhao

Pts 28.5
Pts 29

RFD

RFD: I voted for the con because they made sure to answer all of the a�’s arguments, but the a�
only made a few responses in the debate and then didn’t extend the responses they made. The
weighing on the a� was good but I couldn’t vote for the a� because the con was winning both
contentions in the round so the a�’s weighing didn’t end upmattering.
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Crunchy Llamas Crunchy Llamas

Imp Neg vs Polite Caterpillars

Judge Tristan Rios WIN

Bhav Mehta
Ethan Menezes
Sriram Nalajala
Anya Nathan
Emily Oropeza

RFD

1P - i think you should have allowed yourself to answermore questions and in addition there was
alot of talk about how there were alternatives to fossil fuel but not why fossil fuel is bad which is
importnatespecially ina speech thatwas5minutes short 1O i thoughtyoumadeaveryconvincing
arguement for why we cant ttrransition quickly and why we cant completely replace fossil fuels,
my only criticism is i wish oyu would have gone more into detail on the economic e�ects of the
transition as well as answered more questions since the speech ended 4 minutes early. also for
the future yall should point out how renewable resources are o�en constructedout of non renew-
able resources like the type of ironmade to use. 2P i think the general point that fossil fuel is non
renewable was a good one however i think the 30 seconds you talked aobut it was not enough
to give the topic/arguement the proper depth that it needed to be a compelling arguement. i
think the arugement could reallty benefit from statistics or data to reinforce your point 2O great
job bringing up data and qualified citations to reinforce your point, i thought you thouroughly
explored the arguement you were making, i think you could have made a second point in this
speech due to the large amount of time remaining 3P this speech really needed to have an argue-
ment or evidence, i think the strategy of just having them ask you questions during this speech
isnt it because it will allow your opponents to get way ahead when they stand up in their speech
nad add on to your arguement 3O fantastic answers to the questions that were asked of you also
great job at pointing outwhen theywere justmaking things upandneededa citation tomake cer-
tain claims. overall great job at summarizing the point you were winning at and what they were
losing at and also for making your speech and answers last the full 8 minutes OR - i think you
could have more e�iciently used time during this speech as while sometimes you brought back
up really good arguements you unfortunately le� outmanymore arguements then youwere able
to brought up, this is also because you speend alot of timemaking some new arguements in this
speech instead of summarizingwhat arguements youmadehtat your opponents did not respond
to PR i think that 15 seconds of time spent extending your older arguements is unfortunantly do-
ing earlier speeches a dissserice, you hada a similar issue to the oppositional rebuttla in that you
spent so much time making new arguements that you le� alot of the old arguements you made
behind and unextended.
RFD ultimately i think the opposition wins do to an arguement that global warming is good for
plants, renewables cause as much destruction ecologically as fossil fuel, and that it would be
too expensive for the wide majority of the population to a�ord renewable energy which pushes
people into poverty
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Flying Bobcats Flying Bobcats

Imp A� vs Hungry Meerkats

Judge Tim Lewis

Blake Clark
Langston Holiday
Ethan Lacy
Mason Personett

RFD

1st proposition
good agd and confidence in narrative
you should try hard to use all of your time
remember to include "This House opposes..." at the end of your speech
1st opposition
remember to look at your audience
good points about looking at all of the aspects of the benefits of the fossil fuel industry and not
just climate change
you should try hard to use all of your time
2nd proposition
you have good stage presence
your rebuttals were thoughtful and logical
2nd opposition
good confidence and nice comparisons betweenmoney amounts
your stage presence is strong
you use your hands e�ectively to communicate your points
langston: great questions and good job getting your idea communicated
scott: excellent responses and polite confidence
drake: good pressure on the oil spill question
3rd proposition
strong points and good job answering questions
scott: good questions and respectful approach
good point giving some judge instruction onwhat arguments were answered andwhat argswere
not answered
3rd opposition
succinct summary of key issues
a little more clash and use of time would be helpful
opposition reply
good job answering the key points of the proposition and explaining howyou answered the other
points that the prop said you did not engage
good impact work
proposition reply
good job starting with judge instructions
good job restating your key renewable energy point.
i vote for the opposition. i think the harms of transitioning away from fossil fuels outweigh the
benefits.
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Funky Koalas Funky Koalas

Imp Neg vs Running Lions

Judge Townes Schultz

Sandra Gomes
Mihika Gupta
Shaariq Hasan
Nithilan Karthik

RFD

I vote a� on a narrow 2 point di�erence. I think that the a� wins on strategy which gets them
barely ahead on points. Both sides have good speakers and good arguments, however the a� is
ahead because of their argument about the inevitability of renewables. So, regardless of all the
high quality renewables bad arguments, there’s enough risk from the a� arguments that they can
be good a�er innovation and they’re inevitable so I have to try or die to transition away.
I think both sides could focus on projection and presentation. Speak from the diaphragm and hit
every corner of the room. Add emphasis to important points and try to win on style and content
points if you feel youmight be behind on the technical part of the debate.
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Funny Zebras Funny Zebras

Imp A� vs Peppy Rhinos

Judge Anaiya Moran WIN

Kevin Zheng
Isabella Zhou
Cindy Zhou
Simran Allidina
Elina Brahmandam

Prep Neg vs Soaring Lemmings

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN

Kevin Zheng
Isabella Zhou
Cindy Zhou
Simran Allidina
Elina Brahmandam
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Hungry Meerkats Hungry Meerkats

Imp Neg vs Flying Bobcats

Judge Tim Lewis WIN

Nadya Zhang
Vincent McColm
Aanya Shah
Scott Wagner

RFD

1st proposition
good agd and confidence in narrative
you should try hard to use all of your time
remember to include "This House opposes..." at the end of your speech
1st opposition
remember to look at your audience
good points about looking at all of the aspects of the benefits of the fossil fuel industry and not
just climate change
you should try hard to use all of your time
2nd proposition
you have good stage presence
your rebuttals were thoughtful and logical
2nd opposition
good confidence and nice comparisons betweenmoney amounts
your stage presence is strong
you use your hands e�ectively to communicate your points
langston: great questions and good job getting your idea communicated
scott: excellent responses and polite confidence
drake: good pressure on the oil spill question
3rd proposition
strong points and good job answering questions
scott: good questions and respectful approach
good point giving some judge instruction onwhat arguments were answered andwhat argswere
not answered
3rd opposition
succinct summary of key issues
a little more clash and use of time would be helpful
opposition reply
good job answering the key points of the proposition and explaining howyou answered the other
points that the prop said you did not engage
good impact work
proposition reply
good job starting with judge instructions
good job restating your key renewable energy point.
i vote for the opposition. i think the harms of transitioning away from fossil fuels outweigh the
benefits.
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Nice Panthers Nice Panthers

Imp A� vs Soaring Lemmings

Judge Mak Kovar WIN

Benjamin Yi
Zongcheng Yuan
Zara Yunus

RFD
General RFD: Voted for Propositionbecauseof the argument that fossil fuels are runningout that
was not answered by the opposition. Thus, even if I were to accept that FFmay bemore e�icient-
it would eventually run out anyway so it would be good to use more renewables.
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Peppy Rhinos Peppy Rhinos

Imp Neg vs Funny Zebras

Judge Anaiya Moran

Kevin Cui
Anuraag Gadehothur
Karnam
Akhil Garapati
Rohan Huria
Ritvik Jayaram
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Polite Caterpillars Polite Caterpillars

Imp A� vs Crunchy Llamas

Judge Tristan Rios

Shrika Atluri
Moira Lee
Amara Mirchandani
Mae Villarreal
Kadiri Watkins

RFD

1P - i think you should have allowed yourself to answermore questions and in addition there was
alot of talk about how there were alternatives to fossil fuel but not why fossil fuel is bad which is
importnatespecially ina speech thatwas5minutes short 1O i thoughtyoumadeaveryconvincing
arguement for why we cant ttrransition quickly and why we cant completely replace fossil fuels,
my only criticism is i wish oyu would have gone more into detail on the economic e�ects of the
transition as well as answered more questions since the speech ended 4 minutes early. also for
the future yall should point out how renewable resources are o�en constructedout of non renew-
able resources like the type of ironmade to use. 2P i think the general point that fossil fuel is non
renewable was a good one however i think the 30 seconds you talked aobut it was not enough
to give the topic/arguement the proper depth that it needed to be a compelling arguement. i
think the arugement could reallty benefit from statistics or data to reinforce your point 2O great
job bringing up data and qualified citations to reinforce your point, i thought you thouroughly
explored the arguement you were making, i think you could have made a second point in this
speech due to the large amount of time remaining 3P this speech really needed to have an argue-
ment or evidence, i think the strategy of just having them ask you questions during this speech
isnt it because it will allow your opponents to get way ahead when they stand up in their speech
nad add on to your arguement 3O fantastic answers to the questions that were asked of you also
great job at pointing outwhen theywere justmaking things upandneededa citation tomake cer-
tain claims. overall great job at summarizing the point you were winning at and what they were
losing at and also for making your speech and answers last the full 8 minutes OR - i think you
could have more e�iciently used time during this speech as while sometimes you brought back
up really good arguements you unfortunately le� outmanymore arguements then youwere able
to brought up, this is also because you speend alot of timemaking some new arguements in this
speech instead of summarizingwhat arguements youmadehtat your opponents did not respond
to PR i think that 15 seconds of time spent extending your older arguements is unfortunantly do-
ing earlier speeches a dissserice, you hada a similar issue to the oppositional rebuttla in that you
spent so much time making new arguements that you le� alot of the old arguements you made
behind and unextended.
RFD ultimately i think the opposition wins do to an arguement that global warming is good for
plants, renewables cause as much destruction ecologically as fossil fuel, and that it would be
too expensive for the wide majority of the population to a�ord renewable energy which pushes
people into poverty
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Restful Squid Restful Squid

Imp A� vs Silly RangOTangs

Judge Jose Sanchez WIN

Makenzie Cannon
Ambry Jensen
Amelia Langley
Lucas Liu
Raymond Zhang
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Running Lions Running Lions

Imp A� vs Funky Koalas

Judge Townes Schultz WIN

Kevin Kim
Veera Kamath
Rahini Madala

RFD

I vote a� on a narrow 2 point di�erence. I think that the a� wins on strategy which gets them
barely ahead on points. Both sides have good speakers and good arguments, however the a� is
ahead because of their argument about the inevitability of renewables. So, regardless of all the
high quality renewables bad arguments, there’s enough risk from the a� arguments that they can
be good a�er innovation and they’re inevitable so I have to try or die to transition away.
I think both sides could focus on projection and presentation. Speak from the diaphragm and hit
every corner of the room. Add emphasis to important points and try to win on style and content
points if you feel youmight be behind on the technical part of the debate.
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Silly RangOTangs Silly RangOTangs

Imp Neg vs Restful Squid

Judge Jose Sanchez

Anoushka Ghai
Kavya Khatri
Ezra Kim
Ellie Kim
Sophia Zhou
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Mean Green Comet MS
WSD: Soaring Lemmings Soaring Lemmings

Imp Neg vs Nice Panthers

Judge Mak Kovar

Dylan Kim
Terry Liu
Alma Madison
Annika Malik
Vamika Malik

RFD
General RFD: Voted for Propositionbecauseof the argument that fossil fuels are runningout that
was not answered by the opposition. Thus, even if I were to accept that FFmay bemore e�icient-
it would eventually run out anyway so it would be good to use more renewables.

Prep A� vs Funny Zebras

Judge Jose Sanchez

Dylan Kim
Terry Liu
Alma Madison
Annika Malik
Vamika Malik
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